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ABSTRACT
In this thesis we investigate several constraints and their impacts on the short-range potentials in
the low-energy limits of quantum mechanics. We also present lattice Monte Carlo calculations
using the adiabatic projection method.
In the first part of the thesis we consider the constraints of causality and unitarity for particles
interacting via strictly finite-range interactions. We generalize Wigner’s causality bound to the
case of non-vanishing partial-wave mixing. Specifically we analyze the system of the low-energy
interactions between protons and neutrons. We also analyze low-energy scattering for systems
with arbitrary short-range interactions plus an attractive 1{rα tail for α ě 2. In particular, we
focus on the case of α “ 6 and we derive the constraints of causality and unitarity also for these
systems and find that the van der Waals length scale dominates over parameters characterizing
the short-distance physics of the interaction. This separation of scales suggests a separate
universality class for physics characterizing interactions with an attractive 1{r6 tail. We argue
that a similar universality class exists for any attractive potential 1{rα for α ě 2.
In the second part of the thesis we present lattice Monte Carlo calculations of fermion-dimer
scattering in the limit of zero-range interactions using the adiabatic projection method. The
adiabatic projection method uses a set of initial cluster states and Euclidean time projection
to give a systematically improvable description of the low-lying scattering cluster states in
a finite volume. We use Lüscher’s finite-volume relations to determine the s-wave, p-wave,
and d-wave phase shifts. For comparison, we also compute exact lattice results using Lanczos
iteration and continuum results using the Skorniakov-Ter-Martirosian equation. For our Monte
Carlo calculations we use a new lattice algorithm called impurity lattice Monte Carlo. This
algorithm can be viewed as a hybrid technique which incorporates elements of both worldline
and auxiliary-field Monte Carlo simulations.
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Chapter 1
Overview
Nuclear structure and reaction studies are at the heart of low energy nuclear physics research. A
broad goal of this research is to understand the basic interactions among fundamental particles.
By fundamental particles we refer to the relevant degrees of freedom that can be probed by the
energy scales of a given system. In nuclear physics physical phenomena are observed over a
range of different energy scales. In low energy nuclear physics the relevant degrees of freedom
are nucleons and light mesons which mediate forces between nucleons, and physical observables
are insensitive to the details at high energies or equivalently short distances.
Effective field theory (EFT) is a very general framework to understand physics. The general
idea is that a simple effective description of the physics can describe the relevant features of
a given system even if the details at short distances are disregarded. In low-energy nuclear
effective field theory the detailed shape of the short-range nuclear forces are not important.
Instead effective field theory organizes the nuclear interactions as an expansion in powers of
momenta and other low energy scales such as the pion mass.
Lattice effective field theory is a powerful numerical method which is formulated in the
framework of effective field theory. The method is quite economical when one uses pionless
1
effective field theory with the nucleons interacting via only local contact interactions. Recent
developments in lattice EFT allow one to study nuclear scattering and reactions. The adiabatic
projection method is a general framework for calculating scattering and reactions on the lattice.
This method uses a set of initial cluster states and Euclidean time projection to construct a
low-energy effective field theory for the cluster states.
In this thesis we summarize work done on a number of topics in the framework of effective
field theories during my Ph.D. study. We start with a brief review of scattering processes with
strictly finite-range interactions in Chapter 2. We also discuss the case where long-range forces
are present in addition to the short-range interactions, and we specifically consider Coulomb
interactions.
In Chapter 3 after a brief introduction we define the basic continuum and lattice formulations
of non-relativistic quantum mechanics. We then take a short detour to derive the connection
between the operator formalism in quantum mechanics and lattice Grassmann path integrals.
We introduce the adiabatic projection method and describe the implementation of the method
in lattice effective field theory. We discuss the details of and some mathematical tools for
scattering phase shift calculations at finite volume. Then we close this chapter by reviewing
Monte Carlo simulations employed to compute observables in finite volumes with periodic
boundary conditions.
In Chapter 4 we consider the Wigner causality constraint and unitarity for the low-energy
interactions with strictly finite range. We derive the generalization of Wigner’s causality bound
to the case of non-vanishing partial-wave mixing. As an application in nuclear physics, we
analyse the low-energy interactions of protons and neutrons. We investigate the constrains on the
range of the interactions between neutrons and protons in effective field theory and universality
in many-body Fermi systems.
In Chapter 5 we analyze low-energy scattering for arbitrary short-range interactions plus
2
any attractive potential 1{rα for α ě 2. This type of long-range force plays an important role in
low-energy atomic and nuclear physics. In particular, we consider the van der Waals interaction
and derive the constraints of causality and unitarity. We also briefly discuss multichannel systems
near a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
In Chapter 6 we present scattering of composite particles using lattice Monte Carlo simula-
tions with the adiabatic projection method. For our Monte Carlo simulations we introduce the
impurity lattice Monte Carlo algorithm. As an application we consider fermion-dimer elastic
scattering in the limit of zero-range interactions. Then we present results for the scattering phase
shifts in the continuum and infinite volume limits as well as in finite volumes.
3
Chapter 2
Scattering Theory
2.1 Introduction
The scattering of two spinless particles is described by an incident plane wave along the z
direction and spherical outgoing scattered wave with amplitude f as
ψp~rq rÑ8ÝÑ 1p2piq3{2
„
eipz` f pp,θ q e
ipr
r

, (2.1)
where ~p is the outgoing relative momenta, ~r is the relative coordinates and θ is the angle
between ~p and the z axis. The scattering amplitude is a non-trivial physical quantity in which all
quantitative information about the scattering process is contained. An important constraint on
the scattering amplitude is unitarity. Unitarity requires that the sum of all outcome probabilities
is one. In other word the normalization of the incoming wave must be preserved.
In addition, the time evolution of any quantum mechanical system obeys causality as well
as unitarity. Causality requires that the cause of an event must occur before any resulting
consequences are produced. In non-relativistic quantum mechanics the causality constraint
means that the outgoing wave may depart only after the incoming wave reaches the scattering
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object. The constraints of causality in quantum mechanics with finite range interactions were
first studied by Wigner [174]. Phillips and Cohen [142] derived the causality bound on the
scattering parameters of low energy effective field theories by considering the s-wave case and
finite-range interactions in three dimensions. Later, the causality bounds for arbitrary dimension
d or arbitrary angular momentum ` were investigated in Refs. [94, 95].
The scattering processes described above is an idealized system with the assumptions that
particles are structureless. This simplified process is called single-channel since there is only one
possible final configuration which is the same as the initial one, apb,aqb. In general, elementary
or composite particles have spin structures; and accordingly, the interaction potentials become
spin-dependent which makes the scattering processes more complicated. In these types of
system different possible final outcomes exist [164], and the scattering processes are called
multi-channel scattering. See Ref. [100] for a detailed rigorous mathematical formulation of the
system with short-range interactions, and the general multi-channel problems in the presence of
long-range potentials were studied in Ref. [49, 92].
2.2 The Schrödinger wave equation
In this and the following sections we will give brief reviews on several topics of the two-body
elastic scattering problem. Following Refs. [136] with slightly changed notation, we will discuss
the scattering of particles within the framework of the formal scattering theory in configuration
space.
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2.2.1 Single channel
We start with an idealized system and consider elastic scattering of two spinless1 particles
interacting via a spherically symmetric potential in the center-of-mass frame. We use units
where h¯“ 1. The free radial Schrödinger equation with energy E “ p2{p2µq is
„
´ 1
r2
d
dr
ˆ
r2
d
dr
˙
` `p``1q
r2

Rppq` prq “ p2Rppq` prq. (2.2)
where ` is the orbital angular momentum. It is convenient to use the rescaled radial function
uppq` prq given by
u`pprq “ rRppq` prq , (2.3)
then the Schrödinger equation describes the system is alternatively
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2

u`pprq “ p2 u`pprq , (2.4)
Two linearly independent (regular and irregular) solutions of Eq. (2.4) are the Riccati-Bessel
S`pprq and Riccati-NeumannC`pprq functions, respectively, which are defined in terms of Bessel
and Neumann functions in Eq. (A.1) and Eq. (A.2). The asymptotic form of these functions for
large arguments are
S`pρq |ρ|Ñ8„ sin
ˆ
ρ´ `pi
2
˙
, (2.5)
C`pρq |ρ|Ñ8„ cos
ˆ
ρ´ `pi
2
˙
. (2.6)
1By spinless particles we mean either exactly spinless fundamental particles or composite particles with
zero-intrinsic angular momentum.
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The total wave function in the partial wave expansion form is
Ψ˘ “ pp,~rq “
ˆ
2µ p
pi
˙1{2 ÿ
`
ÿ`
m“´`
i`
ψ˘` pprq
pr
Ym` prˆqYm` ˚pzˆq , (2.7)
where µ is the reduced mass, Ym` pρˆq are the spherical harmonics, rˆ denotes the polar angles
pθ ,ϑ q of~r, ψ˘` pprq is the radial part of the wave function. The solution with the superscript
`{´ corresponds to the out/in asymptotic wave when we go to a time-dependent formalism.
Using the Legendre polynomial,
P` pcosθ q “ 4pi
2``1
ÿ`
m`“´`
Ym` prˆqYm` ˚pzˆq , (2.8)
the total wave function is rewritten as
Ψ˘pp,~rq “
ˆ
2µ
pi p
˙1{2 1
4pir
ÿ
`
i` p2``1q P` pcosθ q ψ˘` pprq . (2.9)
Now inserting the total wave function in the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation, we get the
following integral equation for the radial wave function,
ψ˘` pprq “ S`pprq`2µ
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
dr1dr2G˘` pp;r,r1qW pr1,r2q ψ˘` ppr1q , (2.10)
where W pr1,r2q is the interaction potential assumed to be a rotationally invariant operator, and
G˘` pp;r,r1q is the partial wave Green’s function which satisfies the differential equation
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2
´ p2

G˘` pp;r,r1q “ ´δ
`
r´ r1˘ . (2.11)
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The Green’s function that satisfies Eq. (2.11) with suitable boundary conditions is defined in
terms of the Riccati-Bessel and Riccati-Henkel functions as
G˘` pp;r,r1q “ ´
1
p
S`pprăqh˘` pprąq , (2.12)
where ră signifies the smaller of r and r1 and rą is the larger, and h˘` are the Riccati-Henkel
functions defined in terms of the Riccati-Bessel and Neumann functions
h˘` pρq “ ˘iS`pρq`C`pρq , (2.13)
and their asymptotic forms for large arguments are
h˘` pρq
|ρ|Ñ8„ e˘ipρ´ `pi2 q . (2.14)
Eq. (2.10) is the solution of the following Schrödinger wave equation,
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2

ψ`` pprq`2µ
ż 8
0
dr1W pr,r1q ψ`` ppr1q “ p2ψ`` pprq . (2.15)
At the moment we do not impose any condition on the potential and postpone the discussion till
Section 2.3. At rÑ8 the asymptotic form of Eq. (2.10) has a formal solution written in terms
of the incident wave, the scattered wave and the scattering matrix, S`ppq, as
ψ`` pprq “
i
2
“
h´` pprq´S`ppqh`` pprq
‰
, (2.16)
where
S`ppq “ 1´ 4iµp
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
dr1dr2 S`ppr1qW pr1,r2q ψ`` ppr1q , (2.17)
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The scattering matrix (S-matrix) S`ppq is a function of momentum and independent of r;
therefore, S`ppq can be defined in terms of a real and momentum dependent phase angle δ`ppq,
S`ppq “ e2iδ`ppq . (2.18)
Then Eq. (2.15) in the asymptotic limit, up to a normalization, becomes
ψ`` pprq „ sin
ˆ
pr´ `pi
2
`δ`ppq
˙
. (2.19)
This scattered wave relative to Eq. (2.5) implies that the impact of the scattering event is to
introduce the shift δ`ppq in the phase of the outgoing wave relative to the incoming wave. The
radial wave function is usually written in terms of the reaction matrix2 (K-matrix) rather than
the S-matrix. The relation between the reaction and scattering matrix is
K` “ ip1´S`qp1`S`q , (2.20)
and the radial wave function in terms of the reaction matrix reads, up to a normalization,
ψ`` pprq „ S`pprq`K`ppqC`pprq . (2.21)
2.2.2 Coupled channels
In this section we make the scattering problem more complicated by considering that particles
have intrinsic spins. This brings some complications into the formalism introduced in the
preceding sections due to the fact that the spin is an additional degree of freedom. We consider
the scattering of two particles with total spin angular momenta s“ s1`s2 where s1 and s2 are the
2Sometimes it is called the reactance matrix [136].
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individual particle spins. Here the orbital angular momentum ` and the spin angular momentum
s are coupled to give the total angular momentum j. Denote the magnetic quantum number of
j, ` and s in the z direction by M, m and ms, respectively. Since the Hamiltonian of the system
commutes with the total angular momentum operator J in order to be rotationally invariant, the
conserved quantities of the system are j and M. Therefore, depending on the values that s takes,
the orbital angular momentum takes different values each of which corresponds to a different
radial wave function.
Let us generalize the spherical harmonics for the system of particles with spin and define
the following functions
Y Mj`sprˆq “
ÿ
mms
Cp`s j,mmsMqYm` prˆqχsms (2.22)
and
{Y Mj p`sms; zˆq “ ´iχsm˚s ¨Y Mj`spzˆq (2.23)
where χsms is the normalized eigenfunction of the total spin, Cp`s j,m`msmq are the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients, and the dot signifies an inner product with respect to the internal coordinates.
Since the individual particle spins are conserved, we will suppress them in the expressions. The
completeness relation of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is
ÿ
m`ms
Cp`s j,m`msmqCp`s j1,m`msm1q “ δ j j1δmm1 . (2.24)
Therefore, the total wave function is written as
Ψ˘psms; p,~rq “
ˆ
2µ
pi p
˙1{2 ÿ
jM``1s1
ψ jp˘q`1s1,`spp,rq
r
Y Mj`1s1prˆq {Y M˚j p`sms; zˆq . (2.25)
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After inserting Eq. (2.25) into the Lippmann-Schwinger integral equation, we obtain the general
form of the radial wave function,
ψ jp˘q`1s1,`spp,rq “S`pprqδ``1 δss1
`2µ
ÿ
`2s2
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
d~r1d~r2G˘`1 pp;r,r1qW`1s1,`2s2pr1,r2qψ jp˘q`2s2,`spp,r1q , (2.26)
where G˘`1 is given in Eq. (2.12), and W`1s1,`2s2 is the spin-dependent interaction potential
W`1s1,`2s2pr1,r2q “
ż
dΩY M˚j`1s1 prˆ1qW pr1,r2qY Mj`2s2prˆ1q . (2.27)
The radial wave function ψ jp˘q`1s1,`s is the solution of the coupled Schrödinger equation,
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `
1p`1`1q
r2

ψ jp`q`1s1,`s`2µ
ÿ
`2s2
ż 8
0
dr1W`1s1,`2s2pr,r1qψ jp`q`2s2,`s “ p2ψ jp`q`1s1,`s . (2.28)
Therefore, the S-matrix for the particles of the total spin s is
S`1s1,`s “ δ``1 δss1´ 4iµp
ÿ
`2 s2
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
dr1dr2 S`1ppr1qW`1s1,`2s2pr1,r2qψ jp`q`2s2,`spp,r1q . (2.29)
2.3 Interaction potential
In Eq. (2.18) we have naïvely defined the S-matrix without imposing any conditions on the
potential. However, in Eqs. (2.17) and (2.29) the unitarity condition we have discussed in
Section 2.1 requires some constraints on the interaction potential.
Throughout our analysis we assume that the interaction is sufficiently well-behaved at the
origin to admit the regular solution S`pprq . This assumption imposes the restriction that as
11
rÑ 0 the potential is not too singular such that the radial wave function satisfies the regularity
condition
lim
ρÑ0ψ`pρq
d
dρ
ψ`pρq “ 0 . (2.30)
In Ref. [21] it is proven that this condition is fulfilled by a class of potentials V prq provided that
ż R
0
dr1 r1
ˇˇ
V pr1qˇˇă8 . (2.31)
We also consider only energy independent interactions, and we assume that the interactions
have a finite range R. The finite-range condition implies that
W pr,r1q “ 0 if r ą R or r1 ą R . (2.32)
These assumptions assure that the interaction can be written as a local potential,
W pr,r1q “V prqδ `r´ r1˘ . (2.33)
2.4 Effective range expansion
Under our assumptions on the potential in the preceding section we can obtain the scattering
information by measuring Eq. (2.10) relative to the free solution in the asymptotic limit,
ψ`prq “ S`pprq` p f`ppqh`` pprq , (2.34)
where f`ppq is the partial wave amplitude
f`ppq “ S`ppq´12ip “
p2`
p2``1 cotδ`ppq´ ip2``1 . (2.35)
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For the system of particles interacting with a finite-range potential, p2``1 cotδ`ppq is described
by the well-known power series expansion around p2, the so called effective range expansion [99,
18],
p2``1 cotδ`ppq “ ´ 1a` `
1
2
r` p2` P` p4`Q` p6`Opp8q, (2.36)
where a` is the scattering length, r` is the effective range, and coefficients in higher order terms
of p2 are the shape parameters. The effective range formula for the multi channel scattering
problem is of the following form [46, 149, 20, 19, 102],
ÿ
m1,n1
pmm1 rK´1sm1n1 pn1n “´ 1amn `
1
2
rmn p2`Pmn p4`Qmn p6`Opp8q, (2.37)
where Kˆ is the multi channel reaction matrix, p is the diagonal momentum matrix
p“
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ p j´s` 12 . . .
p j`s` 12
‹˛‹‹‹‚, (2.38)
amn is the scattering length matrix, rmn is the effective range matrix, and Pmn and Qmn are the
first two lowest shape parameter matrices.
In the cases where particles are interacting via long-range forces the power series or the
convergence (analyticity) of Eq. (2.36) is spoiled. Then the function p2``1 cotδ`ppq needs
special treatment to modify the expansion to make it an analytic function of p2. For instance,
for a class of potentials falling off as e´mr at large distances, the potential introduces a branch
cut starting at p2 “´m2{4 where m is the mass of the particle which mediates the interaction,
see Ref. [90] for the detailed proof. Nevertheless, the expansion is still converges in a circle of
radius m2{4 around the origin of the complex p2 plane.
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For the system of charged particles, a modified effective range expansion is used to deal with
the Coulomb tails [39, 18, 21]. For long-range potentials of the form of 1{rα with α ą 2 the
irregular behavior of the radial Schrödinger equation at short distances limits the determination
of the partial wave amplitude. For example, for α “ 4 only the scattering length can be well-
defined [139]. However, the so called quantum defect formulation for the scattering phase shifts
allows one to define the total phase shift for α ą 2 as a sum of a weakly energy-dependent short-
range phase shift and strongly energy-dependent long-range phase shift [78]. This formalism
has been developed to describe atom-atom scattering. In particular, quantum defect theory and
the modified effective range expansion for α “ 6 will be discussed in Section 5.6.
2.5 Scattering solutions
2.5.1 Neutral particles
In this section we return to the idealized system of two spinless particles. Here we consider the
system of two-particle interacting via a spherically symmetric potential with finite-range R. This
system is described by the radial Schrödinger equation
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2
´ p2

U ppq` prq`2µ
ż R
0
dr1W pr,r1qU ppq` pr1q “ 0 . (2.39)
where µ is the reduced mass, and W pr,r1q is the finite-range potential, W pr,r1q “ 0 for r ą R or
r1 ą R. Therefore, for r ą R with an arbitrary normalization the solution of Eq. (2.39) is written
as
U ppq` prq “ p` rcotδ`ppqS`pprq`C`pprqs . (2.40)
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For later convenience we define the rescaled Riccati-Bessel and Riccati-Neumann functions by
s`pp,rq “ p´`´1S`pprq and c`pp,rq “ p`C`pprq . (2.41)
Insertion of the rescaled functions and the effective range expansion, Eq. (2.40) is rewritten as
an expansion in powers of p2,
U ppq` prq “ u0,`prq`u2,`prq p2`u4,`prq p4`u6,`prq p6`Opp8q , (2.42)
where uprq’s are defined in terms of the effective range expansion parameters by
u0,`prq “´1a` s0,`prq` c0,`prq, (2.43)
u2,`prq “12r` s0,`prq´
1
a`
s2,`prq` c2,`prq, (2.44)
u4,`prq “P` s0,`prq` 12r` s2,`prq´
1
a`
s4,`prq` c4,`prq , (2.45)
u6,`prq “Q` s0,`prq` P` s2,`prq` 12r` s4,`prq´
1
a`
s6,`prq` c6,`prq. (2.46)
and the functions sn,`prq and cn,`prq are given in Appendix A.1.
2.5.2 Charged particles
We consider two particles interacting at long distances in addition to the short-range potential.
The example we consider in detail is the system of two particles carrying electric charges eZ1
and eZ2. The radial Schrödinger equation (2.39) has a Coulomb potential term γ{r,
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2
` γ
r
´ p2

V ppq` prq`2µ
ż R
0
dr1W pr,r1qV ppq` pr1q “ 0 , (2.47)
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where γ “ 2µαZ1Z2. Here V ppq` prq is the rescaled radial wave function of a two-body system of
charged particles,
V ppq` prq “ r ¨Rppq` prq . (2.48)
We choose a normalization such that, for r ą R, V ppq` prq is
V ppq` prq “p`Cη ,`
”
cot δ˜`ppqˆFppq` prq`Gppq` prq
ı
,
“p2``1C2η ,` cot δ˜`ppqˆ f`pp,rq`g`pp,rq , (2.49)
where Fppq` prq and Gppq` prq are the regular and irregular Coulomb wave functions, and the related
functions f`pp,rq and g`pp,rq are defined for later convenience as
f`pp,rq “ 1p``1Cη ,` F
ppq
` prq , (2.50)
g`pp,rq “ p`Cη ,`Gppq` prq “g˜`pp,rq`
”
γ h˜`ppq´ ip2``1C2η ,`
ı
f`pp,rq . (2.51)
See Appendix A.2 for the functions f`pp,rq, g`pp,rq and g˜`pp,rq. The factor Cη ,` is given by
C2η ,` “
22`
Γp2``2q2
ź`
s“1
ps2`η2qC2η ,0 , (2.52)
and the function h˜`ppq is defined as
h˜`ppq “ p2pq
2`
Γp2``2q2
|Γp``1` iηq |2
|Γp1` iηq |2
„
ψpiηq` 1
2iη
´ logpiηq

, (2.53)
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where
η “ γ
2p
, (2.54)
C2η ,0 “ 2piηe2piη ´1 , (2.55)
and ψpzq is the digamma function. Using these new expressions given in Eqs.(2.50)-(2.55), we
can rewrite Eq. (2.49) as,
V ppq` prq “
”
p2``1C2η ,`
´
cot δ˜`ppq´ i
¯
` γ h˜`ppq
ı
ˆ f`pp,rq` g˜`pp,rq , (2.56)
The expression in square brackets is the modified Coulomb effective range expansion [21],
p2``1C2η ,`
´
cot δ˜`ppq´ i
¯
` γ h˜`ppq “ ´1ac`
` 1
2
rc` p
2`Pc` p4`Qc` p6`O
`
p8
˘
. (2.57)
Finally, the Coulomb wave function is written as an expansion in powers of p2,
V ppq` prq “ v0,`prq` v2,`prq p2` v4,`prq p4` v6,`prq p6`Opp8q, (2.58)
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where vprq’s are written in terms of the modified Coulomb effective range expansion parameters,
v0,`prq “´1ac`
f0,`prq`g0,`prq, (2.59)
v2,`prq “12r
c
` f0,`prq´
1
ac`
f2,`prq`g2,`prq, (2.60)
v4,`prq “Pc` f0,`prq`
1
2
rc` f2,`prq´
1
ac`
f4,`prq`g4,`prq , (2.61)
v6,`prq “Qc` f0,`prq`Pc` f2,`prq`
1
2
rc` f4,`prq´
1
ac`
f6,`prq`g6,`prq. (2.62)
2.5.3 Wronskian integral formula
In this section we follow the steps in Ref. [95] and derive the Wronskian integral formula for a
two-particle system. We consider two solutions of Eq. (2.39) for momentum pa and pb,
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2
´ p2a

Uaprq`2µ
ż R
0
dr1W pr,r1qUapr1q “ 0 , (2.63)
„
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2
´ p2b

Ubprq`2µ
ż R
0
dr1W pr,r1qUbpr1q “ 0 , (2.64)
where we use the shorthand notation Uaprq “ U ppaq` prq and Ubprq “ U ppbq` prq. We multiply
Eq. (2.63) by Vbprq on the left, Eq. (2.64) by Vaprq, and then subtracting the resulting equations
yields
UaprqU 1bprq´UbprqU 1aprq`
`
p2b´ p2a
˘
UbprqUaprq
“ 2µ
ż R
0
dr1
“
UaprqW pr,r1qUbpr1q´UbprqW pr,r1qUapr1q
‰
. (2.65)
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Integrating Eq. (2.65) from radius ρ to some radius r ě R, we get
rUaU2b ´UbU2a s|rρ `
`
p2b´ p2a
˘ż R
0
dr1Ubpr1qUapr1q
“ 2µ
ż R
ρ
dr
ż R
0
dr1
“
UaprqW pr,r1qUbpr1q´UbprqW pr,r1qUapr1q
‰
. (2.66)
Now for the right hand side of this equation using the condition given in Eq. (2.30), we finally
obtain the Wronskian integral formula,
W rU ppbq` ,U ppaq` sprq
p2b´ p2a
“
ż r
0
U ppaq` pr1qU ppbq` pr1qdr1 . (2.67)
In the low energy regime, when we set pa “ pb “ p, Eq. (2.67) reads
W ru2,`,u0,`sprq`2p2W ru4,`,u0,`sprq` p4W ru4,`,u2,`sprq
`3p4W ru6,`,u0,`sprq´
ż r
0
”
U ppq` pr1q
ı2
dr1`Opp6q “ 0 . (2.68)
In Appendix B.1 the Wronskians of the functions unprq are given in terms of the scattering
parameters.
The integral terms can be rearranged and rewritten as
ż r
0
”
U ppq` pr1q
ı2
dr1 “
ż 8
0
”
U ppq` pr1q
ı2
dr1´
ż 8
r
”
U ppq` pr1q
ı2
dr1 . (2.69)
Since Eq. (2.42) is the solution of the function U ppq` prq for r ą R, it can be used in the second
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integral of the right hand side. Inserting Eq. (2.42) and Eq. (B.2)-(B.5) into Eq. (2.68) we get3
ż 8
0
”
U ppq` pr1q
ı2
dr1 “´r`
2
`∆1,`´2
`
P` ´∆2,`
˘
p2
´3
ˆ
Q`´∆3,`´ ∆4,`3
˙
p4`Opp6q , (2.70)
where ∆n,` are integration constants and calculated from the following equations,
∆1,` “ 12
d
dr
b1,`prq`
ż 8
r
dr1
“
u0,`pr1q
‰2
, (2.71)
∆2,` “ ddrb2,`prq`
ż 8
r
dr1
“
u2,`pr1qu0,`pr1q
‰
, (2.72)
∆3,` “ ddrb3,`prq`
ż 8
r
dr1
“
u4,`pr1qu0,`pr1q
‰
, (2.73)
∆4,` “ ddrb4,`prq`
ż 8
r
dr1
“
u2,`pr1q
‰2´ż 8
r
dr1
“
u4,`pr1qu0,`pr1q
‰
, (2.74)
where the bn,`prq functions are given in Appendix B.1.
3Eq. (2.67)-(2.74) are valid for Coulomb case. In that case, Uppq` prq and un,`prq are replaced by V ppq` prq and
vn,`prq, respectively. In addition, a superscript c is used in the scattering parameters to denote the Coulomb scattering
parameters (ac` ,r
c
` , P
c
` and Q
c
`).
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2.6 Loosely bound systems
2.6.1 Asymptotic Normalization Coefficients
2.6.1.1 Neutral case
The bound state wave function with momentum p“ iκ in the asymptotic region is
ψ`prq “ i`Ahp1q` piκrq (2.75)
where A is the asymptotic normalization coefficient (ANC) and hp1q` is the Riccati Hankel
function. The bound state solution is normalized according to
ż 8
0
“
ψ`pr1q
‰2 dr1 “ 1 . (2.76)
Furthermore, for the bound state regime, we have
cotδ`piκq “ i , (2.77)
and the effective range expansion reads
p´1q`κ2``1 “ 1
a`
` 1
2
r`κ2´ P` κ4`Q`κ6`Opκ8q, (2.78)
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Table 2.1 The integration constants ∆n,` of a two-neutral-particles system for `ď 2.
` ∆1,` ∆2,` ∆3,` ∆4,`
0 κ2 0 0 0
1 ´3κ32 0 0 0
2 5κ
5
2 0 0 0
The relation between ψ`prq and U piκq` prq can be obtained, for r ą R,
U piκq` prq “piκq` rcotδ`piκqˆS`piκrq`C`piκrqs
“piκq` riˆS`piκrq`C`piκrqs “ piκq` hp1q` piκrq “
κ`
A
ψ`prq (2.79)
Inserting Eq. (2.79) into the integral term of Eq. (2.70) we obtain the following expression for
the ANC
A` « κ
`c
´ r`2 `∆1,``2
`
P` ´∆2,`
˘
κ2´3
´
Q`´∆3,`´ ∆4,`3
¯
κ4
, (2.80)
where integration constants ∆n,` are given in Table 2.1. An alternative expression can be obtained
by eliminating the effective range r` using Eq. (2.78)
A` « κ
``1b
1
a`
´p´1q`κ2``1`∆1,`κ2`
`
P` ´2∆2,`
˘
κ4´ `2Q`´3∆3,`´∆4,`˘ κ6 . (2.81)
This expression agrees with Eq.(11) of Ref. [108] up to the given order.
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2.6.1.2 Coulomb case
The bound state Coulomb wave function with binding momentum κ in the asymptotic region is
ψc` prq “ AcW´iη ,`` 12 p2κrq (2.82)
where Ac is the Coulomb-ANC andW´iη ,`` 12 is the Whittaker function. The bound state solution
is normalized according to
ż 8
0
“
ψc` pr1q
‰2 dr1 “ 1 . (2.83)
In the bound state regime, we have
cot δ˜`piκq “ i . (2.84)
Therefore, the wave function becomes, for r ą R,
V piκq` prq “piκq`Cη ,`
”
iFpiκq` prq`Gpiκq` prq
ı
“piκq`Cη ,` eiσ`e´ipip``iηqW´iη ,`` 12 p2κrq , (2.85)
where σ` is the Coulomb phase shift,
eiσ` “ Γp``1` iηq
Γp``1´ iηq . (2.86)
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The wave function V piκq` prq in terms of the bound state Coulomb wave function reads
V piκq` prq “
κ`
Ac
C˜η ,`ψc` prq , (2.87)
where
C˜η ,` “ 2
`Γp``1` iηq
Γp2``2q . (2.88)
Finally, the ANC can be written as
|Ac`| «
κ`C˜η ,`”
´ rc`2 `∆ c1,``2
´
Pc` ´∆ c2,`
¯
κ2´3
´
Qc`´∆ c3,`´
∆ c4,`
3
¯
κ4
ı1{2 . (2.89)
Integration constants ∆ cn,` for `ď 2 in the Coulomb case are given in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2 Integration constants ∆ cn,` calculated from Eqs. (2.71)-(2.74) for `ď 2 in Coulomb case .
` ∆ c1,` ∆
c
2,` ∆
c
3,` ∆
c
4,`
0 13γ
2
15γ3
16
63γ5 0
1 γ108
11
270γ
62
2835γ3 0
2 γ
3
43200
17γ
36000
191
113400γ 0
An alternative expression for Ac can be found by eliminating the effective range parameter rc`
in Eq. (2.89) using the Coulomb modified effective range expansion in the bound state regime,
γ h˜`piκq “ ´1ac`
´ 1
2
rc`κ
2`Pc` κ4´Qc`κ6`O
`
k8
˘
, (2.90)
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where γ h˜`piκq are given in Table 2.3 for `ď 2. We find
Table 2.3 The function γ h˜`piκq in the Coulomb modified effective range expansion for `ď 2.
` γ h˜`piκq
0 ´κ23γ ` 2κ
4
15γ3 ´ 16κ
6
63γ5 `Opκ8q
1 ´ γκ2108 ` 11κ
4
270γ ´ 62κ
6
2835γ3 `Opκ8q
2 ´ γ3κ243200 ` 17γκ
4
36000 ´ 191κ
6
113400γ `Opκ8q
|Ac`| «
κ``1C˜η ,`”
1
ac`
` γ h˜`piκq`∆ c1,`κ2`
´
Pc` ´2∆ c2,`
¯
κ4´
´
2Qc`´3∆ c3,`´∆ c4,`
¯
κ6
ı1{2 (2.91)
This expression matches with Eq. (85) of Ref. [107] [cf. Eq.(5.87) of Ref.[105]] up to the given
order and Eq. (21) of Ref. [159] for `“ 2. The relation between our convention of the effective
range parameters and the convention of Ref. [159] is
A˜c “
ˆ
2``!
Γp2``2q
˙2
Ac . (2.92)
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Chapter 3
Lattice Effective Field Theory
3.1 Introduction
In the first theoretical descriptions initiated by Yukawa [178] the strong nuclear forces between
nucleons are mediated by massive bosons called mesons. Phenomenological models which
were only based on one-boson-exchange (OBE) well described the strong interactions at large
distances [34, 64, 134]. Later, efforts were made to construct highly sophisticated potential
models in order to improve the shape of the potentials in intermediate ranges [98, 115, 162, 176,
126]. For more on potential models and a historical review see Ref. [128, 127].
At the same time attempts were taken to describe the strong interactions between nucleons
within the framework of quantum field theory (QFT), and a breakthrough came with the
discovery of quarks [84]. Quarks are elementary particles in the Standard Model and they are
constituents of hadrons. The theory of the strong interactions is called quantum chromodynamics
(QCD). The fundamental degrees of freedom in QCD are gluons as well as quarks. Quarks have
six different flavors (up, down, strange, charmed, top, bottom) and three colors (red, green, blue).
Colors are the charges of quarks, and the strong interactions are governed by a non-abelian
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gauge theory with the SU(3)-color group [69, 70]. The eight generators of the SU(3) group
correspond with the eight gluons.
The running coupling constant of the strong interactions makes it possible to carry out
calculations of observables perturbatively at higher energies. However, the same feature of the
theory causes a breakdown in perturbative treatments at low energies. This clearly manifests the
necessity of non-perturbative methods in order to predict observables from QCD. An elegant
method was proposed by Wilson [175]. He formulated lattice gauge theory on a discretized space-
time lattice, which is commonly known as lattice QCD (LQCD), and this method gave access to
study QCD in the low energy limit or at large distances using numerical methods. Therefore,
LQCD has become a powerful approach to probe the structure of hadrons using quarks and
gluons as degrees of freedom [8, 67]. Also, LQCD has been used for studying elastic scattering
of meson-mesons [114, 1, 121, 6, 4, 7], meson-baryon [72], and baryon-baryon [9, 3, 97, 5].
Another direct approach to access the low-energy regime of QCD is effective field theory
(EFT) which is based upon the seminal work of Weinberg [171]. This idea is rooted in a general
concept of separation of scales. Physical processes and observables are well defined in energy
scales relevant to the dynamics of the system. In the low energy limit of QCD since quarks and
gluons are strongly confined in hadrons by color charge forces, the relevant degrees of freedom
at large distance scales are hadrons, instead of quarks and gluons. Therefore, a scale separation
is inevitable here and it is indeed the key point of EFT. The spectrum of hadrons shows a visible
large gap between the masses of light mesons (pi0,pi˘) and the masses of nucleons (N) and
heavier mesons. The EFT formulation sets a soft scale Q at the mass scale of light mesons and
a hard scale Λ at the scale of the nucleon mass. Then using EFT one can perform systematic
calculations as an expansion in powers of a small parameter Q{Λ. This formulation is known as
chiral effective field theory (χEFT).
The hard scale Λ also corresponds to the spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking scale. Chiral
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symmetry is a symmetry of QCD associated with the smallness of the light quark masses. In
the limit of zero quark mass, one can do independent unitary transformations of the left and
the right components of the quarks. Chiral EFT enforces the fact that chiral symmetry must be
manifested in the phenomenology of hadrons at low energies. Chiral EFT was first applied to
the elastic scattering of pipi [81] and piN [82]. Later, its applicability to the nuclear structure and
interactions was derived by Weinberg [172, 173]. Refs. [127] and [56] provide detailed reviews
on the subject.
In such systems where momenta is smaller than the pion mass the pionless effective field
theory ({piEFT) is a more economic and efficient formulation to use. In the {piEFT pions are
integrated out and the interactions are only local contact interactions between dynamical
nucleons [167, 11, 12, 13, 38, 145, 96]. For example, the deuteron binding momentum is
γd “ 45 MeV which is much smaller than the lightest pion mass mpi “ 140 MeV. This clearly
suggests here that the pion mass can be considered as the hard scale here since the relevant
energy scale is much lower than the pion mass.
Interactions derived from EFT mentioned above have been combined with powerful numer-
ical methods to study low energy nuclear physics from first principles. This growing field is
known as lattice effective field theory (lattice EFT). Lattice EFT was formulated on discretized
space-time from the chiral EFT [23]. Ref. [118] provides a detailed review of lattice EFT from
the {piEFT and chiral EFT. In the last decade lattice EFT methods have proven its successes
with significant contributions made to nuclear structure studies [22, 24, 62, 57]. Some recent
successes of lattice EFT are the ab initio calculation of Hoyle state of carbon-12 [63], which is
the states that is responsible for the carbon-12 production in the stars, and ab initio calculation
of the spectrum and structure of 16O [60]. Also, very recently these calculations have been
extended to medium mass nuclei [116]. Nuclear reaction calculations from lattice EFT were
initiated by Ref. [154].
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3.2 The path integral
Following Dirac’s pioneer work [48] that suggested that there is a connection between the
exponent of the classical action eiSrqptqs and the transition amplitude of a quantum mechanical
particle at two points, Feynman was the first who incorporated classical Lagrangian approaches
into quantum mechanics [65]. With his work, Feynman reformulated quantum mechanics and
quantum field theory by the so called path integral (PI) method. The PI formulation has brought
particular advantages in quantum field theories and become very a important tool for numerical
techniques in quantum systems.
Starting with the time evolution operator e´iHt in the Hamiltonian formalism, the transition
amplitude of a quantum mechanical particle from an initial point qI to a final point qF is defined
by
xqF |e´iHt |qIy , (3.1)
where |qy denote the complete set of states in the Dirac bra-ket notation 1“ şdq |qyxq|. Now,
we want to obtain an expression from Eq. (3.1) in a path integral form. To achieve this we
split the time t into Lt equal segments αt “ t{Lt and rewrite the evolution operator e´iHt as
Lt products of e´iHαt . By insertion of the completeness relations between those segmented
operators, Eq. (3.1) becomes the products of the transition amplitudes (the propagators) at two
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points over a small time segment αt ,
xqF |e´iHt |qIy “
ż
. . .
ż
dq1dq2 . . .dqLt´2dqLt´1
ˆxqF |e´iHαt |qLt´1yxqLt´1|e´iHαt |qLt´2y . . .
. . .ˆxq3|e´iHαt |q2yxq2|e´iHαt |q1yxq1|e´iHαt |qIy . (3.2)
An individual propagator for the Hamiltonian H “ pˆ22m `V pqˆq which describes a particle in a
potential V pqˆq is of the following form,
xqn`1|e´iHαt |qny “xqn`1|e´i pˆ
2
2mαt |qnye´iV pqnqαt (3.3)
“
c ´im
2piαt
ei
mαt
2
´
qn`1´qn
αt
¯2
e´iV pqnqαt . (3.4)
This is an infinitesimal transition amplitude which describes the particle’s evolution from qn`1
to qn. In Eq. (3.3) we use the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula1, and from Eq. (3.3) to
Eq. (3.4) we use the state |py which is the eigenstate of pˆ and whose normalization is such thatş dp
2pi |pyxp| “ 1. Plugging in the individual propagator given by Eq. (3.4) into Eq. (3.2) we get
xqF |e´iHt |qIy “
ˆ ´im
2piαt
˙Lt{2 ż Lt´1ź
n“1
dqn exp
#
iαt
N´1ÿ
k“0
«
m
2
ˆ
qk`1´qk
αt
˙2
´V pqkq
ff+
, (3.5)
and in the continuum limit αt Ñ 0 Eq. (3.5) is
xqF |e´iHt |qIy “
ż
DqptqeiSrqptqs, (3.6)
1eA`B` 12 rA,Bs`... “ eAeB
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where the short-hand notation for the integral over all paths is
ż
Dqptq “
ˆ ´im
2piαt
˙Lt{2˜Lt´1ź
n“1
dqn
ż ¸
(3.7)
and Srqptqs is the action defined in terms of the classical Lagrangian Lpq, 9q, tq “ m2 9q2´V pqq,
exp iSrqptqs “ exp i
ż
dtLpq, 9q, tq . (3.8)
In this formalism the classical Lagrangian is the fundamental quantity. Eq. (3.6) is the Feynman
PI formulation which reformulates the quantum mechanical amplitude as the integral over all
possible paths weighted by eiS.
The weighting function in the PI has an oscillatory nature. For later convenience and the
favor of numerical methods to be employed we want to suppress these oscillations and desire
the weighting function to be positive semi-definite and non-oscillating. Therefore, rotation2 to
the Euclidean time direction itÑ τ is a crucial step to obtain the Euclidean action SE ,
SErqpτqs “
ż
dτ LEpq, 9q,τq “
ż
dτ
”m
2
9q2`V pqq
ı
, (3.9)
and the Euclidean time formulation of the PI becomes
xqF |e´iHt |qIy “ xqF |e´Hτ |qIy “
ż
Dqpτqe´SE rqpτqs . (3.10)
The PI formulations derived above hold for any quantum system as well as quantum field
theory. Eq. (3.10) can be rearranged according to the following table,
2This is the so called Wick rotation. The integrand of the action is rotated from the Re t axis to the Im t in the
complex t-plane.
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qpτq Ñ φp~rq
SErqpτqs Ñ SEpφqż
Dqpτq Ñ
ż
Dφ
and the PI formulation for fields becomes
xφFp~rq|e´Hτ |φIp~rqy “
ż
Dφ e´SEpφq. (3.11)
Here φ is the field amplitude which is the dynamical variable of quantum field theory, and the
euclidean action SEpφq is defined in terms of the Lagrangian in the non-relativistic limit of
quantum field theory with
LE “´φ : BBτ φ ´
1
2m
p∇φ :q ¨ p∇φq
´
ż
d3~r 1φ :p~rqφp~rqV p~r´~r 1qφ :p~r 1qφp~r 1q (3.12)
with the density operator
ρp~rq “ φ :p~rqφp~rq . (3.13)
The Hamiltonian of the Schrödinger field equation is
H “
ż
d3~r
„
pip~rq BBτ φp~rq´LE

“ H0`HV , (3.14)
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where pip~rq “ BLBpBφ{Bτq is the momentum density conjugate to φp~rq, H0 is the free Hamiltonian
H0 “ 12m
ż
d3~r ∇φ :p~rq ¨∇φp~rq , (3.15)
and HV is the interaction term
HV “
ż ż
d3~r d3~r 1ρp~rqV p~r´~r 1qρp~r 1q . (3.16)
3.3 Grassmann variables
The quantizations of bosonic fields are based upon the commutation relation, while only the
anti-commutation relation yields a consistent theory for the fermionic fields. See Refs.[179, 141]
for details and comprehensive discussions on the topic.
The anti-commuting variables that we are in need of are Grassmann variables. In order to
study the PI for fermions we necessarily reconsider Eqs.(3.11)-(3.14) in terms of Grassmann
variables. Therefore, we discuss some basic properties of Grassmann variables, and their
integration and differentiation are introduced.
Let ηk for l “ 1,2, ...,N be a set of Grassmann variables which satisfy the anti-commutation
relation
ηkηl`ηlηk ” tηk,ηlu “ 0, (3.17)
for any k and l. Eq. (3.17) imposes that η2k “ 0. Assuming that Grassmann variables can be
expanded in a Taylor series, the most general function of a Grassmann variable has the form
f pηq “ a`bη where a and b are ordinary numbers.
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The left and right differentiation of Grassmann variables are defined as
ÝÑB
Bηkηl “´ηl
ÐÝB
Bηk “ δkl , (3.18)
and using this we can write
ÝÑB
Bηkηlηk “´ηl “ ηlηk
ÐÝB
Bηk . (3.19)
We use the standard notation for Grassmann variables so that the integration can be written by
ż
dηk 1“ 0 and
ż
dηkηk “´
ż
ηk dηk “ 1 . (3.20)
A complex Grassmann variable can be written as a combination of two real Grassmann
variables, θ “ ηk` iηl . The properties of the complex Grassmann variables can be defined by
using the properties of real Grassmann variables above,
θ 2 “ θ˚2 “ 0 and θ˚θ “ irηk,ηls, (3.21)
where θ˚ “ ηk´ iηl . Ref. [163] provides detailed discussions on Grassmann algebra and some
interesting physics applications of Grassmann variables.
3.4 Lattice formulation
In this section by following Ref. [118, 117] we introduce a lattice formalism in which spacetime
is a discretized periodic cubic lattice with L3 ˆ Lt points. In the lattice formalism of our
discussion, the lattice spatial spacing is denoted by a, and the lattice temporal spacing is at .
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Also, we introduce αt “ at{a as the ratio of temporal lattice spacing to spacial lattice spacing.
Here we use dimensionless parameters and physical quantities in lattice units multiplied by the
appropriate power of a.
We consider two-component fermions interacting via zero-range potentials, and we call the
two components Ò and Ó spins. The PI for fermions is defined by the anti-commuting Grassmann
variables on lattice,
Z “
ż »– ź
nt ,~n,s“Ò,Ó
dθspnt ,~nqdθs˚ pnt ,~nq
fifl e´Srθ ,θ˚s . (3.22)
Grassmann variables are periodic along the spatial direction,
θ p~n`L,ntq “ θ p~n,ntq θ˚p~n`L,ntq “ θ˚p~n,ntq , (3.23)
and anti-periodic in the temporal direction,
θ p~n,nt `Ltq “ ´θ p~n,ntq θ˚p~n,nt `Ltq “ ´θ˚p~n,ntq . (3.24)
The non-relativistic lattice action is defined by
Srθ ,θ˚s “
ÿ
nt
tStrθ ,θ˚,nts`SH0rθ ,θ˚,nts`SV rθ ,θ˚,ntsu , (3.25)
where St and SH0 contain temporal hopping and spatial hopping terms of the free lattice action
respectively,
Strθ ,θ˚,nts “
ÿ
s“Ò,Ó
ÿ
~n
“
θs˚ pnt ` 0ˆ,~nqθspnt ,~nq´θs˚ pnt ,~nqθspnt ,~nq
‰
, (3.26)
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SH0rθ ,θ˚,nts “
αt
2m
ÿ
s“Ò,Ó
ÿ
~n
3ÿ
l“1
θs˚ pnt ,~nq
“
2θspnt ,~nq´θspnt ,~n` lˆq´θspnt ,~n´ lˆq
‰
. (3.27)
Here 0ˆ denotes the lattice unit vector in the forward temporal direction. We can also write
SH0rθ ,θ˚,nts
SH0rθ ,θ˚,nts “ αtHÒ0 rθs,θs˚ ,nts`αtHÓ0 rθs,θs˚ ,nts, (3.28)
and the interaction term SV rθ ,θ˚,nts as
SV rθ ,θ˚,nts “ αtHV rθ ,θ˚,nts , (3.29)
where
Hs0rθs,θs˚ ,nts “ 12m
ÿ
~n
3ÿ
l“1
θs˚ pnt ,~nq
“
2θspnt ,~nq´θspnt ,~n` lˆq´θspnt ,~n´ lˆq
‰
, (3.30)
and
HV rθ ,θ˚,nts “C0
ÿ
~n
θÒ˚ pnt ,~nqθÒpnt ,~nqθÓ˚ pnt ,~nqθÓpnt ,~nq . (3.31)
In the last equation C0 is the coupling strength of the zero-range potential.
3.4.1 The transfer matrix
The Grassmann formalism given by Eq. (6.10) is convenient for deriving the lattice Feynman
rules. On the other hand, the operator formalism or so called transfer matrix formalism is
more convenient for numerical calculations. Therefore, in this section we review the connection
between the PI formulation and the operator formalism in quantum mechanics [42].
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As a first step we analyze the connection in quantum mechanics and rewrite Eq. (3.5) for the
Euclidean time lattice,
Z “
ż
Dqpαtq exp
#
´αt
Lt´1ÿ
n“0
«
m
2
ˆ
qn`1´qn
αt
˙2
`V pqnq
ff+
. (3.32)
For finite lattice of Lt sites this expression can be rewritten in the form of
Z “
ż Lt´1ź
n“0
dqnMn`1,n . (3.33)
where the matrix Mn`1,n is the transfer matrix,
Mn1,n “
ˆ
m
2piαt
˙1{2
exp
«
´αtm2
ˆ
qn1´qn
αt
˙2
´αtV pqnq
ff
. (3.34)
From Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4), we already know that Mn1,n describes the evolution of particles over
one lattice spacing in the temporal direction
Mn1,n “ xqn`1|e´αtH |qny . (3.35)
It is should be noted that the n,n1 subscripts are not the matrix indices of the transfer matrix, but
rather the coordinates of the particle.
Now we turn to the exact correspondence between the Grassmann path integral and the
transfer matrix formalism. For the moment let us consider a single component fermion and use
b and b: to denote fermion anti-commuting creation and annihilation operators, respectively,
tb,bu “ tb:,b:u “ 0, tb,b:u “ 1 . (3.36)
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For any function f pb,b:q the exact relation between the Grassmann path integral and the transfer
matrix formalism is given by [44],
Tr
”
: f pb,b:q :
ı
“
ż
dθ˚dθ e2θ˚θ f pθ˚,θ q , (3.37)
where the symbol : : signifies normal ordering. Normal ordering rearranges operators betweens
the symbol : : such that all annihilation operators are on the right and creation operators are on
the left. Using anti-periodicity of Grassmann fields in temporal direction, i.e. θ p1q “ ´θ p0q,
Eq. (3.37) can be rewritten as a path integral over a short time interval,
Tr
”
: f pb,b:q :
ı
“
ż
dθ˚p0qdθ p0qeθ˚p0qrθp0q´θp1qs f pθ˚p0q,θ p0qq , (3.38)
This can be applied to the product of any normal-ordered functions of different component
fermion creation and annihilation operators, which leads to the following exact correspondence
between the PI integral and operator formalism [43, 44],
Tr
”
: fLt´1rb:s1p~n1q,bsp~nqs : ¨ ¨ ¨ : f0rb:s1p~n1q,bsp~nqs :
ı
“
ż »– ź
nt ,~n,s“Ò,Ó
dθs˚ pnt ,~nqdθspnt ,~nq
fifl e´St rθ ,θ˚s Lt´1ź
nt“0
fnt rθs˚1pnt ,~n1q,θspnt ,~nqs , (3.39)
Therefore the transfer matrix formulations of the path integral given in Eq. (3.22) has the the
following form,
ZpLtq “ Tr
“
MˆLt
‰
, (3.40)
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where Mˆ is the normal-ordered transfer matrix operator,
Mˆ “ : exp
«
´αtHˆ0´αtC0
ÿ
~n
ρˆÒp~nqρˆÓp~nq
ff
: . (3.41)
Here Hˆ0 is the free non-relativistic lattice Hamiltonian in terms of anti-commuting creation and
annihilation operators
Hˆ0 “ HˆÒ0 ` HˆÓ0 , (3.42)
where
Hˆs0 “ 12m
3ÿ
lˆ“1
ÿ
~n
”
2b:sp~nqbsp~nq´b:sp~nqbsp~n` lˆq´b:sp~nqbsp~n´ lˆq
ı
, (3.43)
and ρˆs are the lattice density operators,
ρˆsp~rq “ b:sp~rqbsp~rq . (3.44)
s signify the spin component of fermions and lˆ denotes the spatial lattice unit vectors.
3.4.2 Adiabatic projection methods
The adiabatic projection method is a general procedure for calculating scattering and reactions
on the lattice. The main tools of the method are initial cluster states of the system. By clusters
we mean either a single particle or a composite state of several particles. The method constructs
a low energy effective theory for clusters, and in the limit of large Euclidean time projection
these cluster states will span the low-energy subspace of the Hamiltonian.
The initial cluster states can be parameterized by either the initial spatial separations [143]
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or alternatively the relative momentum between clusters. The latter reduces the number of
required initial states, and it is quite advantageous to adopt for improving the efficiency of
the calculations. Let us use |Ψ~ρy to denote a set of initial cluster states where ~ρ stands for the
parameters chosen to define the state, i.e., ~R and ~p. The dressed cluster states are formed by
projecting the states |Ψ~ρy in the Euclidean time,
|Ψ~ρyt “ e´Hˆt |Ψ~ρy (3.45)
Now the adiabatic projection method uses these dressed cluster states to calculate the matrix
elements of observables such as the Hamiltonian and the transfer matrix.
The dressed cluster states are generally non-orthogonal, and as a result of this the method
involves calculating a norm matrix. As an example in the following we consider the calculation
of the adiabatic matrix representation of the Hamiltonian operator Hˆ by following the procedure
used in Ref. [143]. Let us define the dual state tpΨ~ρ | written as a linear functional,
tpΨ~ρ |uy “
ÿ
~ρ 1
tpΨ~ρ |Ψ~ρ 1yt txΨ~ρ 1 |uy , (3.46)
such that the dual state tpΨ~ρ | satisfies that
t
@
Ψ~ρ
ˇˇ
u
D“ 0 for all ~ρ ñ tpΨi |uy “ 0 for all ~ρ (3.47)
tpΨ~ρ |Ψ~ρ 1yt “ δ~ρ~ρ 1 . (3.48)
The inner product of the propagated initial and final state is the norm matrix,
rNts~ρ~ρ 1 “ txΨ~ρ |Ψ~ρ 1yt . (3.49)
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and the inner product of the propagated initial and dual state defines
tpΨ~ρ |Ψ~ρ 1yt “ rN´1t s~ρ~ρ 1 . (3.50)
Therefore, the adiabatic matrix of the Hamiltonian Hˆ projected onto the set of dressed cluster
states,
rHˆat s~ρ~ρ 1 “
ÿ
~ρ 2
tpΨ~ρ |Ψ~ρ 2yt txΨ~ρ 2 |Hˆ|Ψ~ρ 1yt
“ rN´1t s~ρ~ρ 2 txΨ~ρ 2 |Hˆ|Ψ~ρ 1yt . (3.51)
By using a similarity transformation, we can define the Hermitian adiabatic Hamiltonian as
rHˆat s~ρ~ρ 1 “ rN´1{2t s~ρ~ρ 2 txΨ~ρ 2 |Hˆ|Ψ~ρ 3yt rN
´1{2
t s~ρ 3~ρ 1 . (3.52)
Hˆat is the two-body adiabatic Hamiltonian describing the scattering and reactions between
interacting clusters, and the calculations become systematically more accurate as the projection
time t is increased. See Ref. [143] for detailed analysis on an estimate of the residual error as a
function of the projection time.
3.5 Scattering phase shifts from the lattice
In the finite-volume calculation, we compute the volume dependent energy spectrum of the
system. However, the information about the short-range interaction potentials between two
clusters is encoded in the scattering phase shifts. Therefore, in the following we review the
mathematical tools and methods that we use in order to determine the scattering phase shift in
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finite volume calculations.
3.5.1 Cubic rotational group
In the discretized lattice the rotational symmetry cannot be explored using an arbitrary rotation
angle since the SOp3q rotational symmetry of continuum space is broken to the finite rotational
group SOp3,Zq. The cubic rotational group SOp3,Zq which is also known as the octahedral
group consists of 24 rotations about the x, y and z axes. Since a finite rotation can be obtained
by a set of infinitesimal rotations about an axis, the rotation operator Rnˆpφq of the SOp3q also
defines elements of the SOp3,Zq group for a rotation by φ “ mpi{2 about the n axis, where m is
integer and n denotes the axes. Therefore, the angular momentum operators Lx, Ly and Lz in the
SOp3,Zq group are defined by
Rnˆpφq “ expp´iLnˆφq (3.53)
It is clear that the eigenvalues of Lnˆ are integers modulo 4.
The 2`` 1 elements of angular momentum transform according to the irreducible repre-
sentations of the SOp3q group. Under the SOp3,Zq group these representations are reducible in
most cases and they break up into the five irreducible representations denoted by A1, T1, E, T2
and A2. Examples for the decompositions of the orbital angular momentum eigenstates `ď 6
into the irreducible representation of the SOp3,Zq group are given in Table 3.1 [101]
3.5.2 Lüscher’s finite-volume method
Lüscher’s method [122, 124] is a well-known tool used to determine elastic phase shifts for
two-body scattering from the volume dependence of two-body scattering states in a periodic
cubic box. The method has been extended to higher partial waves, two-body systems in moving
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Table 3.1 Decomposition of the SOp3q into the irreducible representations of the SOp3,Zq for `ď 6.
SOp3q SOp3,Zq
`“ 0 A1
`“ 1 T1
`“ 2 E‘T2
`“ 3 T1‘T2‘A2
`“ 4 A1‘T1‘E‘T2
`“ 5 T1‘T1‘E‘T2
`“ 6 A1‘T1‘E‘T2‘T2‘A2
frames, multi-channel scattering cases, and scattering of particles with spin [152, 125, 71, 119,
30, 32, 33, 31]. Lüscher’s framework has also been successfully applied to the determination
of resonance parameters [15], and recently this technique has been applied to moving frame
calculations [51, 89]. See Ref. [16, 130, 50, 120, 52] for further studies on the extraction of
resonance properties at finite volume. We note also recent work on improving lattice interactions
in effective field theories using Lüscher’s method [55].
In the following we summarize how Lüscher’s method relates the s-wave scattering phase
shift to two-body energy levels in a periodic cubic box. Later we come back to this discussion
for higher angular momentum in Section 6.7.1.
We consider a two-body system in a periodic box of length L. The relation between the
s-wave scattering phase shift and the two-particle energy levels in the center of mass frame is
defined by
pcotδ0ppq “ 2?piLZ0,0p1;ηq (3.54)
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where
η “
ˆ
Lp
2pi
˙2
, (3.55)
and Z0,0p1;ηq is the three-dimensional zeta function,
Z0,0p1;ηq “ 1?
4pi
lim
ΛÑ8
«ÿ
~n
θ pΛ2´~n2q
|~n|2´η ´4piΛ
ff
. (3.56)
Alternatively, we can evaluate the zeta function using exponentially-accelerated expression [125]
Z0,0p1;ηq “ pieηp2η´1q` e
η
2
?
pi
ÿ
~n
e´|~n|2
|~n|2´η
´ pi
2
ż 1
0
dλ
eλη
λ 3{2
˜
4λ 2η2´
ÿ
~n
e´pi2|~n|2{λ
¸
. (3.57)
3.5.3 Spherical wall method
While Lüscher’s method is very powerful at low energies, the method is limited to calculations
of scattering phase shifts below the inelastic threshold. Also, the phase shifts obtained using
Lüscher’s method depend crucially on an accurate calculation and analysis of finite-volume
energy levels. Furthermore, since the eigenstates of the angular momentum for `ą 1 decompose
into the irreducible representations of the SOp3,Zq, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between the finite-volume energy spectrum and the phase shifts [125]. Therefore, the scattering
phase shift calculations become more and more difficult at higher angular momentum.
Borasoy at al. [23] proposed how to compute phase shifts for non-relativistic fundamental
particles on the lattice without encountering some of the difficulties mentioned above. This
method uses a spherical boundary condition on the lattice. A hard wall boundary of radius Rwall
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is imposed on the relative separation of the two particles which removes the periodic lattice
effects between particles.
For two particles interacting via a finite-range R potential, the radial part of the solution at
values r ą R is described by Eq. (2.40) which vanishes at r “ Rwall,
cotδ`ppqS`ppRwallq`C`ppRwallq “ 0 . (3.58)
Here p is the relative momentum of the particles, and it can be determined from the energy
E “ p2{2µ with the reduced mass µ . Therefore, the scattering phase shifts can be computed by
the following expression,
cotδ`ppq “ cot´1
„
´C`ppRwallq
S`ppRwallq

. (3.59)
See Ref. [23, 118] for the detailed discussion on the topic and for the case of partial-wave
mixing.
3.6 Numerical methods
3.6.1 Monte Carlo methods
In the preceding sections we have derived two elegant approaches which describe evolutions of
particles between two space-time points in quantum systems. In principle numerical solutions
for Eqs. (6.10) or (3.40) are not impossible, but it is computationally very expensive, perhaps not
practical, due to the multi-dimensional integral in the PI formula and massive matrix operations
in the operator formalism. In the presence of such difficulties Monte Carlo methods are the most
powerful and commonly used techniques to approximate physical observables.
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Monte Carlo techniques are based on the idea of simulating particle configurations by using
random numbers as dynamics of the method. The fact that makes Monte Carlo techniques very
advantageous is that among all states of the physical system only a small fraction are chosen at
random according to some weighting function Ppcq in order to estimate mean values of physical
quantities. Suppose O be an observable that we want to estimate from Monte Carlo simulations,
then the approximated expectation value (the estimator) of O is the average over some subset
states M of the complete states of the system3,
xOyM “
řM
i“1OpciqPpciqřM
i“1 Ppciq
, (3.60)
where Opciq is the value of the observable for the configuration ci. The neglected subset states
introduce some statistical errors in Monte Carlo simulations which are suppressed by the size of
the sample.
3.6.2 Importance sampling
The chosen subset states in Eq. (3.60) determines the accuracy of the estimator and the perfor-
mance of Monte Carlo simulations. One powerful technique that improves the accuracy of the
simulations is importance sampling.
Importance sampling is implemented by selecting states with the probability function Ppcq
in Eq. (3.60). Then Eq. (3.60) takes the following simpler form4
xOyM “
1
M
Mÿ
i“1
Opciq , (3.61)
3The path integrals in Euclidean time are computed using a larger samples weighted by the exponential
Boltzmann factor, Ppcq “ e´βEpciq.
4The estimator is simply the average of the selected configurations.
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and the statistical error is determined from the variance of the estimator by
σ “
dřN
i“0 rOpciq´xOyNs2
N´1 . (3.62)
This expression indicates that the statistical error can be easily kept under control by the size
of the sample used in simulations, and the estimator can be made as accurate as desired by
increasing the number of samples.
3.6.3 Markov process
Importance sampling has the key role of reducing the variance. However, if we randomly
generate states, then most of them would be rejected and the computation time would be mostly
wasted in such simulations. In order to make computations more efficient, we need a technique
that generates some random set of states according to the distribution Ppcq. This is done using a
Markov process, which we now explain.
Suppose the probability distribution is time dependent and at time t the system is in a state
A with probability PpcA, tq. Let ΩpAÑ Bq be the probability that generates a state B at a later
time t`∆t, then the evolution of PpcA, tq is
PpcA, tq´PpcA, t`∆tq “
ÿ
B‰A
rPpcB, tqΩpBÑ Aq´PpcA, tqΩpAÑ Bqs , (3.63)
where ΩpBÑ Aq is the transition probability for selecting the state A from the state B. The most
important features of the transition probability for a Markov process are that;
• it is independent of time,
• it does not depend on any prior state that the system in before the state B,
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• ΩpAÑ Bq ě 0,
•
ř
BΩpAÑ Bq “ 1.
It should be stressed that every state in a simulation must be accessible despite the fact that the
transition probability from one particular state to another could be zero. This requires a Markov
process to reach any state of the system from any other state, and it is know as ergodicity.
After the simulation runs for many steps, the system comes to an equilibrium,
lim
tÑ8Ppc, tq » Ppcq , (3.64)
and the Markov process eventually generates successive states with the probability Ppcq. If
we repeat this Markov process in the simulation to generate successive states, we construct a
Markov chain which is a set of states each of which is selected with the probability Ppcq.
A sufficient condition which ensures that in equilibrium all states are generated according
to the probability distribution Ppcq is the condition of detailed balance. The detailed balance
requires that each term in the sum in Eq. (3.63) must be zero5. This will then satisfy Eq. 3.64,
PpcB, tqΩpBÑ Aq “ PpcA, tqΩpAÑ Bq . (3.65)
This condition also ensures that the transition rate into any state is equal to the transition rate
out of the same state.
5See Ref.[135] for rigorous proofs and detailed discussions.
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3.6.4 Metropolis algorithm
The detailed balance equation (3.65) imposes a constraint on the transition probability from a
state A to another state B by
ΩpAÑ Bq
ΩpBÑ Aq “
PpcB, tq
PpcA, tq “ e
´β rEpcBq´EpcAqs . (3.66)
where the equilibrium distribution is chosen to be the Boltzmann distribution, Ppcq “ P0 e´βEpcq.
Therefore, the states of the desired Markov chain are distributed according to the probability
distribution P0 e´βEpcq. The most popular method for generating such successive states by
respecting the detailed balance condition is the Metropolis algorithm [132]. In the following we
give a simple recipe for the Metropolis algorithm.
Step 1: Initially start with an arbitrarily configuration Ci.
Step 2: Generate a proposed configuration Cp from the configuration Ci.
Step 3: Select a random number r P r0,1q.
Step 4: Accept the proposed configuration if r ă e´βrEpCpq´EpCiqs and set Ci “Cp. Otherwise
leave Ci the same.
Step 5: Repeat Step 2-4.
If the proposed configuration has a lower energy, EpCpq ´EpCiq ď 0, then the Metropolis
algorithm always accept that configuration. If a configuration with higher energy is proposed,
then it is only accepted with some probability given in Step 4.
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3.6.5 Sign problem
Before ending this chapter we would like to discuss the sign problem that Monte Carlo methods
suffer from simulating fermions. The main difficulty of simulations with fermions is the sign
cancellation due to the identical particle permutations. When we perform calculations by
sampling configurations, the fluctuation in the signs associated with Fermi-Dirac statistics results
in significant cancellations. In order for rigorous expression let us consider the calculation of
the expectation value of a physical observable O ,
xOy “
ř
c spcqPpcqOpcqř
c spcqPpcq
” xspcqOyxspcqy , (3.67)
where c is the number of configurations, spcq “ ˘1 is the sign, and Ppcq is the magnitude of the
weight. Since the average sign appears as the denominator in Eq. (3.67), it is crucial that the
cancellation is tolerable. The average sign over c configurations is
xspcqy “
ř
c spcqPpcqř
cPpcq
“ expp´t∆Eq , (3.68)
where ∆E “ Ephy´Ebos is the difference between the physical ground state energy (Ephy) and
the ground state energy (Ebos) due to the bosonic ensemble. Since ∆E ą 0 and scales with the
system size, the average sign is exponentially small in the size of the system which makes the
simulations exponentially difficult for large systems.
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Chapter 4
Neutron-proton scattering
4.1 Introduction
Chiral effective field theory describes the low-energy interactions of protons and neutrons.
If one neglects electromagnetic effects, the long range behavior of the nuclear interactions
is determined by pion exchange processes. See Ref. [166, 14, 58, 59] for reviews on chiral
effective field theory. But there are also systems of interest where momenta smaller than the pion
mass are relevant. In such cases it is more economical to use pionless effective field theory with
only local contact interactions involving the nucleons. The pionless formulation is theoretically
elegant since the theory at leading order is renormalizable and the momentum cutoff scale can
be arbitrarily large [167, 11, 12, 13, 38, 145, 96]. This allows an elegant connection with the
universal low-energy physics of fermions at large scattering length and other systems such as
ultracold atoms [29, 88].
For local contact interactions the range of the interactions are set by the momentum cutoff
scale for the effective theory. There are rigorous constraints for strictly finite-range interactions
set by causality and unitarity. Some violations of unitarity can relax these constraints if one
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works at finite order in perturbation theory or includes unphysical propagating modes with
negative norm. However at some point one must accurately reproduce the underlying unitary
quantum system by going to sufficiently high order in perturbation theory or decoupling the
effects of propagating unphysical modes.
The time evolution of any quantum mechanical system obeys causality and unitarity. Causal-
ity requires that the cause of an event must occur before any resulting consequences are produced,
and unitarity requires that the sum of all outcome probabilities equals one. In the case of non-
relativistic scattering, these constraints mean that the outgoing wave may depart only after
the incoming wave reaches the scattering object and must preserve the normalization of the
incoming wave. In this chapter we discuss the constraints of causality and unitarity for finite
range interactions. Specifically we consider neutron-proton scattering in all spin channels up to
j “ 3.
The constraints of causality and unitarity for two-body scattering with finite-range interac-
tions were first investigated by Wigner [174]. The time delay between an incoming wave packet
and the scattered outgoing wave packet is equal to the energy derivative of the elastic phase
shift,
∆t “ 2dδ
dE
. (4.1)
If dδ{dE is negative, the outgoing wave is produced earlier than that for the non-interacting
system. However the incoming wave must first arrive in the interacting region before the
outgoing wave can be produced. For each partial wave, `, this puts an upper bound on the
effective range parameter, r`, in the effective range expansion,
p2``1 cotδ`ppq “ ´ 1a` `
1
2
r`p2`Opp4q . (4.2)
We introduce the effective range expansion in Eq. (2.36). In this chapter we truncate the series
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at p2.
Phillips and Cohen [142] derived the causality bound for the s-wave effective range parameter
for finite-range interactions in three dimensions. Constraints on nucleon-nucleon scattering
and the chiral two-pion exchange potential was considered in Ref. [140], and correlations
between the scattering length and effective range have been explored for one-boson exchange
potentials [36]. Same authors studied the relationship between the scattering length and effective
range for the van der Waals interaction [35, 151]
In Refs. [94, 95] the causality and unitarity bounds for finite-range interactions were ex-
tended to an arbitrary number of space-time dimensions or value of angular momentum. A
complementary discussion based upon conformal symmetry and scaling dimensions can be
found in Ref. [137]. Also the interactions with attractive and repulsive Coulomb tails were first
considered in Ref. [107].
Let R be the range of the interaction. For the case d “ 3, it was found that the effective
range parameter must satisfy the upper bound [94, 95]
r` ď b`prq “ ´2Γp`´
1
2qΓp`` 12q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2``1
´ 4
`` 12
1
a`
´ r
2
¯2` 2pi
Γp`` 32qΓp`` 52q
1
a2`
´ r
2
¯2``3
, (4.3)
for any r ě R. This inequality can be used to determine a length scale, Rb, which we call the
causal range,
r` “ b`pRbq. (4.4)
The physical meaning of Rb is that any set of interactions with strictly finite range that reproduces
the physical scattering data must have a range greater than or equal to Rb.
In this chapter we extend the causality bound to the case of two coupled partial-wave
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channels. For applications to nucleon-nucleon scattering the relevant coupled channels are
3S1-3D1, 3P2-3F2, 3D3-3G3, etc. As we will show, there is some modification of the effective
range bound in Eq. (4.3) due to mixing. For total spin j we show that the lower partial-wave
channel `“ j´1 satisfies the new causality bound,
r j´1 ď b j´1prq´2q20
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1
, (4.5)
where q0 is the first term in the expansion of the mixing angle ε j in the Blatt-Biedenharn
eigenphase convention [20],
tanε jppq “ q0p2`q1p4`Opp6q. (4.6)
We note that the last term in Eq. (4.5) is negative semi-definite and diverges as rÑ 0. From
this observation we make the general statement that non-vanishing partial-wave mixing is
inconsistent with zero-range interactions. We will explore in detail the consequences of this
result as it applies to nuclear effective field theory.
We also derive a new causality bound associated with the mixing angle itself. Using the
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we derive a bound for the parameter q1 in the expansion Eq. (4.6).
This leads to another minimum interaction length scale, which we call the Cauchy-Schwarz
range, RC-S. We use the new causality bounds to determine the minimum causal and Cauchy-
Schwarz ranges for each 2s`1` j channel in neutron-proton scattering up to j “ 3. Since the long
range behavior of the nuclear interactions is determined by pion exchange processes, one expects
Rb „ RC-S „ m´1pi “ 1.5 fm. However in some higher partial-wave channels we find that these
length scales are as large as 5 fm. We show these large ranges are generated by the one-pion
exchange tail. Using a potential model we show that the causal range and Cauchy-Schwarz
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range are both significantly reduced when the one-pion exchange tail is chopped off at distances
beyond 5 fm. We discuss the impact of this finding on the choice of momentum cutoff scales in
effective field theory.
In the limit of isospin symmetry our analysis of the isospin triplet channels can also be
applied to neutron-neutron scattering and therefore has relevance to dilute neutron matter. The
physics of dilute neutron matter is important for describing the crust of neutron stars as well
as connections to the universal physics of fermions near the unitarity limit. Our analysis of
the causality and unitarity bounds show that there are constraints on the universal character of
neutron-neutron interactions in channels with partial-wave mixing as well as higher uncoupled
partial-wave channels. In other words some low-energy phenomenology cannot be cleanly
separated from microscopic details such the range of the interaction. Reviews of the theory of
ultracold Fermi gases close to the unitarity limit and their numerical simulations are given in
Ref. [88, 118]. A general overview of universality at large scattering length can be found in
Ref. [29]. See Ref. [104, 147] for reviews of recent cold atom experiments at unitarity.
4.2 Uncoupled Channels
We analyze in this section the channels with only one partial wave, `. We summarize the
results obtained Section 2.5 [cf. in Ref. [95]]. For simplicity, we will assume throughout the
calculations that the interaction has finite range R, and we use units where h¯ “ 1. For the
two-body system the rescaled radial wave function U ppq` prq satisfies the radial Schrödinger
equation, „
´ d
2
dr2
` `p``1q
r2
´ p2

U ppq` prq`2µ
ż R
0
W pr,r1qU ppq` pr1qdr1 “ 0. (4.7)
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We write W pr,r1q for the non-local interaction potential as a real symmetric integral operator.
As we discuss in Section 2.3 we assume that the potential has finite range R which requires that
W pr,r1q “ 0 for r ą R or r1 ą R.
In Eq. (2.68) taking the limit pÑ 0, we obtain that for any r ą R the effective range satisfies
the following relation,
r` “ b`prq´2
ż r
0
”
U p0q` pr1q
ı2
dr1, (4.8)
where b`prq is
b`prq “ 1a2`
2pi
Γ
`
`` 32
˘
Γ
`
`` 52
˘ ´ r
2
¯2``3
´ 1
a`
4
`` 12
´ r
2
¯2´ 2Γ``´ 12˘Γ``` 12˘
pi
´ r
2
¯´2``1
. (4.9)
Since the wave function is real and the integral term in Eq. (4.8) is positive semi-definite, this
equation puts an upper bound on the effective range, r` ď b`prq. This relation and causality
bound are analyzed in Ref. [95] for arbitrary dimension or angular momentum `.
4.3 Coupled Channels
In this section we derive the general wave functions for spin-triplet scattering with mixing
between orbital angular momentum `“ j´1 and `“ j`1. The coupled-channel wave functions
satisfy the following coupled radial Schrödinger equations,
„
´ d
2
dr2
´ p2` jp j´1q
r2

U ppqj´1prq
`2µ
ż R
0
rW11pr,r1qU ppqj´1pr1q`W12pr,r1qV ppqj`1pr1qsdr “ 0, (4.10)
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„
´ d
2
dr2
´ p2` p j`1qp j`2q
r2

V ppqj`1prq
`2µ
ż R
0
rW21pr,r1qU ppqj´1pr1q`W22pr,r1qV ppqj`1pr1qsdr1 “ 0. (4.11)
Here the non-local interaction potentials are represented by a real symmetric 2ˆ 2 matrix
W pr,r1q,
W pr,r1q “
¨˚
˝ W11pr,r1q W12pr,r1q
W12pr,r1q W22pr,r1q
‹˛‚. (4.12)
In Eq. (4.10)-Eq. (4.11) the U ppqj´1prq corresponds with the spin-triplet `“ j´1 channel and the
V ppqj`1prq is for the spin-triplet `“ j`1. These wave functions are the rescaled form of the radial
wave functions. In the non-interacting region r ě R the coupled radial Schrödinger equations
reduce to the free radial Schrödinger equations
„
´ d
2
dr2
´ p2` jp j´1q
r2

U ppqj´1prq “ 0, (4.13)
„
´ d
2
dr2
´ p2` p j`1qp j`2q
r2

V ppqj`1prq “ 0. (4.14)
The solutions of these differential equations are the Riccati-Bessel functions,
U ppqj´1prq “ A1S j´1pprq`B1C j´1pprq, (4.15)
V ppqj`1prq “ A2S j`1pprq`B2C j`1pprq. (4.16)
where A1,2 and B1,2 are amplitudes associated with incoming and outgoing waves, respectively.
More details regarding the Riccati-Bessel functions are given in Appendix A.1. The relation
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between incoming and outgoing wave amplitudes is
B“ KA, (4.17)
K is the reaction matrix and is defined in terms of the unitary scattering matrix S by Eq. (2.20).
Therefore, the Eq. (4.17) is written as
B˜“ S A˜, (4.18)
where A˜1,2 and B˜1,2 are rescaled amplitudes associated with incoming and outgoing waves. For
two coupled channels the 2ˆ2 scattering matrix can also be made symmetric. It is possible
to write several different 2ˆ2 S-matrices which satisfy the unitarity and symmetry properties.
In the literature, there are two conventionally used 2ˆ 2 S-matrices [160, 20]. In this study
we adopt the “eigenphase" parameterizations of Blatt and Biedernharn [20], and the relations
between the eigenphase and nuclear bar [160] parameterizations are shown in Appendix C.1.
The S-matrix can be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix U
Sd “U SU´1 “
¨˚
˝ e2iδα 0
0 e2iδβ
‹˛‚, (4.19)
that contains one real parameter ε,
U “
¨˚
˝ cosε sinε
´sinε cosε
‹˛‚. (4.20)
δαppq and δβ ppq are the two phase shifts, and εppq is the mixing angle. The S-matrix explicitly
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is
S“
¨˚
˝ e2iδα cos2 ε` e2iδβ sin2 ε cosε sinε
´
e2iδα ´ e2iδβ
¯
cosε sinε
´
e2iδα ´ e2iδβ
¯
e2iδα sin2 ε` e2iδβ cos2 ε
‹˛‚. (4.21)
The eigenvalue equation S |Xy “ λ |Xy results in eigenvalues λ1 “ e2iδα and λ2 “ e2iδβ , with
corresponding eigenstates,
|X1y “
¨˚
˝ cosε
sinε
‹˛‚ and |X2y “
¨˚
˝ ´sinε
cosε
‹˛‚, (4.22)
which satisfy the orthogonality condition
xX1 |X2y “ 0. (4.23)
We can write Eq. (4.18) as
¨˚
˝ B˜1α B˜1β
B˜2α B˜2β
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˝ S11 S12
S12 S22
‹˛‚
¨˚
˝ A˜1α A˜1β
A˜2α A˜2β
‹˛‚, (4.24)
where the matrices A˜ and B˜ are
A˜“
¨˚
˝ e´iδα cosε ´e´iδβ sinε
e´iδα sinε e´iδβ cosε
‹˛‚, (4.25)
B˜“
¨˚
˝ eiδα cosε ´eiδβ sinε
eiδα sinε eiδβ cosε
‹˛‚. (4.26)
We now define some additional notation. We write all α-state phaseshifts δαppq as δ j´1ppq
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and all β -state phaseshifts δβ ppq as δ j`1ppq. The notation is appropriate since in the pÑ 0
limit the α-state is purely ` “ j´ 1 and the β -state is purely ` “ j` 1. We also drop the
superscript p in the wave functions. We choose the normalization of the wave function to be
well-behaved in the zero-energy limit. Using the relations
S j˘1pprq ÝÑ
as pÑ0
?
pipprq j˘1`1 2
´ j¯1´1
Γp j˘1`3{2q , (4.27)
C j˘1pprq ÝÑ
as pÑ0
pprq´ j¯1?
pi
2 j˘1Γp j˘1`1{2q, (4.28)
and removing an overall phase factor, we get wave functions of the form
Uαprq “ cosε jppq p j´1rcotδ j´1ppqS j´1pprq`C j´1pprqs, (4.29)
Vαprq “ sinε jppq p j´1rcotδ j´1ppqS j`1pprq`C j`1pprqs, (4.30)
Uβ prq “ ´sinε jppq p j`1rcotδ j`1ppqS j´1pprq`C j´1pprqs, (4.31)
Vβ prq “ cosε jppq p j`1rcotδ j`1ppqS j`1pprq`C j`1pprqs. (4.32)
For later convenience we define
s`pp,rq “ p´`´1S`pprq, (4.33)
c`pp,rq “ p`C`pprq. (4.34)
s`pp,rq and c`pp,rq are given in Appendix A.1. Plugging in these function into Eq. (4.29)-
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Eq. (4.32) we obtain
Uαprq “ cosε jppqrp2 j´1 cotδ j´1ppqs j´1pp,rq` c j´1pp,rqs, (4.35)
Vαprq “ sinε jppqrp2 j`1 cotδ j´1ppqs j`1pp,rq` p´2c j`1pp,rqs, (4.36)
Uβ prq “ ´sinε jppqrp2 j`1 cotδ j`1ppqs j´1pp,rq` p2c j´1pp,rqs, (4.37)
Vβ prq “ cosε jppqrp2 j`3 cotδ j`1ppqs j`1pp,rq` c j`1pp,rqs. (4.38)
The multi channel effective range expansion formula is given in Eq. (2.37), and here we
truncate the expansion at p2 and write the two-channel effective range expansion for the total
spin angular momentum s“ 1 in the following form,
ÿ
m1,n1
pmm1 rK´1sm1n1 pn1n “´ 1amn `
1
2
rmn p2`Opp4q, (4.39)
where amn is the scattering length matrix, rmn is the effective range matrix, and pmn is the
diagonal momentum matrix diagpp j´1{2, p j`3{2q. The two-channel effective range expansion in
the Blatt and Biedernharn parameterization is
ÿ
m1m2n2n1
pmm1Um1m2 rK´1sm2n2 rU´1sn2n1 pn1n “´ 1amn `
1
2
rmnp2`Opp4q (4.40)
where amn “ diagpa j´1,a j`1q, rmn “ diagpr j´1,r j`1q, and we drop the indices the reaction and
unitary matrices for the sake of simplicity. In addition we get an analytic expansion for the
tangent mixing angle [19]
tanε jppq “ q0p2`q1p4`O
´
p6
¯
(4.41)
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with mixing parameters q0 and q1. Now using Eq. (4.41) we obtain the following final forms of
wave functions for r ě R,
Uαprq “ ´1a j´1 s0, j´1prq` c0, j´1prq
` p2
!1
2
r j´1s0, j´1prq´ 1a j´1 s2, j´1prq` c2, j´1prq
)
`Opp4q, (4.42)
Vαprq “ q0c0, j`1prq` p2
!
q1c0, j`1prq`q0c2, j`1prq
)
`Opp4q, (4.43)
Uβ prq “ q0 1a j`1 s0, j´1prq
` p2
!
q0
1
a j`1
s2, j´1prq´q0 r j`12 s0, j´1prq`q1
1
a j`1
s0, j´1prq
)
`Opp4q, (4.44)
Vβ prq “ ´1a j`1 s0, j`1prq` c0, j`1prq
` p2
!1
2
r j`1s0, j`1prq´ 1a j`1 s2, j`1prq` c2, j`1prq
)
`Opp4q. (4.45)
As in the single channel case, the tool that we use to derive the causality bound is the
Wronskian identity. Through the derivation we recall assumption on the potential in Section 2.3.
We assume that the potential is not singular at the origin and regular solutions of the Schrödinger
equations Uprq and V prq for two different values of momenta, pa and pb, satisfy
lim
ρÑ0`
UbpρqU 1apρq “ lim
ρÑ0`
UapρqU 1bpρq “ 0, (4.46)
lim
ρÑ0`
VbpρqV 1apρq “ lim
ρÑ0`
VapρqV 1bpρq “ 0. (4.47)
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Following the procedure given in Section. 2.5.3, for γ “ α,β states we obtain
pp2a´ p2bq
ż r
0
rUaγpr1qUbγpr1q`Vaγpr1qVbγpr1qsdr1
“W rUaγprq,Ubγprqs`W rVaγprq,Vbγprqs, (4.48)
and for the combination of α and β states, we get
pp2a´ p2bq
ż r
0
rUaαpr1qUbβ pr1q`Vaαpr1qVbβ pr1q`Ubαpr1qUaβ pr1q`Vbαpr1qVaβ pr1qsdr1
“W rUaαprq,Ubβ prqs`W rUaβ prq,Ubαprqs`W rVaαprq,Vbβ prqs`W rVaβ prq,Vbαprqs.
(4.49)
The Wronskian of the α-state wave functions and the β -state wave functions for the non-
interacting region r ě R are given in Appendix B.1.2.
In Eq. (4.48), we set pa “ 0 and take the limit p “ pbÑ 0. In the region r ě R we obtain
the following relations for the effective range parameters,
r j´1 “ b j´1prq`2q20W rc2prq,c0prqs j`1´2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qα pr1q
ı2`”V p0qα pr1qı2˙dr1, (4.50)
r j`1 “ b j`1prq`2q20 1a2j`1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1´2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qβ pr1q
ı2`”V p0qβ pr1qı2˙dr1. (4.51)
Here b j¯1 are
b j¯1prq “ 2a2j¯1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j¯1` 2a j¯1W rc0prq,s2prqs j¯1
` 2
a j¯1
W rs0prq,c2prqs j¯1`2W rc2prq,c0prqs j¯1, (4.52)
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which reduce to the form
b j¯1prq “ 1a2j¯1
2pi
Γ
`
j¯1` 32
˘
Γ
`
j¯1` 52
˘ ´ r
2
¯2p j¯1q`3
´ 1
a j¯1
4
j¯1` 12
´ r
2
¯2´ 2Γ` j¯1´ 12˘Γ` j¯1` 12˘
pi
´ r
2
¯´2p j¯1q`1
. (4.53)
In Eq. (4.49), we set pa “ 0 and take the same limit, p “ pbÑ 0. In the region r ě R we
obtain
q1
2
a j`1
“ d jprq´2
ż r
0
”
U p0qα pr1qU p0qβ pr1q`V p0qα pr1qV p0qβ pr1q
ı
dr1. (4.54)
Here d jprq is
d jprq “´q0 2a j´1a j`1W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1`2q0W rc2prq,c0prqs j`1
`q0 2a j`1
!
W rc2prq,s0prqs j´1´W rc2prq,s0prqs j`1
)
, (4.55)
and this can be written as
d jprq “ ´q0a j´1a j`1
2pi
Γ
`1
2 ` j
˘
Γ
`3
2 ` j
˘ ´ r
2
¯2 j`1
` q0
a j`1
4
p2 j´1qp2 j`3qr
2´2q0Γ
`
j` 12
˘
Γ
`
j` 32
˘
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1
. (4.56)
All of equations derived here have been numerically checked using a simple potential model.
The numerical calculations using delta-function shell potentials with partial-wave mixing have
been performed, and details are given in Appendix. C.2.
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4.4 Causality Bounds
The terms in the integrals in Eq. (4.50) and Eq. (4.51) are positive semi-definite since the wave
functions are real. Therefore Eq. (4.50) and Eq. (4.51) place upper bounds for the effective
range r j´1 and r j`1 respectively. As noted in the introduction, these upper bounds result from
the causality and unitarity in the quantum scattering problem. Our results are extensions of
single-channel results in Ref. [142] for the s-wave in three dimensions and in Ref. [94] for
arbitrary angular momentum and arbitrary dimensions.
The causality bounds for the lower and higher partial-wave effective ranges are
r j´1 ď b j´1prq´2q20
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1
, (4.57)
r j`1 ď b j`1prq` 2q
2
0
a2j`1
pi
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
´ r
2
¯2 j`1
. (4.58)
We note that the effective range bounds are modified due to partial-wave mixing. The causality
upper bound for r j´1 is lowered by the negative term on the right hand side of Eq. (4.57), while
the causality upper bound for the higher partial-wave is increased by the term on the right
hand side of Eq. (4.58). When q0 is nonzero and we take the limit of zero range interactions,
Eq. (4.57) tells us that r j´1 is driven to negative infinity for any j. We conclude that the physics
of partial-wave mixing requires a non-zero range for the interactions in order to comply with the
constraints of causality and unitarity. In Ref. [94] a similar negative divergence in the effective
range parameter was found for single-channel partial waves with `ą 0. What is interesting here
is that the negative divergence of the effective range occurs already in the 3S1 channel due to
partial-wave mixing.
We note that the integral terms in Eq. (4.50), Eq. (4.51) and Eq. (4.54) are closely related.
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Analysis of these equations using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality provides another useful
relation for the coupled-channel wave functions. For real functions f1prq, f2prq, g1prq and g2prq,
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality is
´ż
r f1prq f2prqs
»—– f1prq
f2prq
fiffifl dr¯´ż rg1prq g2prqs
»—– g1prq
g2prq
fiffifl dr¯
ě
ˇˇˇ ż
r f1prqg1prq` f2prqg2prqsdr
ˇˇˇ2
. (4.59)
When we apply the inequality to our coupled wave functions, we get
f j´1prqg j`1prq ě
“
h jprq
‰2
, (4.60)
where
f j´1prq “ b j´1prq´2q20
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1´ r j´1, (4.61)
g j`1prq “ b j`1prq` 2q
2
0
a2j`1
pi
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
´ r
2
¯2 j`1´ r j`1, (4.62)
and
h jprq “ d jprq´q1 2a j`1 . (4.63)
This inequality is used to define a Cauchy-Schwarz range, RC-S, as the minimum r for each
coupled channel where Eq. (4.57), Eq. (4.58) and Eq. (4.60) hold.
4.5 Neutron-Proton Scattering
We now apply our causality bounds to physical neutron-proton data. In this study, we use the
low energy neutron-proton scattering data (0-350 MeV) from the NN data base by the Nijmegen
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Group [161]. Tables 4.1- 4.3 show the low-energy threshold parameters in the eigenphase
parameterization for the NijmII and the Reid93 potentials. These parameters are calculated
using the results obtained in Ref. [165] for the low-energy threshold parameters of the nuclear
bar parameterization and relations between eigenphase and nuclear bar parameterizations given
in Appendix C.1. Using these numbers we analyze Eq. (4.50), Eq. (4.51) and Eq. (4.54), as well
as causality bounds for the uncoupled channels.
Table 4.1 The eigenphase low energy parameters of uncoupled channels for neutron-proton scattering
by the NijmII and the Reid93 interaction potentials.
Channel a` [fm2``1] r` [fm´2``1]
NijmII (Reid93) NijmII (Reid93)
1S0 -23.727 (-23.735) 2.670 (2.753)
1P1 2.797 (2.736) -6.399 (-6.606)
3P0 -2.468 (-2.469) 3.914 (3.870)
3P1 1.529 (1.530) -8.580 (-8.556)
1D2 -1.389 (-1.377) 14.87 (15.04)
3D2 -7.405 (-7.411) 2.858 (2.851)
1F3 8.383 (8.365) -3.924 (-3.936)
3F3 2.703 (2.686) -9.932 (-9.994)
4.5.1 Uncoupled Channels
We start with channels of a single uncoupled partial wave. Since there is no mixing between
different partial-waves, we evaluate Eq. (4.50) and Eq. (4.51) with zero mixing angle, and we
obtain the following equation for the effective range
r` “ b`prq´2
ż r
0
”
U p0q` pr1q
ı2
dr1, (4.64)
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Table 4.2 The eigenphase low energy parameters of coupled channels for neutron-proton scattering by
the NijmII and the Reid93 interaction potentials.
Channel a` [fm2``1] r` [fm´2``1]
NijmII (Reid93) NijmII (Reid93)
3S1 5.418 (5.422) 1.7531 (1.7554)
3D1 6.0043 (5.9539) -3.523 (-3.566)
3P2 -0.2844 (-0.2892) -11.1465 (-10.7127)
3F2 8.126 (7.882) -5.640 (-5.821)
3D3 -0.1449 (-0.177) 288.428 (198.528)
3G3 648.813 (534.594) -0.03306 (-0.0529)
Table 4.3 The eigenphase low energy mixing parameters of coupled channels for neutron-proton
scattering by the NijmII and the Reid93 interaction potentials.
Mixing angle q0 [fm2] q1 [fm4]
NijmII (Reid93) NijmII (Reid93)
ε1 0.303987 (0.303394) -2.00228 (-1.99129)
ε2 -5.65752 (-5.5325) 65.8602 (64.2979)
ε3 66.6632 (54.7062) 340.988 (94.9015)
where b` is given in Eq. (4.9). These solutions were derived by Hammer and Lee [95] for
arbitrary dimension and angular momentum.
Here, we analyze the causality bound of the effective range for `ď 3 using the scattering
parameters in Table 4.1. In Figure 4.1, we plot 12rb`prq´ r`s for all of uncoupled channels with
`ď 3. The physical region corresponds with 12rb`prq´ r`s ě 0.
For s-wave scattering
b0prq “ 23a20
r3´ 2
a0
r2`2r, (4.65)
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Figure 4.1 The plot of rb`prq´ r`s{2 as a function of r for neutron-proton scattering via the NijmII
potential in the 2s`1` j channel.
for p-wave,
b1prq “ 2r
5
45a21
´ 2r
2
3a1
´ 2
r
, (4.66)
for d-wave,
b2prq “ 21575a22
r7´ 2
5a2
r2´ 6
r3
, (4.67)
for f -wave,
b3prq “ 2r
9
99225a23
´ 2r
2
7a3
´ 90
r5
, (4.68)
and for g-wave,
b4prq “ 2r
11
9823275a24
´ 2r
2
9a4
´ 3150
r7
. (4.69)
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4.5.2 Coupled Channels
We now analyze channels with coupled partial waves. We plot Eq. (4.61) and Eq. (4.62) for all
coupled channels with j ď 3. The physical region correspond both f j´1prq ě 0 and g j`1prq ě 0.
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Figure 4.2 The plot of f j´1prq as a function of r for neutron-proton scattering via the NijmII potential
for j ď 3. Here f1prq is rescaled by a factor of 0.01 and f2prq is rescaled by a factor of 10´4.
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Figure 4.3 The plot of g j`1prq as a function of r for neutron-proton scattering via the NijmII potential
for j ď 3. Here g3prq is rescaled by a factor of 0.1.
4.5.2.1 3S1- 3D1 Coupling.
We consider Eq. (4.50) - Eq. (4.55) for the 3S1-3D1 coupled channel. We evaluate the Wronskians
for j “ 1 and get
b0prq´q20 6r3 ´ r0 “ 2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qα pr1q
ı2`”V p0qα pr1qı2˙dr1, (4.70)
b2prq`q20 2r
3
3a22
´ r2 “ 2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qβ pr1q
ı2`”V p0qβ pr1qı2˙dr1, (4.71)
d1prq´q1 2a2 “ 2
ż r
0
rU0αpr1qU0β pr1q`V0αpr1qV0β pr1qsdr1. (4.72)
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b0prq and b2prq are given in Eq. (4.65) and in Eq. (4.67), respectively, and d1prq is
d1prq “ ´q0 1a0a2
2r3
3
`q0 1a2
4r2
5
´q0 6r3 . (4.73)
Using the scattering parameters in Tables 4.2 - 4.3, we plot Eq. (4.70), Eq. (4.71) and
Eq. (4.72) as functions of r. In Figure 4.4 we show the physical region where the causality
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Figure 4.4 We plot Re
”a
f0prqg2prq
ı
, ´Re
”a
f0prqg2prq
ı
, and Rerh1prqs as functions of r for
neutron-proton scattering in 3S1-3D1 coupled channel.
bounds f0prq ě 0, g2prq ě 0, and f0prqg2prq ě h21prq, are satisfied. Here we have
f0prq “ 23a20
r3´ 2
a0
r2`2r´q20 6r3 ´ r0, (4.74)
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g2prq “ 21575a22
r7´ 2
5a2
r2´ 6
r3
`q20 2r
3
3a22
´ r2, (4.75)
h1prq “ ´q0 1a0a2
2r3
3
`q0 1a2
4r2
5
´q0 6r3 ´q1
2
a2
. (4.76)
4.5.2.2 3P2´ 3F2 Coupling.
In the 3P2-3F2 coupled channel Eq. (4.50) - Eq. (4.55) take the following forms,
b1prq´q20 90r5 ´ r1 “ 2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qα pr1q
ı2`”V p0qα pr1qı2˙dr1, (4.77)
b3prq`q20 1a23
2r5
45
´ r3 “ 2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qβ pr1q
ı2`”V p0qβ pr1qı2˙dr1, (4.78)
d2prq´q1 2a3 “ 2
ż r
0
rU0αpr1qU0β pr1q`V0αpr1qV0β pr1qsdr1. (4.79)
b1prq and b3prq are defined in Eq. (4.66) and Eq. (4.68), respectively, and d2prq is
d2prq “ ´q0 1a1a3
2r5
45
`q0 1a3
4r2
21
´q0 90r5 . (4.80)
The causality bounds are f1prq ě 0, g3prq ě 0, and f1prqg3prq ě h22prq, where
f1prq “ 2r
5
45a21
´ 2r
2
3a1
´ 2
r
´q20 90r5 ´ r1, (4.81)
g3prq “ 2r
9
99225a23
´ 2r
2
7a3
´ 90
r5
`q20 1a23
2r5
45
´ r3, (4.82)
h2prq “ ´q0 1a1a3
2r5
45
`q0 1a3
4r2
21
´q0 90r5 ´q1
2
a3
. (4.83)
In Figure 4.5 we show the physical region for the 3P2-3F2 coupled channel wave functions.
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4.5.2.3 3D3´ 3G3 Coupling.
For j “ 3, the 3D3 and 3G3 channels are coupled. In this case Eq. (4.50)-Eq. (4.55) read
b2prq´q20 3150r7 ´ r2 “ 2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qα pr1q
ı2`”V p0qα pr1qı2˙dr1, (4.84)
b4prq` q
2
0
a24
2r7
1575
´ r4 “ 2
ż r
0
ˆ”
U p0qβ pr1q
ı2`”V p0qβ pr1qı2˙dr1, (4.85)
d3prq´q1 2a4 “ 2
ż r
0
rU0αpr1qU0β pr1q`V0αpr1qV0β pr1qsdr1. (4.86)
Here d3prq is
d3prq “ ´ q0a2a4
2r7
1575
`q0 1a4
4r2
45
´q0 3150r7 . (4.87)
The causality bounds are again f2prq ě 0, g4prq ě 0, and f2prqg4prq ě h23prq, where
f2prq “ 2r
7
1575a22
´ 2r
2
5a2
´ 6
r3
´q20 3150r7 ´ r2, (4.88)
g4prq “ 2r
11
9823275a24
´ 2r
2
9a4
´ 3150
r7
` q
2
0
a24
2r7
1575
´ r4, (4.89)
h3prq “ ´ q0a2a4
2r7
1575
`q0 1a4
4r2
45
´q0 3150r7 ´q1
2
a4
. (4.90)
We show plots for the 3D3-3G3 channel in Figure 4.6.
4.6 Results and Discussion
In this section we present the results for the causal and Cauchy-Schwarz ranges, Rb, and RC-S.
We use the NijmII scattering data for neutron-proton scattering presented above. In Table 4.4
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we show results for the causal range for all uncoupled channels by setting
r` “ b`prq. (4.91)
In Table 4.5 we determine the causal range for all coupled channels using Eqs. 4.61 - 4.62. Also,
we find the Cauchy-Schwarz ranges shown in Table 4.6 using Eq. (4.60).
Table 4.4 The causal ranges for uncoupled channels.
Channels 1S0 1P1 3P0 3P1 1D2 3D2 1F3 3F3
Rb [fm] 1.27 0.31 3.07 0.23 3.98 4.91 1.88 1.56
Table 4.5 The causal ranges for coupled channels.
Channels 3S1 3D1 3P2 3F2 3D3 3G3
Rb [fm] 1.29 1.20 2.23 1.73 4.03 3.92
Table 4.6 The Cauchy-Schwarz ranges for coupled channels.
Channels 3S1-3D1 3P2-3F2 3D3-3G3
RC-S [fm] 1.29 4.65 5.68
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We find that in some channels the causal and Cauchy-Schwarzranges are surprisingly large,
and it is worthwhile to probe the origin ofthese large ranges. It is convenient to collect together
some of the key formulas derived above. The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality has the form
f j´1prqg j`1prq ě
“
h jprq
‰2
, (4.92)
where
f j´1prq “ b j´1prq´2q20
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1´ r j´1, (4.93)
g j`1prq “ b j`1prq` 2q
2
0
a2j`1
pi
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
´ r
2
¯2 j`1´ r j`1, (4.94)
h jprq “ d jprq´q1 2a j`1 , (4.95)
b j¯1prq “ 1a2j¯1
2pi
Γ
`
j¯1` 32
˘
Γ
`
j¯1` 52
˘ ´ r
2
¯2p j¯1q`3
´ 1
a j¯1
4
j¯1` 12
´ r
2
¯2´ 2Γ` j¯1´ 12˘Γ` j¯1` 12˘
pi
´ r
2
¯´2p j¯1q`1
, (4.96)
d jprq “ ´q0a j´1a j`1
2pi
Γ
`1
2 ` j
˘
Γ
`3
2 ` j
˘ ´ r
2
¯2 j`1
` q0
a j`1
4
p2 j´1qp2 j`3qr
2´2q0Γ
`
j` 12
˘
Γ
`
j` 32
˘
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1
. (4.97)
We note that the leading power of r in g j`1prq is
1
a2j`1
2pi
Γ
`
j`1` 32
˘
Γ
`
j`1` 52
˘ ´ r
2
¯2 j`5
. (4.98)
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This has a very small numerical prefactor multiplying a´2j`1r2 j`5. For j“ 1 the factor is 2{1575,
for j “ 2 it is 2{99225, and for j “ 3 it is 2{9823275. Therefore the term is negligible unless r
is large compared with pa j`1q1{p2 j`3q. If we neglect this term, then the term with the leading
power of r on the left hand side of Eq. (4.92) is the same as that on the right hand side,
1
a2j´1
2pi
Γ
`
j´1` 32
˘
Γ
`
j´1` 52
˘ ´ r
2
¯2 j`1 ¨ 2q20
a2j`1
pi
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
´ r
2
¯2 j`1
“
«
´q0
a j´1a j`1
2pi
Γ
`1
2 ` j
˘
Γ
`3
2 ` j
˘ ´ r
2
¯2 j`1ff2
. (4.99)
As a result the curves for f j´1prqg j`1prq and
“
h jprq
‰2 are approximately parallel for large r
until the term that we have neglected becomes significant. These nearly parallel trajectories
inflate the value of the Cauchy-Schwarz range r “ RC-S where the two curves cross.
For the 3S1-3D1 coupled channel we find RC-S is about the same size as the Compton
wavelength of the pion, m´1pi “ 1.5 fm. This is also comparable to what one expects for the
range of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. However the results are more interesting for j ą 1.
In the 3P2-3F2 channel we have RC-S “ 4.65 fm. And for the 3D3-3G3 coupled channel we find
RC-S “ 5.68 fm. These values are surprisingly large in comparison with m´1pi .
4.7 One-Pion Exchange Potential
We note that there are some channels where the causal range Rb is also quite large. By definition
RC-S ě Rb and so the Cauchy-Schwarz range will then also be large. The causal range is the
minimum value for r such that
f j´1prq “ b j´1prq´2q20
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1´ r j´1 ě 0 (4.100)
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for the lower partial wave, or
g j`1prq “ b j`1prq` 2q
2
0
a2j`1
pi
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
´ r
2
¯2 j`1´ r j`1 ě 0 (4.101)
for the higher partial wave. For uncoupled channels we take q0 “ 0.
The largest values for Rb occur when the effective range parameter is positive or near zero.
See for example the causal ranges for the 1D2, 3D2, 3D3, and 3G3 channels. What happens is
that the function f j´1prq or g j`1prq remains negative with a rather small slope until r becomes
quite large. The small slope is again associated with the fact that the term with the highest
power of r has a small numerical prefactor.
The range of the interaction plays the dominant role in setting the causal range. In the
language of local potentials, this is the radius at which the magnitude of the potential is
numerically very small. However there is also some influence of the exponential tail of the
potential upon the causal range.
In all channels where the causal range is unusually large, 1D2, 3D2, 3D3, and 3G3, we find
that the tail of the one-pion exchange potential is attractive. At smaller radii, the potential
crosses over at some classical turning point to become repulsive. See for example Figures 2 - 4
in Ref. [162].
The detailed mechanism requires further study, but it appears that this geometry can cause a
near-threshold wavepacket to reflect before reaching the classical turning point, thus mimicking
a longer range potential. However some fine tuning is needed to produce a large causal range,
as there is no enhancement in the 1S0 and 3S1 channels and a smaller amount of enhancement in
the 3P0 channel.
There seems to be no such enhancement of the causal range in the 1P1, 3P1, and 3D1 channels
where the tail of the potential is repulsive. In fact, the causal range for the 1P1 and 3P1 channels
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are unusually small. This appears be related to quantum tunneling into the inner region where
the potential is attractive.
In the following analysis we will investigate the importance of the tail of the one-pion
exchange potential plays in setting the causal range, Rb. We show that even though the one-pion
exchange potential is numerically small at distances larger than 5fm, chopping off the one-
pion exchange tail at such distances produces a non-negligible effect. The one-pion exchange
potential tail appears to be the source of the large values for Rb in higher partial waves where
the central one-pion exchange tail is attractive.
If we neglect electromagnetic effects, then the neutron-proton interaction potential at large
distances is governed by the one-pion exchange (OPE) potential, which in configuration space is
VOPEprq “VCprq`S12VT prq. (4.102)
Here VCprq is the central potential,
VCprq “ g
2
piN
12pi
ˆ
mpi
2MN
˙2
p~τ1 ¨~τ2qp~σ1 ¨~σ2qe
´mpi r
r
, (4.103)
VT prq is the tensor potential,
VT prq “ g
2
piN
12pi
ˆ
mpi
2MN
˙2
p~τ1 ¨~τ2q
´
1` 3
mpir
` 3pmpirq2
¯e´mpi r
r
, (4.104)
and S12 is the tensor operator,
S12 “ 3p~σ1 ¨ rˆqp~σ2 ¨ rˆq´ ~σ1 ¨ ~σ2. (4.105)
Here mpi is the pion mass, MN is the nucleon mass, and gpiN “ 13.0 is the pion-nucleon coupling
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constant. The one-pion exchange potential is local in space and the interaction matrix in
Eq. (4.12) takes the following form for j “ 1,
W pr,r1q “
¨˚
˝ VCprq ?8VT prq?
8VT prq VCprq´2VT prq
‹˛‚δ pr´ r1q. (4.106)
In Figure (4.7) we plot W11prq “ VCprq, W12prq “W21prq “
?
8VT prq, and W22prq “ VCprq´
2VT prq in the 3S1-3D1 coupled channel.
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Figure 4.7 Plot of the potential matrix elements W11prq “ VCprq, W12prq “W21prq “
?
8VT prq and
W22prq “VCprq´2VT prq as a function of r in the 3S1-3D1 coupled channel.
To demonstrate the origin of large causal ranges found in Table 4.4 and Table 4.5, we will
present some simple but illustrative numerical examples. For each channel we add a short
range potential to the one-pion exchange potential in order to reproduce the physical low-energy
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scattering parameters. The specific model we use for the short range potential is not important to
our general analysis nor is it the most economical. We choose a simple scheme which consists
of three well-defined functions in three different regions and which is continuously differentiable
everywhere. The potential has the form
V prq “VGaussprqθ pRGauss´ rq`VSplineprqθ pr´RGaussqθ pRExch.´ rq
`VExch.prqθ pr´RExch.q, (4.107)
where θ is a unit step function.
The short-range part is a Gaussian function
VGaussprq “CGe´m2Gr2. (4.108)
The intermediate-range part of the potential is a cubic spline use to connect the short- and
long-range regions,
VSplineprq “C1`C2r`C3r2`C4r3. (4.109)
The long-range part consists of the usual one-pion exchange potential together with two addi-
tional heavy meson exchange terms,
VExch.prq “V pi,A,BC prq`S12V pi,D,FT prq. (4.110)
The central part of the potential is composed of Yukawa functions
V pi,A,BC prq “
g2piN
12pi
ˆ
mpi
2MN
˙2"
Cpi
e´mpi r
r
`CA e
´mAr
r
`CB e
´mBr
r
*
, (4.111)
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and the tensor part of the potential has the form
V pi,D,FT prq “
g2piN
12pi
ˆ
mpi
2MN
˙2"
CΠ
„
1` 3
mpir
` 3pmpirq2

e´mpi r
r
`CD
„
1` 3
mDr
` 3pmDrq2

e´mDr
r
`CF
„
1` 3
mFr
` 3pmFrq2

e´mF r
r
*
. (4.112)
Here Cpi “ p2~S2´ 3qp2~T 2´ 3q, CΠ “ 2~T 2´ 3, gpiN “ 13.0, mpi “ 140MeV, and MN “ 938.0
MeV. The coefficients which are not parts of the one-pion exchange potential are used as free
parameters to reproduce the physical low-energy scattering parameters. Due to the abundance of
free parameters, the fit process is not unique. However, in each case we attempt to qualitatively
reproduce the shape of the NijmegenII potentials [162]. In each case the heavy meson masses
are kept significantly larger than the pion mass. In Figure 4.8 we show the potential in the 1P1
channel. Figure 4.9 shows the potential in the 1D2 channel, and Figure 4.10 shows the potential
in the 3D2 channel.
After having recovered the physical low-energy scattering parameters, we now multiply an
additional step function to the potential,
V prq ÑV prqθ pR´ rq, (4.113)
which removes the tail of the potential beyond range R. We then recalculate the low-energy
scattering parameters with this modification. The results are shown in Table 4.7 for the 1P1,
1D2, and 3D2 channels. The causal ranges for the 1D2 and 3D2 channels are quite large for the
physical scattering data, 4.0 and 4.9 fm, respectively. However, if we remove the tail of the
model potential at R“ 5 fm, the causal ranges drop to 2.4 and 2.7 fm respectively.
The tail of the model potential is dominated by the one-pion exchange potential. Even
though the numerical size of the one-pion exchange potential is small at distances of 5 fm, these
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Figure 4.8 Plot of the model potential in the 1P1 channel. In this channel S “ 0, T “ 0, Cpi “ 9, CA “
405.9, CB “ 769.5, CΠ “ 0, CD “ 0, CF “ 0, CG “ ´7.6, mA “ 10.0mpi , mB “ 5.45mpi , mG “ 4.46mpi ,
C1 “ ´7.464, C2 “ 0.179, C3 “ 73.933 and C4 “ ´78.011. We use RGauss “ 0.2 fm and RExch. “ 0.7
fm.
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Figure 4.9 Plot of the model potential in the 1D2 channel. In this channel S “ 0, T “ 1, Cpi “ ´3,
CA “ ´60.5, CB “ ´30.0, CΠ “ 0, CD “ 0, CF “ 0, CG “ 1.01, mA “ 9mpi , mB “ 6mpi , mG “ 7.02mpi ,
C1 “ 1.463, C2 “´7.332, C3 “ 10.384 and C4 “´4.585. We use RGauss “ 0.2 fm and RExch. “ 0.9 fm.
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Figure 4.10 Plot of the model potential in the 3D2 channel. In this channel S“ 1, T “ 0, Cpi “´3, CA “
´660, CB “´1140, CΠ “´3, CD “´930, CF “´927, CG “ 2.53, mA “mD “ 8mpi , mB “mF “ 5mpi ,
mG “ 3.25mpi , C1 “ 2.979, C2 “ ´4.026, C3 “ ´2.455 and C4 “ 2.409. We use RGauss “ 0.3 fm and
RExch. “ 1.4 fm.
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Table 4.7 The potential range dependence of the causal range in various channels.
```````````````Causal range
Potential range
2 fm 5 fm 12 fm 15 fm 50 fm
Rb1P1 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3
Rb1D2 2.0 2.4 3.8 4.0 4.0
Rb3D2 1.3 2.7 4.7 4.9 4.9
numerical results show clearly that the one-pion exchange tail is controlling the size of the
causal range. The one-pion exchange potential tail appears to be the source of the large values
for Rb in higher partial waves where the central one-pion exchange tail is attractive.
4.8 Summary and Conclusions
In this study we have derived the constraints of causality and unitarity for neutron-proton
scattering for all spin channels up to j “ 3. We have defined and calculated interaction length
scales which we call the causal range, Rb, and the Cauchy-Schwarz range, RC-S. The causal
range is the minimum value for r such that the causal bounds,
f j´1prq “ b j´1prq´2q20
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1´ r j´1 ě 0, (4.114)
g j`1prq “ b j`1prq` 2q
2
0
a2j`1
pi
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
´ r
2
¯2 j`1´ r j`1 ě 0, (4.115)
are satisfied. For uncoupled channels these bounds simplify to the form
f`prq “ g`prq “ b`prq´ r` ě 0. (4.116)
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For coupled channels the Cauchy-Schwarz range is the minimum value for r satisfying the
causal bounds as well as the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
f j´1prqg j`1prq ě
“
h jprq
‰2
. (4.117)
If one reproduces the physical scattering data using strictly finite range interactions, then the
range of these interactions must be larger than Rb and RC-S. From these bounds we have derived
the general result that non-vanishing partial-wave mixing cannot be reproduced with zero-range
interactions. As the range of the interaction goes to the zero, the effective range for the lower
partial-wave channel is driven to negative infinity.
This finding has consequences for pionless effective theory where the range of the interac-
tions is set entirely by the value of the cutoff momentum. If the cutoff momentum is too high,
then it is impossible to obtain the correct threshold physics in coupled channels without violating
causality or unitarity. In some channels we find that the causal range and Cauchy-Schwarz
range are as large 5 fm. We have shown that these large values are driven by the tail of the
one-pion exchange potential. In these channels the problems will be even more severe, and
the cutoff momentum will need to be rather low in order to reproduce the physical scattering
data in pionless effective field theory. How low this cutoff momentum must be depends on the
particular regularization scheme.
We should note that all of these mixing observables are non-vanishing only when one
reaches higher orders in the power counting expansion, and there is no direct impact on pionless
effective field theory calculations at lower orders. See, for example, Ref. [38] for details on
power counting in pionless effective field theory. In the zero-range limit, the term which drives
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the negative divergence of the effective range parameter r j´1 is
´2q20
Γp j` 12qΓp j` 32q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2 j´1
. (4.118)
At leading order there is no divergence since there is no partial wave mixing and q0 “ 0. If
higher-order terms are iterated non-perturbatively as in Ref. [167], then the divergence appears
at order Q2, the first order at which q0 is non-vanishing. If higher-order terms are iterated
order-by-order in perturbation theory, then the term in Eq. (4.118) appears at order Q4. This
is one order higher than the analysis presented in Ref. [38], and we predict that zero-range
divergences in r j´1 will first appear at this order.
It important to note that if one works order-by-order in perturbation theory, then the con-
straints of causality and unitarity always appear somewhat hidden. At every order in the effective
field theory calculation there are new operator coefficients which appear and are determined
by matching to physical data. There are no obstructions to setting these operator coefficients to
reproduce physical values.
It is only when one iterates the new interactions, i.e., by solving the Schrödinger equation,
that non-linear dependencies on the operator coefficients appear. In this case one finds that
the constraints of causality and unitarity give necessary conditions for keeping the operator
coefficients real. Once we fix the regularization, the bound corresponds with branch cuts of the
effective theory when viewed as a function of physical scattering parameters.
These branch cuts cannot be seen at any finite order in perturbation theory. However a
nearby branch point may spoil the convergence of the perturbative expansion. In this context, our
causality and unitarity bounds can be viewed as setting physical constraints for the convergence
of perturbative calculations in pionless effective field theory.
If the cutoff is taken too high, a branch cut develops which jeopardizes the convergence of the
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perturbative calculation. Similarly if one does calculations using dimensional regularization, then
the renormalization scale sets the scale at which the infrared and ultraviolet physics are regulated
[85]. Similar problems with perturbative convergence would arise if the renormalization scale is
taken too high.
There is much theoretical interest in the connection between dilute neutron matter and the
universal physics of fermions in the unitarity limit [86, 25, 61, 117, 87, 177, 131]. In the limit of
isospin symmetry our analysis of the isospin triplet channels can be applied to neutron-neutron
scattering in dilute neutron matter. In this study we have shown there are intrinsic length
scales associated with the causal range and the Cauchy-Schwarz range. When the average
separation between neutrons is smaller than these length scales, one expects non-universal
behavior controlled by the details of the neutron-neutron interactions. For the 1S0 channel,
Rb “ 1.3 fm. For the 3P2 channel, Rb “ 2.2 fm, and for the 3F2 channel, Rb “ 1.7 fm. For
3P2-3F2 mixing, we find RC-S “ 4.7 fm. We see that the physics of 3P2-3F2 mixing will become
non-universal at lower densities than the 1S0 interactions. In particular the densities where 3P2
superfluidity is expected to occur will be well beyond this universal regime.
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Chapter 5
van der Waals interactions
5.1 Introduction
Low-energy universality appears when there is a large separation between the short-distance
scale of the interaction and the physically relevant long-distance scales. Some well-known
examples include the unitarity limit of two-component fermions [138, 103, 180, 2, 113] and the
Efimov effect in three-body and four-body systems [53, 54, 11, 144, 96, 168, 47, 93, 83, 110].
See Refs. [29, 88] for reviews of the subject and literature. There have been many theoretical
studies of low-energy phenomena and universality for interactions with finite range. These
studies have direct applications to nuclear physics systems such as cold dilute neutron matter or
light nuclei such as the triton and alpha particle. To a good approximation, the van der Waals
interactions between alkali-metal atoms can also be treated as a finite-range interaction.
However, there are some differences. For potentials with an attractive 1{rα tail and α ą 2,
the s-wave scattering phase shift near threshold has been formulated in Ref. [133]. For α ą 3,
the modified scattering parameters for an s-wave Feshbach resonance were derived in Ref. [156]
using coupled-channel calculations. Analytical expressions for the s-wave scattering length and
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effective range for two neutral atoms and α “ 6 have been derived in Ref. [66]. However, the
applicability of the effective range theory is limited for interactions with attractive tails. In order
to define the scattering length for angular momentum `ě 2 and the effective range for `ě 1, a
modified version of effective range theory known as quantum-defect theory is needed [75, 79].
Furthermore, scattering parameters of magnetically tunable multichannel systems have been
studied in the context of multichannel quantum-defect theory [146, 80]. See Ref. [155] for a
very recent development of multichannel quantum-defect theory for higher partial waves. There
is also growing empirical evidence that there exists a new type of low-energy universality that
ties together all interactions with an attractive 1{r6 tail. This might seem surprising since there
is no such analogous behavior for interactions with a Coulomb tail. In this chapter we derive
the theoretical foundations for this van der Waals universality at low energies by studying the
near-threshold behavior and the constraints of causality. We also show that this universality
extends to any power-law interaction 1{rα with α ě 2 in any number of dimensions. Our
analysis applies to energy-independent interactions. We first consider a single scattering channel
but then also consider multichannel systems near a magnetic Feshbach resonance.
In our analysis we assume that the two-body potential has a long-distance attractive tail of
the form ´C6{r6. We define the van der Waals length scale, β6, as
β6 “ p2µC6q 14 , (5.1)
where µ is the reduced mass of the scattering particles. For simplicity we use atomic units (a.u.)
throughout our discussion. So, in particular, we set h¯“ 1. In Refs. [35, 151] it was noticed that
an approximate universal relationship exists between the effective range and inverse scattering
length for s-wave scattering in many different pairs of scattering alkali-metal atoms. If we write
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A0 as the scattering length and R0 as the effective range, the relation is
R0 « β6Γp1{4q
2
3pi
´ 4β
2
6
3A0
` 8piβ
3
6
3Γp1{4q2A20
. (5.2)
This approximate relation becomes exact for a pure ´C6{r6 potential. What is surprising
about Eq. (5.2) is that the van der Waals length β6 dominates over other length scales which
characterize the short-distance repulsive force between alkali-metal atoms. This approximate
universality suggests there is some separation of scales between the van der Waals length β6
and the length scales of the short-range forces. This separation of scales will become more
transparent later in our analysis when we determine the coefficients of the short-range Kˆ-matrix.
It would be useful to exploit the separation of scales as an effective field theory with an explicit
van der Waals tail plus contact interactions. In this chapter, we discuss the constraints on such a
van der Waals effective field theory.
We note that a similar dominance of the van der Waals length β6 has been discovered for the
three-body parameter in the Efimov effect [17, 169, 170]. In the analysis here we focus only on
two-body systems. However, our analysis should be useful in developing the foundations for
van der Waals effective field theory. This in turn could be used to investigate the Efimov effect
and other low-energy phenomena in a model-independent way. An extension of our analysis
may be useful to understand the recently observed universality of the three-body parameter for
narrow Feshbach resonances [150].
The organization of this chapter is as follows. We first discuss the connection between
causality bounds and effective field theory. Next we consider asymptotic solutions of the
Schrödinger equation. After that, we derive causality bounds for the short-range Kˆ-matrix and
consider the impact of these results on van der Waals effective field theory. Then we discuss
quantum-defect theory and calculate causal ranges for several examples of single-channel s-wave
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scattering in alkali-metal atoms. We also consider the constraints of causality near magnetic
Feshbach resonances. We then conclude with a summary and discussion.
5.2 Causality bounds and effective field theory
For an effective field theory with local contact interactions, the range of the interactions is
controlled by the momentum cutoff scale. Problems with convergence can occur if the cutoff
scale is set higher than the scale of the new physics not described by the effective theory. It
is useful to have a quantitative measure of when problems may or may not appear, and this is
where the causality bound provides a useful diagnostic tool. For each scattering channel we use
the physical scattering parameters to compute the causal range, Rb, which is the minimum range
for the interactions consistent with the requirements of causality and unitarity and discussed
in details in Chapter 4. For any fixed cutoff scale, the causality bound marks a branch cut of
the effective theory when viewed as a function of physical scattering parameters, see Chapter 4
and Ref. [107]. The coupling constants of the effective theory become complex for scattering
parameters violating the causality bound. These branch cuts do not appear in perturbation theory,
but they can spoil the convergence pattern of the perturbative expansion.
Wigner was the first to recognize the constraints of causality and unitarity for two-body
scattering with finite-range interactions [174]. The time delay of a scattered wave packet is
given by the energy derivative of the phase shift, ∆t “ 2dδ{dE. It is clear that the incoming
wave packet must first reach the interacting region before the outgoing wave packet can leave.
So the causality bound can be viewed as a lower bound on the time delay, ∆t. When applied
to wave packets near threshold, the causality bound becomes an upper bound on the effective
range parameter.
A brief historical review on the analysis of the constraints of causality and universality is
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given in the introduction of Chapter 4. Also in that chapter we have presented the first study of
coupled-channel systems with partial-wave mixing
5.3 Asymptotic solutions of the Schrödinger equation
We consider a system of two spinless particles interacting via a spherically symmetric finite range
potential in the center-of-mass frame. In addition to the non-singular finite-range interactions
parameterized by W pr,r1q, we assume that there is a long-range local van der Waals potential
´C6{r6 for r ą R. The van der Waals length scale β6 was defined in Eq. (5.1). As noted in the
Introduction, we use atomic units where h¯“ 1. The radial Schrödinger equation is
„
d2
dr2
´ `p``1q
r2
` β
4
6
r6
θ pr´Rq` p2

U ppq` prq “ 2µ
ż R
0
dr1W pr,r1qU ppq` pr1q . (5.3)
The step function θ pr´Rq cuts off the long-range potential at distances less than R. This
ensures that we satisfy the regularity condition discussed in Eq. (2.30) and avoids mathematical
problems associated with unregulated singular potentials [68]. The general form of the solutions
for Eq. (5.3) has been discussed by Gao in Ref. [78].
In order to simplify some of the more lengthy expressions to follow, we introduce dimen-
sionless rescaled variables rs “ r{β6, ps “ β6p, and ρs “ 1{p2r2s q. In the outer region, r ą R, the
Schrödinger equation reduces to
„
d2
dr2
´ `p``1q
r2
` β
4
6
r6
` p2

U ppq` prq “ 0 (5.4)
or „
d2
dr2s
´ `p``1q
r2s
` 1
r6s
` p2s

U ppq` prq “ 0 . (5.5)
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The exact solutions for Eq. (5.5) have been studied in detail in Ref. [76] using the formalism of
quantum-defect theory [157, 91, 92].
The van der Waals wave functions F` and G` are linearly independent solutions of Eq. (5.5).
In order to write these out we first need several functions defined in Appendix A.3. The van
der Waals wave functions F` and G` can be written as summations of Bessel and Neumann
functions,
F` pp,rq “ r
1{2
s
x2`ppsq` y2`ppsq
«
x`ppsq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqJν`m pρsq
´ y`ppsq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqNν`m pρsq
ff
, (5.6)
G`pp,rq “ r
1{2
s
x2`ppsq` y2`ppsq
«
x`ppsq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqNν`m pρsq
` y`ppq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqJν`m pρsq
ff
. (5.7)
The function x` is defined in Eq. (A.52), and y` is defined in Eq. (A.53). For mě 0 the function
bm is given in Eq. (A.47), while b´m is given in Eq. (A.48). The offset ν appearing in the
order of the Bessel functions is given by the solution of Eq. (A.51) in Appendix A.3. For
notational convenience, however, we omit writing the explicit ps dependence of ν . Let us define
δ pshortq` ppq to be the phase shift of the van der Waals wave functions due to the scattering from
the short-range interaction. The normalization of U ppq` prq is chosen so that, for r ą R,
U ppq` prq “ F` pp,rq´ tanδ pshortq` ppqG`pp,rq . (5.8)
Our van der Waals wave functions are related to the functions f c0` and g
c0
` defined of Ref. [78] by
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the normalization factors F` “ f c0` {
?
2 and G` “´gc0` {
?
2. Henceforth, we write all expressions
in terms of the short-range reaction matrix
K`ppq “ tanδ pshortq` ppq , (5.9)
which is related to the short-range scattering matrix via
S` “ e2iδ
pshortq
` “ i´K`
i`K` . (5.10)
For any finite-range interaction, K` is analytic in p2 and can be calculated by matching
solutions for r ď R and r ą R at the boundary. It can be written in compact form as
K` “ W pU
ppq
` ,F
ppq
` q
W pU ppq` ,Gppq` q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
r“R
, (5.11)
whereU ppq` is the solution of Eq. (5.3) that is regular at the origin, andW denotes the Wronskian
of two functions,
W p f ,gq “ f g1´ f 1g .
5.4 Causality bounds for short-range K-matrix K`
In this section we derive causality bounds for the short-range K-matrix. For this we need to
expand the wave function U ppq` prq in powers of p2. The steps we follow are analogous to those
used in Chapter 4 [cf. in Refs. [94, 95, 107]]. We first expand K`,
K` “ tanδ pshortq` ppq “
8ÿ
n“0
K`,2n p2n . (5.12)
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The first two terms K`,0 and K`,2 are analogous to the inverse scattering length and effective
range parameters in the usual effective range expansion. The higher-order terms can be regarded
as analogs of the shape parameters. Next we expand the van der Waals wave functions in powers
of p2,
F` pp,rq “ f`,0prq` f`,2prq p2`Opp4q , (5.13)
G`pp,rq “ g`,0prq`g`,2prq p2`Opp4q . (5.14)
In the following, we define
ν0 “ 14p2``1q,
which corresponds to the value of ν at threshold. Using the low-energy expansions in Ap-
pendix A.4, we find that the coefficients in Eq. (5.13) are
f`,0prq “ r1{2s Jν0 pρsq (5.15)
and
f`,2prq “ Γpν0qΓp2ν0´1qΓpν0`1qΓp2ν0q
β 26
16
r1{2s
“
Jν0´1 pρsq`Nν0 pρsq
‰
´ Γpν0qΓp2ν0`1q
Γpν0`1qΓp2ν0`2q
β 26
16
r1{2s
“
Jν0`1 pρsq´Nν0 pρsq
‰
. (5.16)
Similarly, the coefficients in Eq. (5.14) are
g`,0prq “ r1{2s Nν0 pρsq (5.17)
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and
g`,2prq “ Γpν0qΓp2ν0´1qΓpν0`1qΓp2ν0q
β 26
16
r1{2s
“
Nν0´1 pρsq´ Jν0 pρsq
‰
´ Γpν0qΓp2ν0`1q
Γpν0`1qΓp2ν0`2q
β 26
16
r1{2s
“
Nν0`1 pρsq` Jν0 pρsq
‰
. (5.18)
Using Eq. (5.8), we can now express U ppq` prq as an expansion in powers of p2. For r ą R, we
have
U ppq` prq “ f`,0prq´K`,0 g`,0prq
` p2“ f`,2prq´K`,0 g`,2prq´K`,2 g`,0prq‰`Opp4q . (5.19)
We now consider two solutions of the Schrödinger equation U ppaq` prq and U ppbq` prq with
momenta pa and pb, respectively. We have
„
d2
dr2
´ `p``1q
r2
` β
4
6
r6
θ pr´Rq` p2a

U ppaq` prq “ 2µ
ż R
0
dr1W pr,r1qU ppaq` pr1q , (5.20)
„
d2
dr2
´ `p``1q
r2
` β
4
6
r6
θ pr´Rq` p2b

U ppbq` prq “ 2µ
ż R
0
dr1W pr,r1qU ppbq` pr1q . (5.21)
Following the same steps as in Section 2.5.3, we obtain the Wronskian integral formula
W rU ppbq` ,U ppaq` sprq
p2b´ p2a
“
ż r
0
U ppaq` pr1qU ppbq` pr1qdr1 , (5.22)
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for any r ą R. Using Eq. (5.19) for momenta pa and pb we find
W rU pbq` ,U paq` sprq
p2b´ p2a
“W r f`,2, f`,0sprq´K`,0
 
W rg`,2, f`,0sprq`W r f`,2,g`,0sprq
(
`K2`,0W rg`,2,g`,0sprq´K`,2W rg`,0, f`,0sprq`Opp2a, p2bq .
(5.23)
In the Wronskian integral formula Eq. (5.22), we set pa “ 0 and take the limit pbÑ 0. With the
wave function at zero energy written as U p0q` , the result is
K`,2 “ bvdW` prq´
pi
4
ż r
0
”
U p0q` pr1q
ı2
dr1 , (5.24)
where
bvdW` prq “
pi
4
W r f`,2, f`,0sprq` pi4K
2
`,0W rg`,2,g`,0sprq
´ pi
4
K`,0
 
W rg`,2, f`,0sprq`W r f`,2,g`,0sprq
(
.
(5.25)
The Wronskians appearing in Eq. (5.25) can be written out explicitly as
W r f`,2, f`,0sprq “ β6ρs16ν0p2ν0´1q
“
Jν0´2pρsq Jν0pρsq´ J2ν0´1pρsq
‰
` β6ρs
16ν0p2ν0`1q
“
Jν0`2pρsq Jν0pρsq´ J2ν0`1pρsq
‰
` β6ρs
4p2ν0´1qp2ν0`1q
„
Jν0`1pρsq Jν0´1pρsq´ J2ν0pρsq`
4
piρs

, (5.26)
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W rg`,2,g`,0sprq “ β6ρs16ν0p2ν0´1q
“
Nν0´2pρsq Nν0pρsq´N2ν0´1pρsq
‰
` β6ρs
16ν0p2ν0`1q
“
Nν0`2pρsq Nν0pρsq´N2ν0`1pρsq
‰
` β6ρs
4p2ν0´1qp2ν0`1q
„
Nν0`1pρsq Nν0´1pρsq´N2ν0pρsq`
4
piρs

, (5.27)
and
W rg`,2, f`,0sprq “W r f`,2,g`,0sprq
“ β6ρs
16ν0p2ν0´1q
 
Jν0´1pρsq rNν0`1pρsq´Nν0´1pρsqs´Nν0pρsq rJν0pρsq´ Jν0´2pρsqs
(
´ β6ρs
16ν0p2ν0`1q
 
Jν0`1pρsq rNν0`1pρsq´Nν0´1pρsqs´Nν0pρsq rJν0`2pρsq´ Jν0pρsqs
(
.
(5.28)
The fact that the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (5.24) is positive semidefinite sets an
upper bound on the short-range parameter K`,2. We find that
K`,2 ď bvdW` prq (5.29)
for any r ą R.
5.5 Impact on effective field theory
In this section we discuss the impact of our causality bounds for an effective field theory with
short-range interactions and an attractive 1{r6 tail. In Figure 5.1 we plot the `“ 0 Wronskians
W r f0,2, f0,0s, W rg0,2,g0,0s, and W rg0,2, f0,0s for β6 “ 50 (a.u.). Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show
the analogous plots for `“ 1 and `“ 2, respectively.
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Figure 5.1 (Color online) Plot of W r f0,2, f0,0sprq, W rg0,2,g0,0sprq, and W rg0,2, f0,0sprq as a function of
r for `“ 0 and β6 “ 50 (a.u.).
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Figure 5.2 (Color online) Plot of W r f1,2, f1,0sprq, W rg1,2,g1,0sprq, and W rg1,2, f1,0sprq as a function of
r for `“ 1 and β6 “ 50 (a.u.).
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Figure 5.3 (Color online) Plot of W r f2,2, f2,0sprq, W rg2,2,g2,0sprq, and W rg2,2, f2,0sprq as a function of
r for `“ 2 and β6 “ 50 (a.u.).
We note that all of the Wronskian functions in Figures 5.1–5.3 vanish in the limit rÑ 0.
This stands in clear contrast to what one finds for purely finite-range interactions [94, 95]. In
that case the effective range parameter, r`, satisfies the upper bound
r` ď b`prq , (5.30)
where the function b`prq is given in Eq. (4.9) [cf. Eq. (60) in Ref. [95]]
b`prq “ ´2Γp`´
1
2qΓp`` 12q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2``1
´ 4
`` 12
1
a`
´ r
2
¯2` 2pi
Γp`` 32qΓp`` 52q
1
a2`
´ r
2
¯2``3
, (5.31)
and a` is the scattering length. As already discussed in Section 4.5.1 near r “ 0 the behavior of
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b`prq is
b`prq “ ´2Γp`´
1
2qΓp`` 12q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2``1`Opr2q . (5.32)
We see that b`prq diverges to negative infinity as rÑ 0 for `ě 1. The causality bound on r` also
drives r` to negative infinity for `ě 1,
r` ď´2Γp`´
1
2qΓp`` 12q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2``1`Opr2q . (5.33)
For an effective field theory with local contact interactions, the range of the interactions are
controlled by the momentum cutoff scale. No matter the values for a` and r`, it is not possible
to take the momentum cutoff scale arbitrarily high without violating the causality bound for
channels with angular momentum `ě 1. For finite-range interactions with an additional attractive
or repulsive Coulomb tail, one finds the same leading behavior [107]1
bCoulomb` prq “ ´
2Γp`´ 12qΓp`` 12q
pi
´ r
2
¯´2``1`Opr´2`q , (5.34)
i.e., the only difference in the causality bound relation for the Coulomb-modified effective range
is the subleading Opr´2`q pole term which is absent in the purely finite-range case. Hence,
also for an effective field theory with contact interactions and long-range Coulomb tail, it is
not possible to take the momentum cutoff scale arbitrarily high for `ě 1 without violating the
causality bound.
There is no such divergence in bvdW` prq at r “ 0 for the attractive 1{r6 interaction. For an
effective field theory with contact interactions and van der Waals tail, the causality bound does
not impose convergence problems as long as K`,2 is less than or equal to zero. This holds true for
1To get this analogy, we use here the normalization of the Coulomb-modified effective range expansion found
in Eq. (28) of Ref. [107] and insert it in Eqs. (64), (A.6), and (A.7) of the same paper, which give the explicit
expressions for the Coulomb-modified causality bound functions for `“ 0,1,2. The statement for arbitrary ` then
follows by generalization.
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any `. There is no constraint from causality and unitarity preventing one from taking the cutoff
momentum to be arbitrarily large. The key difference between the van der Waals interaction
and the Coulomb interaction is that, when extended all the way to the origin, the attractive 1{r6
interaction is singular and the spectrum is unbounded below. An essential singularity appears at
r “ 0, and both van der Waals wave functions F` and G` vanish at the origin.
These exact same features appear in any attractive 1{rα interaction for α ą 2 in any number
of spatial dimensions. The same can be said about an attractive 1{r2 interaction when the
coupling constant is strong enough to form bound states. The key point is that in the zero-range
limit of these attractive singular potentials, the spectrum of bound states extends to arbitrarily
large negative energies. As a consequence, the scattering wave functions above threshold must
vanish at the origin in order to satisfy orthogonality with respect to all such bound-state wave
functions localized near the origin. In all of these cases the function bvdW` prq remains finite as
rÑ 0 for any `. We conclude that for an effective field theory with contact interactions and
attractive singular power-law interactions, we can take the cutoff momentum arbitrarily large
for any ` without producing a divergence in the coefficient K`,2 of the short-range K-matrix.
5.6 Quantum defect theory and the modified effective range
expansion
Up to now we have been discussing the short-range phase shift of K-matrix for scattering relative
to the van der Waals wave functions F` and G`. For power-law interactions 1{rα with α ą 2,
we also have the option to define phase shifts relative to the Bessel functions of the free wave
equation. The problem though is that the usual effective range expansion given in Eq. (2.36) is
spoiled by nonanalytic terms as a function of p2. For the van der Waals interactions in the `“ 0
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channel, the leading nonanalytic term is proportional to p3, and so the scattering parameters a0
and r0 are well defined, but coefficients in higher order terms of the expansion are not. For `“ 1
the leading nonanalytic term is proportional to p and so only the scattering length a1 is well
defined. For ` ě 2 none of the low-energy scattering parameters are well defined. To resolve
these problems, a modified form of the effective range expansion is used which is known as
quantum-defect theory [157, 91, 92].
In quantum-defect theory for attractive 1{r6 potentials, one defines an offset for the phase
shift [79],
η` “ pi2 pν´ν0q . (5.35)
The modified effective range expansion is then
p2``1 cotpδ``2η`q “ ´ 1A` `
1
2
R` p2`O
`
p4 ln p
˘
, (5.36)
where A` and R` are the generalized scattering length and effective range parameters. These
definitions coincide with the usual scattering length a` for `“ 0,1 and the usual effective range
r` for `“ 0. The generalized scattering length and effective range can be written in terms of the
short-range K-matrix parameters as
A` “ pi
2β 2``16
24``1rΓp `2 ` 14qΓp`` 32qs2
„
p´1q`´ 1
K`,0

(5.37)
and
R` “´2
4``2Γ
`
`
2 ` 14
˘2Γ``` 32˘2β´2`´16
pi2
“
K`,0p´1q`´1
‰2
»–β 26
´
K2`,0`1
¯
4`2`4`´3 ´K`,2
fifl . (5.38)
From these results we see that the short-range parameter K`,2 appears in combination with
β 26 . But in nearly all single-channel scatterings between pairs of alkali-metal atoms, from the
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following equation,
K`,2 “ β
2
6
4`2`4`´3
$&%1`
«
p´1q`´A`2
4``1Γ
`
`
2 ` 14
˘2Γ``` 32˘2
pi2β 2``16
ff´2,.-
`R`A2`
24`Γ
`
`
2 ` 14
˘2Γ``` 32˘2
pi2β 2``16
«
p´1q`´A`2
4``1Γ
`
`
2 ` 14
˘2Γ``` 32˘2
pi2β 2``16
ff´2
, (5.39)
one quantitatively finds that K`,2 is at least one order of magnitude smaller than β 26 . This
separation of scales is the reason for the approximate universality found in Refs. [35, 151].
The dominance of β 2n6 over the subleading coefficients K`,2n in Eq. (5.12) for ně 1 holds
for nearly all cases of single-channel scattering between alkali-metal atoms [75, 77]. This
phenomenological fact explains the absence of short-distance length scales in the universality
relation in Eq. (5.2). Furthermore, Gao has shown that when short-range interactions arise
from a repulsive central potential, the fact that the K-matrix is nearly independent of energy
means that the K-matrix is also nearly independent of angular momentum ` [77]. This produces
a surprisingly rich class of universal physics for single-channel van der Waals interactions
where K`,2n is negligible compared to β 2n6 for all `, and K`,0 is approximately the same for all
`. Therefore β6 and the s-wave scattering length will determine, to a good approximation, the
threshold scattering behavior for all values of `.
5.7 Causal range for single-channel scattering
We have shown that for negative K`,2 ď 0, the range R of the short-range interaction can be
taken all the way down to zero. But when K`,2 is positive, there is a constraint on R and we use
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Eq. (5.29) to determine the causal range Rb,
K`,2 “ bvdW` pRbq . (5.40)
As pointed out in Ref. [107], one can show a priori that bvdW` prq is a monotonically increasing
function of r. Therefore, if a real solution to Eq. (5.40) exists, then it is unique. If, however,
there is no real solution, then there is no constraint on the interaction range and we define Rb to
be zero. For an effective field theory with contact interactions and van der Waals tail, the cutoff
momentum can be made as large as „ 1{Rb before the causality bound is violated.
In the following analysis we extract the single-channel s-wave effective range parameters
a0 and r0 for several different pairs of alkali-metal atoms 7Li, 23Na, and 133Cs in singlet and
triplet channels. The data is taken from Refs. [40, 41, 129, 66, 75]. The reduced masses for
7Li2, 23Na2, and 133Cs2 are µ “ 6394.7,20954,121100 (a.u.), respectively. The van der Waals
coupling constants for 7Li2, 23Na2, and 133Cs2 are C6 “ 1388,1472,7020 (a.u.). We calculate
the corresponding K-matrix parameters using Eq. (5.37) and Eq. (5.39) and then compute the
resulting causal ranges. We recall that for `“ 0 we simply have A0 “ a0 and R0 “ r0. The results
for the scattering parameters and causal ranges are given in columns II, V and VI of Table 5.1.
The discrepancies in R0 are due to the fact that in the analytic studies in Refs. [66, 75] K0,2
is neglected, while the numerical calculations of Refs. [40, 41, 129] include the short-range
contribution from K0,2.
In column V of Table 5.1, we present an approximate range for K0,2 for each atomic pair
using the values for R0 in columns III and IV. Since K0,2 is positive, we cannot go all the way to
the zero-range limit. However, in each case K0,2 is at least one order of magnitude smaller than
β 26 .
2 Although we cannot take the zero-range limit, the causal ranges are small in comparison to
2Note that K`,2 has the dimension of an area (in the appropriate atomic units).
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Table 5.1 Scattering parameters and causal ranges for s-wave scattering of 7Li,23Na, and 133Cs pairs.
The scattering data collection is taken from Ref. [66]. In columns I and IV the scattering data for 7Li
are from Ref. [41], the scattering data for 23Na are from Refs. [40, 41], and data for 133Cs are from
Ref. [129]. In column III the effective range parameters, R0, are calculated analytically in Refs. [66,
75]. In column IV, the R0 are obtained from numerical calculations. The scattering parameters in
columns II and V are calculated using Eq. (5.37) and Eq. (5.39), and the causal ranges in column VI
are obtained from Eq. (5.40).
I II III IV V VI
Atoms State β6 A0 K0,0 R0 R0 K0,2 Rb
7Li–7Li 1Σg 64.9097 36.9 -5.282 66.3 66.5 2 „ 124 7 „ 19
7Li–7Li 3Σu 64.9097 -17.2 0.643 1006.3 1014.8 0 „ 17 3 „ 25
23Na–23Na 1Σg 88.624 34.936 5.705 187.317 187.5 0 „ 86 4 „ 20
23Na–23Na 3Σu 88.624 77.286 -1.213 62.3756 62.5 2 „ 13 16 „ 24
133Cs–133Cs 1Σg 203.62 68.216 3.365 624.013 624.55 0 „ 146 7 „ 45
β6. In each case Rb is less than one-third the size of β6. Hence one can probe these interactions
in a van der Waals effective field theory with cutoff momentum up to roughly three times 1{β6
without violating the causality bound.
5.8 Causal range near a magnetic Feshbach resonance
In Ref. [74] the multichannel problem of scattering around a magnetic Feshbach resonance is
reduced to a description by an effective single-channel K-matrix that depends on the applied
magnetic field B. The behavior around the resonance is described by several parameters. B0,` is
the position of the resonance, while gres parametrizes the width of the Feshbach resonance. K
bg
`
is a background value for the K-matrix, and the scale dB,` is introduced to define a dimensionless
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magnetic field. We write the effective single-channel K-matrix as
Keff` pp,Bq “ ´Kbg`
„
1` gres
p2β 26 ´gres pBs`1q

, (5.41)
with
Bs “
`
B´B0,`
˘
dB,`
. (5.42)
The parametrization given above corresponds to Eq. (18) in Ref. [74]. Note that we have changed
the notation slightly and are using a different sign convention.
By expanding the right-hand side of Eq. (5.41) in p2, it is straightforward to determine the
K-matrix expansion parameters K`,0 and K`,2. A short calculation yields that
Keff`,0 “´Kbg`
ˆ
1` 1
Bs`1
˙
, (5.43)
Keff`,2 “
β 26 K
bg
`
grespBs`1q2 . (5.44)
As noted in Ref. [74], the parameters Kbg` and gres are constrained by the condition
Kbg` gres ă 0 . (5.45)
From this we directly see that Keff`,2 given by Eq. (5.44) is always negative. From the causality
bound in Eq. (5.29) it follows that where this effective single-channel description is applicable
and correctly captures the entire energy dependence of the short-range K-matrix, the causal
range will be zero when the interaction is tuned close to a Feshbach resonance.
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5.9 Summary and discussion
In this chapter we have analyzed two-body scattering with arbitrary short-range interactions plus
an attractive 1{r6 tail. We derived the constraints of causality and unitarity for the short-range
K-matrix,
K` “ tanδ pshortq` ppq “
8ÿ
n“0
K`,2n p2n . (5.46)
For any r larger than the range of the short-range interactions, R, we find that K`,2 satisfies the
upper bound
K`,2 ď bvdW` prq , (5.47)
where bvdW` prq is
bvdW` prq “
pi
4
W r f`,2, f`,0sprq` pi4K
2
`,0W rg`,2,g`,0sprq
´ pi
4
K`,0
"
W rg`,2, f`,0sprq`W r f`,2,g`,0sprq
*
, (5.48)
and the Wronksians are given in Eq. (5.26), Eq. (5.27), and Eq. (5.28).
In clear contrast with the case for only finite-range interactions which was the subject of
Chapter 4 or with Coulomb tails [107], the function bvdW` prq does not diverge but rather vanishes
as rÑ 0 for all `. When K`,2 ď 0, there is no constraint derived from causality and unitarity that
prevents the use of an effective field theory with zero-range contact interactions plus an attractive
1{r6 tail. This holds true for any angular momentum value `. For the phenomenologically
important case of a multichannel system near a magnetic Feshbach resonance, the effective
value for K`,2 is negative and so the short-range interaction can be taken to have zero range.
The van der Waals interaction is qualitatively different from the Coulomb interaction where
bCoulomb` prq diverges for ` ě 1. The key difference is that both van der Waals wave functions
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F` and G` vanish at the origin. This phenomenon also occurs for an attractive 1{rα interaction
for α ą 2 in any number of spatial dimensions. It is also valid for an attractive 1{r2 interaction
when the coupling constant is strong enough to form bound states. For an effective field theory
with contact interactions and attractive singular power-law tail, the cutoff momentum can be
made arbitrarily large for any ` without producing a divergence in the coefficient K`,2 of the
short-range K matrix.
When K`,2 is positive, there is a lower bound on the range of the short-range interactions.
We define the causal range Rb as this minimum value for the range, given by the condition
K`,2 “ bvdW` pRbq . (5.49)
We have analyzed several examples of s-wave scattering in alkali-metal atoms in Table 5.1. We
find that the K`,2 is at least one order of magnitude smaller than β 26 . As a result we find that the
causal ranges are small in comparison with β6.
In summary, we find that β6 dominates over distance scales parametrizing the short-range
interactions. The origin of this van der Waals universality can be explained by two facts. The first
fact is the phenomenological observation that, in single-channel scattering between alkali-metal
atoms, there is a significant separation between the typical length scales of the short-distance
physics and β6. This can be seen by the small size of the short-range parameter K`,2 compared
with β 26 . As Gao has shown, this also leads to the approximate universal relation that K`,0 is the
same for all ` [77]. Therefore, to a good approximation, β6 and the s-wave scattering length
will determine the threshold scattering behavior for all values of `. For the multichannel case
near a magnetic Feshbach resonance, we find that the effective Keff`,2 is no longer negligible.
However, Keff`,2 is negative, and this means that there is no constraint from causality preventing
the zero-range limit for the short-distance interactions.
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The second fact underlying the van der Waals universality is that the zero-range limit of
short-distance interactions is well behaved with regard to scattering near threshold. We note,
however, that there is still no scale-invariant limit for `ě 1 since the effective range parameter
will diverge to negative infinity as β6 goes to zero. This can be seen from the β´2``16 behavior
with negative coefficient for `ě 1 in Eq. (5.38).
The analysis in this study should be useful in developing an effective field theory with an
attractive 1{r6 tail and contact interactions. Similarly, one can also construct effective field
theories for other attractive singular potentials 1{rα for α ě 2. These effective field theories
could be used to investigate the Efimov effect and other low-energy phenomena in a model-
independent way.
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Chapter 6
Impurity Lattice Monte Carlo and the
Adiabatic Projection Method
6.1 Introduction
The adiabatic projection method is a general framework for calculating scattering and reactions
on the lattice. The method constructs a low-energy effective theory for clusters which becomes
exact in the limit of large Euclidean projection time. Previous studies of this method [154, 143]
have used exact sparse matrix methods. In this work we demonstrate the first application
using Monte Carlo simulations. As we will show, the adiabatic projection method significantly
improves the accurate calculation of finite-volume energy levels. As we also will show, the
finite-volume energy levels must be calculated with considerable accuracy in order to determine
the scattering phase shifts using Lüscher’s method. We give a short summary of Lüscher’s
method later in our discussion.
The goal of this analysis is to benchmark the use of lattice Monte Carlo simulations with
the adiabatic projection method. The example we consider in detail is fermion-dimer scattering
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for two-component fermions and zero-range interactions. Our calculation also corresponds to
neutron-deuteron scattering in the spin-quartet channel at leading order in pionless effective
field theory. In our interacting system there are two components for the fermions. We call the
two components up and down spins, Ò and Ó. The bound dimer state is composed of one Ò and
one Ó, and our fermion-dimer system consists of two Ò and one Ó. While s-wave scattering has
been considered previously [28, 26, 148, 143], we will present the first lattice calculations of
p-wave and d-wave fermion-dimer scattering.
As discussed in Ref. [143], the adiabatic projection method starts with a set of initial cluster
states. By clusters we mean either a single particle or a bound state of several particles. In
our analysis here we consider fermion-dimer elastic scattering where there are two clusters. In
Ref. [143], the initial fermion-dimer states were parameterized by the initial spatial separation
between clusters, ~R. The initial cluster states can be written explicitly as
|~Ry “
ÿ
~n
b:Òp~nqb:Óp~nqb:Òp~n`~Rq|0y, (6.1)
where the spatial volume is a periodic cubic box of length L in lattice units. The initial states are
then projected using Euclidean time to form dressed cluster states,
|~Ryt “ e´Hˆt |~Ry. (6.2)
The adiabatic method uses these dressed cluster states to calculate matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian and other observables. The result is a low-energy effective theory of interacting
clusters which becomes systematically more accurate as the projection time t is increased. An
estimate of the residual error is derived in Ref. [143].
For our calculations here we follow the same general process except that we build the initial
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cluster states in a different manner. Instead of working with the relative separation between
clusters, we work with the relative momentum between the clusters. We find that this change
improves the efficiency of the Monte Carlo calculation by reducing the number of required
initial states. The new technique involves first constructing a dimer state with momentum ~p
using Euclidean time projection and then multiplying by a creation operator for a second Ò
particle with momentum´~p. For example, we can write the initial fermion-dimer state explicitly
as
|~py “ b˜:Òp´~pqe´Hˆt
1
b˜:Òp~pqb˜:Óp~0q|0y . (6.3)
From these states we produce dressed cluster states by Euclidean time projection,
|~pyt “ e´Hˆt{2|~py . (6.4)
We then proceed in the same manner as in Ref. [143] and calculate the matrix elements of the
Hamiltonian in the basis of the dressed cluster states.
For our Monte Carlo simulations we introduce a new algorithm which we call the impurity
lattice Monte Carlo algorithm. Credit for developing this algorithm is to be shared with Ref. [27],
where applications to impurities in many-body systems are being investigated using the same
method. It can be viewed as a hybrid algorithm in between worldline and auxiliary-field Monte
Carlo simulations. In worldline algorithms, the quantum amplitude is calculated by sampling
particle worldlines in Euclidean spacetime. In auxiliary-field Monte Carlo simulations, the
interactions are recast as single particle interactions, and the quantum amplitude is computed
exactly for each auxiliary field configuration. In impurity Monte Carlo, we handle the impurities
using worldline Monte Carlo simulations while all other particles are treated using the auxiliary-
field formalism. Furthermore, the impurity worldlines themselves are acting as additional
auxiliary fields felt by other particles in the system. We have found that for our system of two Ò
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and one Ó particles, impurity lattice Monte Carlo method is computationally superior to other
methods such as the auxiliary-field Monte Carlo due to its speed and efficiency as well as control
over sign oscillations. We will derive the formalism of impurity Monte Carlo simulations in
detail in our discussion here.
The organization of this chapter is as follows. We first start with the basic continuum and
lattice formulations of our interacting system with zero-range two-component fermions. We
then take a short detour to derive the connection between normal-ordered transfer matrices and
lattice Grassmann actions. Using our dictionary between lattice Grassmann actions and quantum
operators, we derive the transfer matrix induced by a given single impurity worldline. We then
describe the implementation of the adiabatic projection method and the details of our Monte
Carlo simulations for computing finite-volume energy levels.
In order to determine scattering phase shifts, we then discuss Lüscher’s finite-volume method.
As part of this discussion we discuss for the first time, the character of topological volume
corrections for fermion-dimer scattering in the p-wave and d-wave channels. By topological
volume corrections, we are specifically referring to momentum-dependent finite-volume cor-
rections of the dimer binding energy [28, 45]. Previous studies looking at topological volume
corrections had only considered s-wave scattering [28, 26, 148, 143]. The extension to higher
partial waves is given in the appendix. We then conclude with a comparison of Monte Carlo
results as well as exact lattice calculations and continuum calculations.
6.2 Lattice Hamiltonian
We consider a three-body system of two-component fermions with equal mass, mÒ “ mÓ “ m.
We consider the limit of large scattering length between the two components where the the
interaction range of the fermions is taken to be negligible. We start with the free non-relativistic
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Hamiltonian,
Hˆ0 “ 12m
ÿ
s“Ò,Ó
ż
d3~r ~∇b:sp~rq ¨~∇bsp~rq , (6.5)
In the low-energy limit the interaction can be simplified as a delta-function interaction between
the two spin components,
Hˆ “ 1
2m
ÿ
s“Ò,Ó
ż
d3~r ~∇b:sp~rq ¨~∇bsp~rq`C0
ż
d3~r ρˆÒp~rq ρˆÓp~rq , (6.6)
where ρˆÒ,Óp~rq are density operators,
ρˆÒp~rq “ b:Òp~rqbÒp~rq , (6.7)
ρˆÓp~rq “ b:Óp~rqbÓp~rq . (6.8)
The ultraviolet physics of this zero-range interaction must be regulated in some manner. In our
case the lattice provides the needed regularization. We denote the spatial lattice spacing as a and
the temporal lattice spacing as at . We will write all quantities in lattice units, which are physical
units multiplied by the corresponding power of a to render the combination dimensionless. We
use the free non-relativistic lattice Hamiltonian defined in Eqs. (3.42) and (3.43) and the contact
interaction potential is
Vˆ “C0
ÿ
~n
ρˆÒp~nq ρˆÓp~nq . (6.9)
Here lˆ denotes a lattice unit vector in one of the spatial directions, lˆ “ 1ˆ, 2ˆ, 3ˆ. The unknown
interaction coefficientC0 is tuned to reproduce the desired binding energy of the dimer at infinite
volume.
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6.3 Lattice path integrals and transfer matrices
For our Monte Carlo simulations and exact lattice calculations we use the transfer matrix
formalism introduced in Chapter 3. It is convenient to collect some of the important formulas
given in Chapter 3. As it is already discussed, the Grassmann path integral has the form
Z “
ż »– ź
nt ,~n,s“Ò,Ó
dθs˚ pnt ,~nqdθspnt ,~nq
fifl e´Srθ ,θ˚s , (6.10)
where Srθ ,θ˚s is the non-relativistic lattice action and defined in Section 3.4, and θs˚ and θs are
anti-commuting Grassmann variables. Our lattice action can be decomposed into three parts.
While the Grassmann formalism is convenient for deriving the lattice Feynman rules, the
transfer matrix formalism is more convenient for numerical calculations.Therefore, we make the
connection between the two formulations, and we use the following exact relation between the
Grassmann path integral formula and the transfer matrix formalism [43, 44]. For any function f ,
Tr
”
: fLt´1ra:s1p~n1q,asp~nqs : ¨ ¨ ¨ : f0ra:s1p~n1q,asp~nqs :
ı
“
ż »– ź
nt ,~n,s“Ò,Ó
dθs˚ pnt ,~nqdθspnt ,~nq
fifl e´řnt St rθ ,θ˚,nt s Lt´1ź
nt“0
fnt rθs˚1pnt ,~n1q,θspnt ,~nqs , (6.11)
where the symbol : : signifies normal ordering. Normal ordering rearranges all operators so that
all annihilation operators are moved to the right and creation operators are moved to the left
with the appropriate number of anticommutation minus signs. Then the desired transfer matrix
formulation of the path integral is
Z “ Tr “MˆLt‰ , (6.12)
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where Mˆ is the normal-ordered transfer matrix operator,
Mˆ “ : exp
«
´αtHˆ0´αtC0
ÿ
~n
ρˆÒp~nqρˆÓp~nq
ff
: . (6.13)
Here Hˆ0 is the free lattice Hamiltonian given in Eq. (3.42).
6.4 Impurity Lattice Monte Carlo: Single Impurity
In this section we derive the formalism for impurity lattice Monte Carlo for a single impurity. In
impurity Monte Carlo the impurities are treated differently from other particles. The assumption
is that there are only a small number of impurities and these can be sampled using worldline
Monte Carlo without strong fermion sign oscillation problems from antisymmetrization. In our
case there is exactly one Ó particle, and we treat this as a single impurity for our system.
Let us consider the occupation number basis,
ˇˇˇ
χÒnt ,χ
Ó
nt
E
“
ź
~n
#”
b:Òp~nq
ıχÒnt p~nq ”
b:Óp~nq
ıχÓnt p~nq+ |0y (6.14)
where χsnt p~nq counts the occupation number on each lattice site at time step nt and has values
which are either 0 or 1. Let us define the Grassmann functions,
Xpntq “
ź
~n
”
eθÒ˚ pnt ,~nqθÒpnt ,~nq eθÓ˚ pnt ,~nqθÓpnt ,~nq
ı
, (6.15)
and
Mpntq “ e´SH0 rθ ,θ˚,nt se´SV rθ ,θ˚,nt s. (6.16)
The transfer matrix element between time steps nt and nt `1 can be written in terms of these
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lattice Grassmann functions as
xχÒnt`1,χÓnt`1|Mˆ |χÒnt ,χÓnt y
“
ź
~n
$&%
« ÝÑB
BθÓ˚ pnt ,~nq
ffχÓnt`1p~nq« ÝÑB
BθÒ˚ pnt ,~nq
ffχÒnt`1p~nq,.-XpntqMpntq
ˆ
ź
~n1
$&%
« ÐÝB
BθÒpnt ,~n1q
ffχÒnt p~n1q« ÐÝB
BθÓpnt ,~n1q
ffχÓnt p~n1q,.-
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
θ 1Ò “ θ 1Ó “ 0
θÒ “ θÓ “ 0
. (6.17)
This result can be verified by checking the different possible combinations for the occupation
numbers. Since we have only one Ó particle, the right hand side is nonzero only if
ÿ
~n
χÓnt p~nq “
ÿ
~n
χÓnt`1p~nq “ 1 . (6.18)
We now derive the transfer matrix formalism for one spin-Ó particle worldline in a medium
consisting of an arbitrary number of spin-Ò particles. The impurity worldline is to be considered
fixed. To provide a simple visual representation of the worldine, we draw in Figure 6.1 an
example of a single-particle worldline configuration on a 1+1 dimensional Euclidean lattice.
We now remove or “integrate out" the impurity particle from the lattice action. We consider
first the case when the Ó particle hops from~n2 to some nearest neighbor site. In other words,
χÓnt p~n2q “ 1 and χÓnt`1p~n2˘ lˆq “ 1 for some unit vector lˆ. In this case we have
A
χÒnt`1,χ
Ó
nt`1
ˇˇˇ
Mˆ
ˇˇˇ
χÒnt ,χ
Ó
nt
E
“
ź
~n
$&%
« ÝÑB
BθÒ˚ pnt ,~nq
ffχÒnt`1p~nq,.- {Xpntq {M~n2˘lˆ,~n2pntqź
~n1
$&%
« ÐÝB
BθÒpnt ,~n1q
ffχÒnt p~n1q,.-
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
θ 1Ò “ 0
θÒ “ 0
,
(6.19)
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Figure 6.1 A segment of a worldline configuration on a 1+1 dimensional Euclidean lattice. See the
main text for derivations of the reduced transfer-matrix operators.
where
{Xpntq “
ź
~n
”
eθÒ˚ pnt ,~nqθÒpnt ,~nq
ı
, (6.20)
and
{M~n2˘lˆ,~n2pntq “
´ αt
2m
¯
exp
!
´αtHÒ0 rθs,θs˚ ,nts
)
. (6.21)
Next we consider the case when χÓnt p~n2q “ 1 and χÓnt`1p~n2q “ 1 which corresponds to no spatial
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hopping of the impurity worldline. Then we have
A
χÒnt`1,χ
Ó
nt`1
ˇˇˇ
Mˆ
ˇˇˇ
χÒnt ,χ
Ó
nt
E
“
ź
~n
$&%
« ÝÑB
BθÒ˚ pnt ,~nq
ffχÒ
n1t
p~nq,.- {Xpntq {M~n2,~n2pntqź
~n1
$&%
« ÐÝB
BθÒpnt ,~n1q
ffχÒnt p~n1q,.-
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
θ 1Ò “ 0
θÒ “ 0
, (6.22)
where
{M~n2,~n2pntq “
ˆ
1´ 3αt
m
˙
exp
#
´αtHÒ0 rθs,θs˚ ,nts´
αtC0
1´ 3αtm
θÒ˚ pnt ,~n2qθÒpnt ,~n2q
+
. (6.23)
From these Grassmann lattice actions with the impurity integrated out, we can write down
the corresponding transfer matrix operators. When the impurity makes a spatial hop, the reduced
transfer-matrix operator is
{ˆM~n2˘lˆ,~n2 “
´ αt
2m
¯
: exp
”
´αtHˆÒ0
ı
: . (6.24)
When the impurity worldline remains stationary the reduced transfer-matrix operator is
{ˆM~n2,~n2 “
ˆ
1´ 3αt
m
˙
: exp
«
´αtHˆÒ0 ´
αtC0
1´ 3αtm
ρÒp~n2q
ff
: . (6.25)
We note that these reduced transfer matrices are just one-body operators on the linear space of Ò
particles.
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6.5 Adiabatic Projection Method
In this section we describe our application of the adiabatic projection method using a set of
cluster states constructed in momentum space. As already described in Eq. (6.3) in a simplified
notation, we let |Ψ~py be the fermion-dimer initial state with relative momentum ~p,
|Ψ~py “ b˜:Òp´~pqMˆL
1
t b˜:Òp~pqb˜:Óp~0q|0y, (6.26)
where we use the transfer matrix operator Mˆ given in Eq. (6.13) for some number of time steps
L1t . The purpose of this time propagation is to allow the dimer to bind its constituents before
injecting an additional Ò particle. In this part of the calculation we in fact increase the attractive
interactions between the two spins to allow them to form the bound dimer faster. We find that
this trick increases the computational efficiency on large lattice systems. The dressed cluster
states are defined as
|Ψ~pyLt{2 “ MˆLt{2 |Ψ~py , (6.27)
for some even number Lt , and the overlap between dressed cluster states is
Z~p~p 1pLtq “ xΨ~p|MˆLt |Ψ~p 1y . (6.28)
For large Lt we can obtain an accurate representation of the low-energy spectrum of Mˆ by
defining the adiabatic transfer matrix as
rMˆapLtqs~p~p 1 “
ÿ
~p2
Z´1~p~p2pLtq Z~p2~p 1pLt `1q. (6.29)
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Alternatively we can also construct a symmetric version of the adiabatic transfer matrix as
rMˆapLtqs~p~p 1 “
ÿ
~p2,~p3
Z´1{2~p~p2 pLtq Z~p2~p3pLt `1qZ´1{2~p3~p 1pLtq. (6.30)
Either form will produce exactly the same spectrum. As with any transfer matrix, we interpret
the eigenvalues λipLtq of the adiabatic transfer matrix as energies using the relations
e´EipLtqαt “ λipLtq, EipLtq “ ´αt´1 logλipLtq. (6.31)
The exact low-energy eigenvalues of the full transfer matrix Mˆ will be recovered in the limit
Lt Ñ8.
As a special case, one can simply restrict the adiabatic projection calculation to a single
initial momentum state, for example, ~p“ 0. In that case the adiabatic transfer matrix is just the
scalar ratio
Z~p~ppLt `1q{Z~p~ppLtq. (6.32)
However we find that the energy calculations are significantly more accurate and converge much
faster with increasing Lt when using a set of several initial cluster states.
6.6 Impurity Monte Carlo Simulation
The reduced transfer matrices {ˆM~n,~n1 in Eq. (6.24) and (6.25) are one-body operators on the linear
space of Ò particles. Therefore we can simply multiply the reduced transfer matrices together. It
is perhaps worthwhile to note that the~n,~n1 subscripts are not the matrix indices of the reduced
transfer matrix, but rather the coordinates of the Ó particle that was integrated out. The matrix
indices of {ˆM~n,~n1 are being left implicit.
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The Euclidean time projection can be written as a sum over worldline configurations of the
Ó particle. As a convenient shorthand we write
{ˆMrLt st~n ju “ {ˆM~nLt ,~nLt´1 . . . {ˆM~n1,~n0, (6.33)
where ~n j denotes the spatial position of the spin-Ó particle at time step j. The projection
amplitude for cluster states |Ψ~py and |Ψ~p 1y is then
Z~p~p 1pLtq “
ÿ
~n0,...,~nLt
xΨ~p| {ˆM
rLt s
t~n ju |Ψ~p 1y . (6.34)
The states |Ψ~p y and |Ψ~p 1y defined in Eq. (6.26) are constructed using single particle creation
operators, and so the amplitude Z~p~p 1pLtq is just the determinant of a 2ˆ 2 matrix of single-
particle amplitudes. As seen in Eq. (6.26), there are an extra L1t projection steps in between some
of the creation operators. This gives us the following structure,
Z~p~p 1pLtq “
ÿ
~n0,...,~nLt
ÿ
~n10,...,~n1L1t
ÿ
~n20 ,...,~n2L1t
detM2ˆ2, (6.35)
where~n20 “~nLt ,~n1Lt “~n0, and
M2ˆ2 “
»—–x~p| {ˆMrL
1
t s
t~n2j u {ˆM
rLt s
t~n ju {ˆM
rL1t s
t~n1ju|~p 1y x~p| {ˆM
rL1t s
t~n2j u {ˆM
rLt s
t~n ju|´~p 1y
x´~p| {ˆMrLt st~n ju {ˆM
rL1t s
t~n1ju|~p 1y x´~p| {ˆM
rLt s
t~n ju|´~p 1y
fiffifl . (6.36)
The calculation of Z~p~p 1pLtq has now been recast as a problem of computing the determinant of
the matrix M2ˆ2 over all possible impurity worldlines. We use a Markov chain Monte Carlo
process to select worldline configurations. The Metropolis algorithm is used to accept or reject
configurations with importance sampling given by the weight function |Z~p~ppLtq|, where ~p is one
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of the initial momenta.
We now benchmark our results for the low-energy spectrum calculated using adiabatic
projection and the impurity Monte Carlo method. We compare with exact lattice results computed
using the Lanczos iterative eigenvector method with a space of „ L6 basis states. Although
exact lattice results provide a useful benchmark test for the three-particle system, the extension
to larger systems is computationally not viable due to exponential scaling in memory and CPU
time. In contrast, the impurity Monte Carlo calculation does scale well to much larger systems.
In fact, many-body impurity systems are currently being studied in Ref. [27].
Table 6.1 Momentum of the dimer, ~pd, with p“ 2pi{L. The total momentum of the system is zero.
n ~pd
1 xp,0,0y
2 x0, p,0y
3 x0,0, py
4 xp,´p,0y
5 xp,0,´py
6 x0, p,´py
In our lattice calculations we take the particle mass to be the average nucleon mass, 938.92
MeV, and the interaction strength C0 is tuned to obtain the deuteron energy, ´2.2246 MeV. We
use an L3 periodic cubic volume with spatial lattice spacing a“ 1.97 fm. The values of L used
will be specified later. In the temporal direction we use Lt time steps with a temporal lattice
spacing at “ 1.31 fm/c.
Let N be the number of initial/final states. We choose the initial dimer momenta, ~pd, as
shown in Table 6.1. In all cases the total momentum of the three-particle system is set to zero. We
label and order the various possible dimer momenta with index n“ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,N. We then construct
the corresponding NˆN adiabatic matrix, rMˆapLtqsnn1 , and obtain the N low-lying energy states
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of the finite-volume system. There is no restriction on the choice of N. Therefore, so long as the
numerical stability of the matrix calculations is under control, it is advantageous to maximize
the number N. While constructing a large adiabatic matrix requires more computational time, it
significantly accelerates the convergence with the number of projection time steps, Lt .
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Figure 6.2 The ground state energy is shown versus projection time t using either one or four ini-
tial/final states in Panel (a) and the first two excited state energies with even parity in Panel (b). For
comparison we show the exact lattice energies as dotted horizontal lines.
In Fig. 6.2(a) we compare the ground state energies using rMˆaptqs1ˆ1 and rMˆaptqs4ˆ4
adiabatic matrices. We are plotting the energies versus projection time t “ Ltat . The results
shown are obtained using a lattice box of length La“ 13.79 fm, while the number of time steps
is varied over a range of values to extrapolate to the limit tÑ8. We use a simple exponential
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ansatz to extrapolate away the residual contribution from higher-energy states,
Eiptq “ Eip8q` cie´∆Eit `¨¨ ¨ . (6.37)
As can be seen clearly in the figure, the rMˆaptqs4ˆ4 results converge with a significantly faster
exponential decay than the rMˆaptqs1ˆ1 results. This is consistent with the derivation in Ref. [143]
that the energy gap ∆Ei in Eq. (6.37) is increased by including more initial states. The cor-
responding extrapolated ground state energies obtained from the rMˆaptqs1ˆ1 and rMˆaptqs4ˆ4
adiabatic matrices are ´1.1918p46qMeV and ´1.1916p25qMeV, respectively.
Table 6.2 The exact and Monte Carlo results for the ground state and lowest lying even-parity energies
in a periodic box of length La“ 13.79 fm. The Monte Carlo results are obtained from the rMˆaptqs4ˆ4
adiabatic matrix.
E`0 [MeV] E`1 [MeV] E`2 [MeV]
Exact ´1.1904 3.3828 4.9024
MC ´1.1916p25q 3.3905p82q 4.9012p15q
In Figs. 6.2(a) and (b) we plot the lowest lying even-parity energies as a function of Euclidean
projection time t. To be able to calculate the two excited states in Fig. 6.2(b) we use seven
inital/final states and construct a 7ˆ 7 adiabatic matrix. We then use symmetry under cubic
rotations to reduce the 7ˆ7 adiabatic matrix to a 4ˆ4 adiabatic matrix. For comparison the
horizontal dotted lines in the plots represent the exact lattice energies obtained from the Lanczos
iteration method. The solid lines are exponential fits to the data using the ansatz in Eq. (6.37).
As seen from Fig. 6.2 and the corresponding extrapolated energies in Table 6.2, we find that the
calculations using adiabatic projection with impurity Monte Carlo are in excellent agreement
with the exact lattice results.
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Figure 6.3 The lowest two odd parity energies as a function of Euclidean projection time t. For com-
parison we show the exact lattice energies as dotted horizontal lines.
In Fig. 6.3 we present the energies for the lowest two states with odd parity. In order to
calculate these odd parity energies we use five initial/final states and construct a 5ˆ5 adiabatic
matrix. The horizontal dotted lines represent the exact lattice energies obtain from Lanczos
iteration, and the solid lines are the exponential extrapolation fits. We see from Fig. 6.3 and
Table 6.3 again that the calculations using adiabatic projection with impurity Monte Carlo are in
excellent agreement with the exact lattice results. Both energy levels shown in Fig. 6.3 have
three-fold degeneracy. The degeneracies of these energy levels are not shown here.
6.7 Composite particles in finite volume
In this section we present lattice results for the fermion-dimer elastic scattering phase shifts
for angular momentum up to ` “ 2 using Lüscher’s finite-volume method. As background
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Table 6.3 The exact and Monte Carlo results for the energies of the lowest two odd-parity states in
a periodic box of length La “ 13.79 fm. The Monte Carlo results are obtained from the rMˆaptqs5ˆ5
adiabatic matrix.
E´0 [MeV] E´1 [MeV]
Exact 2.509 7.784
MC 2.519p25q 7.869p93q
for explaining the finite-volume calculations, we first briefly review Lüscher’s method for the
s-wave scattering of two particles in Section 3.5.2. In the following, we extend the previous
discussion to higher partial waves `ď 2. Since the phase shifts depend crucially on an accurate
calculation and analysis of finite-volume energy levels, we also discuss in the appendix some
corrections which are due to modifications of the dimer binding energy at finite volume.
6.7.1 Lüscher’s finite-volume method
Lüscher [122, 124] is a well-known technique for extracting elastic phase shifts for two-body
scattering from the volume dependence of two-body continuum states in a cubic periodic box.
Lüscher’s relation between scattering phase shifts and two-body energy levels in a cubic periodic
box has the following forms [122, 124, 125]
p2``1 cotδ`ppq “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
2?
piL
Z0,0p1;ηq for `“ 0 ,ˆ
2pi
L
˙3 η
pi3{2
Z0,0p1;ηq for `“ 1 ,ˆ
2pi
L
˙5 1
pi3{2
„
η2Z0,0p1;ηq` 67Z4,0p1;ηq

for `“ 2 .
(6.38)
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where
η “
ˆ
Lp
2pi
˙2
. (6.39)
Here Z`,mp1;ηq are the generalized zeta functions [122, 124],
Z`,mp1;ηq “
ÿ
~n
|~n|`Y`,mpnˆq
|~n|2´η , (6.40)
and Y`,mpnˆq are the spherical harmonics. We can evaluate the zeta functions using exponentially-
accelerated expressions [125]. For `,m“ 0 we have
Z0,0p1;ηq “ pieηp2η´1q` e
η
2
?
pi
ÿ
~n
e´|~n|2
|~n|2´η
´ pi
2
ż 1
0
dλ
eλη
λ 3{2
˜
4λ 2η2´
ÿ
~n
e´pi2|~n|2{λ
¸
, (6.41)
and for arbitrary ` and m,
Z`,mp1;ηq “
ÿ
~n
|~n|`Y`,mpnˆq
|~n|2´η e
´Λp|~n|2´ηq
`
ż Λ
0
dλ
´pi
λ
¯``3{2
eλη
ÿ
~n
|~n|`Y`,mpnˆq
|~n|2´η e
´pi2|~n|2{λ . (6.42)
6.7.2 Results for the elastic phase shifts
We now use our lattice results for the finite-volume energies and use Eq. (6.38) to determine
the elastic phase shifts. We compute phase shifts using data from the impurity Monte Carlo
calculations as well as the exact lattice energies using the Lanczos method. The fermion-dimer
system that we are considering corresponds exactly to neutron-deuteron scattering in the spin-
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Figure 6.4 The s-wave scattering phase shift versus the relative momentum between fermion and
dimer.
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Figure 6.6 The d-wave scattering phase shift versus the relative momentum between fermion and
dimer.
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quartet channel at the leading order in pionless effective field theory. Therefore we choose to
set the dimer energy to the physical deuteron energy of ´2.2246 MeV and compare our lattice
results to calculations of neutron-deuteron scattering in the continuum and infinite-volume limits
at leading order in pionless effective field theory [10, 73, 153]. The Skorniakov-Ter-Martirosian
(STM) integral equation for the T -matrix is
T`pk, pq “ ´ 8piγmpk Q`
ˆ
p2` k2´mE´ i0`
pk
˙
´ 2
pi
ż 8
0
dq
q
p
T`pk,qqa
3q2{4´mE´ i0`´ γ Q`
ˆ
p2`q2´mE´ i0`
pq
˙
, (6.43)
where γ is the dimer binding energy, E “ 3p2{p4mq´ γ2{m is the total energy, and Q` is the
Legendre function of the second kind,
Q`paq “ 12
ż 1
´1
dx
P` pxq
x`a . (6.44)
The scattering phase shifts can be calculated from the on-shell T -matrix formula,
T`pp, pq “ 3pim
p2`
p2``1 cotδ`´ ip2``1 . (6.45)
We show results for the s-wave, p-wave and d-wave phase shifts in Fig. 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6
respectively. The square points indicate the data from the lattice Monte Carlo simulations, the
circular points are the exact lattice calculations, and the solid lines are a fit of the exact lattice
data using an effective range expansion,
p2``1 cotδ`ppq “ ´ 1a` `
1
2
r` p2`Opp4q . (6.46)
The dashed lines are leading order results from the STM calculation. The dotted vertical lines
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indicate the inelastic breakup threshold of the dimer. The range of lattice box sizes is Lď 16 for
the exact lattice and Lď 9 for the Monte Carlo calculations.
Where we have overlapping data, we find excellent agreement between the Monte Carlo
and exact lattice phase shifts. At very low energies we find that Monte Carlo calculations
of the phase shifts become impractical due to the high sensitivity of Lüscher’s method upon
small deviations in the finite-volume energies. This should be regarded more as a limitation of
Lüscher’s formalism rather than a deficiency of the adiabatic projection method or impurity
Monte Carlo.
We also find quite good agreement between the STM continuum results and the lattice
results. Below the inelastic breakup theshold, the small deviation can be regarded as an estimate
of lattice discretization errors. Above the breakup threshold there are also systematic errors
since our analysis using Lüscher’s method does not account for inelastic breakup processes.
Nevertheless we see that the agreement with the STM calculation for the elastic phase shifts
is still quite good, and the STM calculation does correctly account for breakup effects. To our
knowledge these results are the first lattice calculations of fermion-dimer scattering in the p-
and d-wave channels.
6.8 Summary and discussion
In this chapter we have presented the adiabatic projection method and its first application using
Monte Carlo methods. The adiabatic method is a general framework for studying scattering
and reactions on the lattice. The method constructs a low-energy effective theory for clusters,
and in the limit of large Euclidean projection time the description becomes exact. In previous
studies [154, 143] the initial cluster states were parameterized by the initial spatial separations
between clusters. In this study we have used a new technique which parameterizes the cluster
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states according to the relative momentum between clusters. This new approach is crucial for
doing calculations with a small number of initial states in order to improve the efficiency of the
Monte Carlo calculations. The system we have analyzed in detail here is fermion-dimer elastic
scattering for two-component fermions interacting via zero-range attractive interactions.
For our calculations we have introduced a new Monte Carlo algorithm which we call
impurity lattice Monte Carlo. This can be seen as a hybrid algorithm in between worldline and
auxiliary-field Monte Carlo simulations. In impurity Monte Carlo we use worldline Monte Carlo
for the impurities, and these impurity worldlines are acting as additional auxiliary fields in the
simulation of the other particles. By using the impurity lattice Monte Carlo algorithm, we have
found significant improvement over more standard auxiliary-field Monte Carlo calculations.
In addition to greater speed and efficiency of the calculations, we also found a reduction of
fermonic sign oscillations, and this has greatly improved the resulting accuracy.
We have found that the adiabatic projection method with impurity Monte Carlo enables
highly accurate calculations of the finite-volume energy levels of the fermion-dimer system.
From these energy levels we have used Lüscher’s method to present the first lattice calculations
of p-wave and d-wave phase shifts for fermion-dimer elastic scattering. In addition to finding
excellent agreement between Monte Carlo and exact lattice phase shifts, we have also found
good agreement with continuum STM caculations of neutron-deuteron elastic scattering in the
spin-quartet channel at leading order in pionless effective field theory.
Our results show that the adiabatic projection method with Monte Carlo simulations is a vi-
able approach to calculating elastic phase shifts. The method can be applied in a straightforward
manner to other two-cluster scattering systems. One area where more work is needed is that our
application of Lüscher’s method does not account for inelastic breakup processes. Another area
that needs improvement is that Lüscher’s method has too much sensitivity to small changes in
the finite-volume energy levels. For these reasons we are now working to develop new methods
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which incorporates more information from the adiabatic projection wavefunction in order to
extract scattering information in a more robust manner.
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Appendix A
A.1 Bessel and related Functions
S`prq and C`prq are Riccati-Bessel and Riccati-Neumann functions, which are defined in terms
of the Bessel and Neumann functions as
S`pxq “
c
pix
2
J`` 12 pxq “
?
pi
´x
2
¯``1 8ÿ
n“0
i2n
Γpn`1qΓpn` `` 32q
´x
2
¯2n
, (A.1)
C`pxq “´
c
pir
2
N`` 12 pxq
“ 1?
pi
´x
2
¯´`
Γp´`` 1
2
qΓp`` 1
2
q
8ÿ
n“0
i2n
Γpn`1qΓpn´ ``1{2q
´x
2
¯2n
. (A.2)
We define the following functions s`pp,rq and c`pp,rq in terms of Riccati-Bessel and Riccati-
Neumann functions,
s`pp,rq “ p´`´1S`pprq “
8ÿ
n“0
?
pi i2n p2n
Γpn`1qΓ`n` `` 32˘
´ r
2
¯2n```1
, (A.3)
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c`pp,rq “ p`C`pprq “
8ÿ
n“0
i2n p2n?
pi
Γp´`` 12qΓp`` 12q
Γpn`1qΓpn´ ``1{2q
´ r
2
¯2n´`
. (A.4)
The relations in Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) with Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) indicate that s`pp,rq and c`pp,rq
can be written in powers of p2,
s`pp,rq “
8ÿ
n“0
s2n,`prq p2n`2 and c`pp,rq “
8ÿ
n“0
c2n,`prq p2n`2 , (A.5)
where sn,`prq and cn,`prq are
sn,`prq “
?
pi i2n
Γpn`1qΓ`n` `` 32˘
´ r
2
¯2n```1
, (A.6)
cn,`prq “ i
2n
?
pi
Γ
`´`` 12˘Γ``` 12˘
Γpn`1qΓ`n´ `` 12˘
´ r
2
¯2n´`
. (A.7)
A.2 Coulomb wave functions
We consider radial wave functionV ppq` prq that satisfies the radial Schrödinger equation for rą R,
„
d2
dr2
´ `p``1q
r2
´ γ
r
` p2

V ppq` prq “ 0 , (A.8)
where µ is the reduced mass, and γ “ 2µαZ1Z2. Defining rγ “´γr{2 and ε “ 4p2{γ2 Eq. (A.8)
can be written as
«
d2
dr2γ
´ `p``1q
r2γ
` 2
rγ
` ε
ff
χ “ 0 , (A.9)
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The solution to this differential equation has the form [158] of
χpε, `;rγq “
8ÿ
q“0
εq
»– qÿ
p“0
αq´p χqp`,rγq
fifl , (A.10)
as linearly independent functions χqp`,rγq,
χqp`,rγq “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
3qÿ
p“2q
Cq,pφpp`,rγq qą 1 ,
´p``1q
4
φ2` 112φ3 q“ 1 ,
φ0p`,rγq q“ 0 ,
(A.11)
where
φpp`,rγq “ aPpp`,rγq`bQpp`,rγq, (A.12)
and
Cq,p “
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
´p2`` pqCq´1,p´2`Cq´1,p´3
4p
for 2qď pď 3q,
1 for q“ p“ 0,
0 for 2qą p and pą 3q.
(A.13)
The coefficient αp in Eq. (A.11) and the constants a and b in Eq. (A.12) are to be determined
depending on the choice of normalization of the function χpε, `;rγq. The functions Ppp`,rγq and
Qpp`,rγq are defined in terms of Bessel and Modified Bessel functions
Ppp`,rγq “
$’&’%
p2rγqpp`1q{2J2``1`pp2
a
2rγq for rγ ą 0,
p´1q``1`pp´2rγqpp`1q{2I2``1`pp
a´8rγq for rγ ă 0, (A.14)
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and
Qpp`,rγq “
$’&’%
p2rγqpp`1q{2Y2``1`pp2
a
2rγq for rγ ą 0,
2
pi
p´1q``1`pp´2rγqpp`1q{2K2``1`pp
a´8rγq for rγ ă 0. (A.15)
A.2.1 Regular solution f pε, `;rγq
Here the normalization of the Coulomb wave functions is chosen as the same as that of Ref. [21].
From the functions introduced in the previous section, the regular Coulomb wave function is
written as a convergent expansion in ε ,
f pε, `;rγq “
8ÿ
q“0
εq
»– qÿ
p“0
αq´p χp f qp p`,rγq
fifl , (A.16)
and this function is equivalent to f`pp,rq in Eq. (2.56). Comparing to the regular function of
Bollé and Gesztesy [21], we find a“ 1, b“ 0 and αq as
αq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
p2``1q!
p´γq``1 for q“ 0 and rγ ą 0 ,
p´1q´` p2``1q!p´γq``1 for q“ 0 and rγ ă 0 ,
0 for qě 1 .
(A.17)
We find the first few functions of the expansion of f`pp,rq in power of p2 that we use in
Eq. (2.59)–(2.62) are
f˘0,`prq “
p2``1q!
p˘γq``1{2
?
rJ p˘q2``1 p2
?˘γ rq , (A.18)
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f˘2,`prq “ ´
p2``1q!
3
?
r3
p˘γq``3{2
”
3p``1qJ p˘q2``3 p2
?˘γ rq˘?˘γ rJ p˘q2``4 p2
?˘γ rq
ı
,
(A.19)
f˘4,`prq “
p2``1q!
90
?
r5
p˘γq``5{2
”
5pr γ`9`2`27``18qJ p˘q2``5 p2
?˘γ rq
˘p20``18q?˘γ rJ p˘q2``6 p2
?˘γ rq
ı
, (A.20)
f˘6,`prq “ ´
p2``1q!
5670
?
r7
p˘γq``7{2!
7
“
135`3`810`2`5`p7r γ`297q`54pr γ`15q‰J p˘q2``7 p2?˘γ rq
˘?˘γ r`455`2`1253``35r γ`810˘J p˘q2``8 p2?˘γ rq) , (A.21)
where J p´qn pxq is the Bessel function of the first kind Jn pxq and J p`qn pxq is the modified
Bessel fucntion of the first kind In pxq.
A.2.2 Irregular solution.I hpε, `;rγq
The first irregular Coulomb wave function is obtained setting a“ 0 and b“ 1 in Eq. (A.12),
hpε, `;rγq “ Apε, `q
»– Mÿ
q“0
εqχphqq p`,rγq`O
`
εM`1
˘fifl , (A.22)
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where
χphqq p`,rγq “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
3qÿ
p“2q
Cq,pQpp`,rγq qą 1 ,
´p``1q
4
Q2` 112Q3 q“ 1 ,
Q0p`,rγq q“ 0 ,
(A.23)
and
Apε, `q “
ź`
p“0
p1` p2εq “
ÿ`
n“0
εnσn,` . (A.24)
However, this irregular solution hpε, `;rγq is not a desired function since it is not analytic in ε .
A.2.3 Irregular solution.II gpε, `;rγq
The second irregular Coulomb wave function which is analytic in ε is defined as a linear
combination of hpε, `;rγq and f pε, `;rγq,
gpε, `;rγq “ ´hpε, `;rγq´Apε, `qBpε,0q f pε, `;rγq , (A.25)
where
Bpε, `q “ 1
2pi
ψ
ˆ
i?
ε
` ``1
˙
` 1
2pi
ψ
ˆ
i?
ε
´ `
˙
´ 1
pi
log
ˆ
i?
ε
˙
´ i
exp
´
2pi?
ε
¯
´1
(A.26)
“ ε
pi
$&%ÿ`
p“0
p
1` p2ε `
1
12
ˆ
1` ε
10
` ε
2
21
` ε
3
20
`Opε4q
˙,.- . (A.27)
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In Eq. (A.25) Bpε, `“ 0q is set according to the normalization which gives g˜`pp,rq “ gpε, `;rγq.
Let us define
Apε, `qBpε,0q “
Nÿ
n“1
εnωn,``OpεN`1q , (A.28)
then the convergent expression is written as
gpε, `;rγq “
8ÿ
q“0
εq
»– qÿ
p“0
βq´p χpgqp p`,rγq
fifl , (A.29)
where
χpgqp p`,rγq “
$’’’&’’’%
σ0,` χ
phq
q p`,rγq for q“ 0,
minpq,`qÿ
m“0
σm,` χ
phq
q´mp`,rγq´
qÿ
m“1
ωm,` χ
p f q
q´mp`,rγq for qą 0 ,
(A.30)
and
βi “
$’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’%
´pi p´γq
`
p2``1q! for i“ 0 and rγ ą 0,
´pi p´γq
`
p2``1q! for i“ 0 and rγ ă 0, R“´rγ ,
0 for iě 1.
(A.31)
In the following we give the first few functions of the expansion of g˜`pp,rq in power of p2
that we use in Eq. (2.59)–(2.62,
gp˘q0,` prq “ ˘
2p˘γq``1{2
p2``1q!
?
rN p˘q2``1p2
?˘r γq , (A.32)
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gp˘q2,0 prq “
2r2
3
N
p˘q
2 p2
?˘r γq¯
?
r
3p˘γq3{2J
p˘q
1 p2
?˘r γq , (A.33)
gp˘q2,1 prq “
r
18
”
˘2prγ´4qN p˘q4 p2
?˘rγq
¯ 2prγ´12qN
p˘q
3 p2
?˘rγq?˘rγ ¯
J
p˘q
3 p2
?˘rγq?˘rγ
ı
, (A.34)
gp˘q2,2 prγq “
?˘rγ
360
”
˘2?˘rγpγr´12qN p˘q6 p2
?˘rγq
¯4pγr´30qN p˘q5 p2
?˘rγq¯J p˘q5 p2
?˘rγq
ı
, (A.35)
gp˘q4,0 prq “
1
45γ4
!
¯18p´γrq3N p˘q6 p2
?˘rγq
˘5pγr`18qp˘γrq5{2N p˘q5 p2
?˘rγq
˘5γ2r2J p˘q2 p2
?˘rγq¯6?˘γrJ p˘q1 p2
?˘rγq
)
, (A.36)
gp˘q4,1 prq “
r3{2
270p˘γq3{2
!`5γ2r2´264˘J p˘q6 p2?˘rγq
p˘γrq3{2
˘ 6pγrp5γr´11q´220qJ
p˘q
5 p2
?˘rγq
pγrq2
˘rγrp5γr`4q´720sN p˘q5 p2
?˘rγq
¯8?˘γrpγr´18qN p˘q6 p2
?˘rγq
)
, (A.37)
162
gp˘q4,2 prq “
r2
5400p˘γrq3{2
!
˘2p5γr´153qJ p˘q5 p2
?˘rγq
˘?˘γr12pγrpγr`8q´96qK6 p2?rγq
`?˘γr5pγr´12qJ p˘q6 p2
?˘rγq
˘p5γ3r3´108γ2r2´192γr`5760qN p˘q5 p2
?˘rγq
)
, (A.38)
gp˘q6,0 prγq “
r
5670γ5
!
10p˘γrq3p7γr`162qN p˘q8 p2
?
rγq
´756pγr`15qp˘γrq5{2N p˘q7 p2
?˘rγq
´
´
105γ6r6`8946γ5r5`75600γ4r4´119520γ3r3
´462240γ2r2`2592000γr`7257600
¯J p˘q7 `2?rγ˘
p˘γrq7{2
´
´
1008γ5r5`11088γ4r4´15120γ3r3
´73440γ2r2`345600γr`1036800
¯J p˘q8 p2?˘rγq
γ3r3
)
, (A.39)
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gp˘q6,1 prγq “
r2
34020γ3
!
´ 3749760p˘γrq7{2J
p˘q
7 p2
?˘rγq
`4?˘γrrγrp621´154γrq`34020sN p˘q7 p2
?
rγq
˘2γrrγrp35γr`54q´9720sN p˘q8 p2
?˘rγq
´
´
798γ5r5´2772γ4r4´99792γ3r3
`44640γ2r2`535680γr
¯J p˘q8 p2?˘rγq
pγrq4
´p105γ4r4`5670γ3r3´36036γ2r2
´694080γr`401760qJ
p˘q
7 p2
?˘rγq
p˘γrq5{2
)
, (A.40)
gp˘q6,2 prγq “
r
680400γ3
!
´54`7γ3r3´294γ2r2`15280˘J p˘q8 p2?˘γrq
γr
´3
´
35γ4r4`126γ3r3´38556γ2r2
`45840γr`1925280
¯J p˘q7 p2?˘γrq
p˘γrq3{2
`12?˘γr
´
´28γ3r3`1475γ2r2
`720γr´181440
¯
N
p˘q
7 p2
?˘γrq
˘ γr
´
70γ3r3´2076γ2r2´8640γr
`311040
¯
N
p˘q
8 p2
?˘γrq
)
, (A.41)
whereN p´qn pxq stands for pi{2 times the Bessel function of the second kind Nn pxq andN p`qn pxq
is the modified Bessel function of the second kind Kn pxq.
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A.3 van der Waals wave functions
In this section we derive the van der Waals wave functions F` and G`, following the steps in
Ref. [76]. We first redefine the radial function as U`prq “ ?rsZpρsq. This rearrangement puts
Eq. (5.5) into the form of an inhomogeneous Bessel equation,
Lν0Zpρsq “
„
ρ2s
d2
dρ2s
`ρs ddρs ´ν
2
0 `ρ2s

Zpρsq “ ´ p
2
s
8
Zpρsq
ρs
, (A.42)
with
ν0 “ 14p2``1q.
The idea, introduced in Ref. [37], is now to consider Zνpρsq as a series expansion of solutions,
Zpρsq “
8ÿ
n“0
p2ns ϕ
pnqpρsq , (A.43)
and to use perturbation theory to obtain a solution for Zνpρsq. Substituting Eq. (A.43) into
Eq. (A.42) leads to an infinite number of differential equations,
Lν0 ϕ
p0qpρsq ` p2s
„
Lν0 ϕ
p1qpρsq ` 18ρs ϕ
p0qpρsq

` p4s
„
Lν0 ϕ
p2qpρsq ` 18ρs ϕ
p1qpρsq

`¨¨ ¨ “ 0 . (A.44)
The zeroth-order differential equation is homogenous, while all other orders are inhomogeneous.
This procedure generates a secular perturbation in all inhomogeneous differential equations as
well as driving terms. The secular terms here refer to the solutions of the zeroth-order differential
equation, which are Bessel functions.
Following Ref. [76], we introduce a function Zνpρsq which has an expansion in terms of
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Bessel functions with momentum-dependent coefficients,
Zνpρsq “
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqJν`mpρsq . (A.45)
We insert this as an ansatz into Eq. (A.42) with ν yet to be determined. Here Jn denotes
collectively the Bessel and Neumann functions, Jn and Nn. Substitution of Eq. (A.45) into
Eq. (A.42) yields a three-term recurrence relation for the bm functions with ´8ă mă8,
rpν`mq2´ν20 sbmppsq` p
2
s
16pm`ν´1qbm´1ppsq`
p2s
16pm`ν`1qbm`1ppsq “ 0 . (A.46)
Solving these equations for bmppsq yields
bmppsq “ p´1qm
´ ps
4
¯2m ΓpνqΓpν´ν0`1qΓpν`ν0`1q
Γpν`mqΓpν´ν0`m`1qΓpν`ν0`m`1q cmpνq (A.47)
and
b´mppsq “ p´1qm
´ ps
4
¯2m Γpν´m`1qΓpν´ν0´mqΓpν`ν0´mq
Γpν`1qΓpν´ν0qΓpν`ν0q cmp´νq (A.48)
for mě 0. The functions cmp˘νq are defined as
cmp˘νq “
m´1ź
s“0
Qp˘ν` sqb0ppsq , (A.49)
where Qpνq is given by
Qpνq “
1
1´
p2s
16pν`1qrpν`1q2´ν2o spν`2qrpν`2q2´ν2o sQpν`1q
. (A.50)
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The coefficient b0ppsq only determines the overall normalization and is simply set to one in the
following. Eq. (A.46) for m“ 0 determines the shift ν in the order of the Bessel functions. We
determine ν using the constraint
pν2´ν20 q´ Qp´νq162νpν´1qrpν´1q2´ν20 s
p4s ´ Qpνq162νpν`1qrpν`1q2´ν20 s
p4s “ 0 . (A.51)
In general there are several roots which become complex beyond a critical scaled momentum
ps, and one must be careful to choose the physical solution. For a detailed discussion of this
point, see Refs. [76, 79].
Choosing eitherJn “ Jn orJn “ Nn already yields a pair of linearly independent solutions.
However, in order to get a pair with energy-independent normalization as rsÑ 0 (which ensures
analyticity in the energy), we furthermore define
x`ppsq “ cosη`
8ÿ
m“´8
p´1qmb2mppsq´ sinη`
8ÿ
m“´8
p´1qmb2m`1ppsq (A.52)
and
y`ppsq “ sinη`
8ÿ
m“´8
p´1qmb2mppsq` cosη`
8ÿ
m“´8
p´1qmb2m`1ppsq , (A.53)
with
η` “ pi2 pν´ν0q .
Combining everything, we arrive at the van der Waals wave functions,
F` pp,rq “ r
1{2
s
x2`ppsq` y2`ppsq
«
x`ppsq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqJν`m pρsq´ y`ppsq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqNν`m pρsq
ff
,
(A.54)
G`pp,rq “ r
1{2
s
x2`ppsq` y2`ppsq
«
x`ppsq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqNν`m pρsq` y`ppq
8ÿ
m“´8
bmppsqJν`m pρsq
ff
.
(A.55)
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A.4 Low-energy expansions of the function terms in van der
Waals wave functions
In this appendix we expand all functions relating to the van der Waals wave functions in powers
of momentum. We first consider ν , the shift in the order of the Bessel functions in Eq. (5.6) and
Eq. (5.7). Using Eq. (A.51) in Appendix A.3, we find
ν “ ν0´ 328ν0p4ν20 ´1qpν20 ´1q
p4s `Opp8s q , (A.56)
where ν0 “ p2``1q{4. Using the expansion in Eq. (A.47), Eq. (A.48), and Eq. (A.50), we get
bmppsq “ p´1qm Γpν0qΓp2ν0`1qm!Γpν0`mqΓp2ν0`m`1q
´ ps
4
¯2m`Opp2m`2s q (A.57)
and
b´mppsq “ Γpν0´m`1qΓp2ν0´mqm!Γpν0`1qΓp2ν0q
´ ps
4
¯2m`Opp2m`2s q (A.58)
for mě 0. Substituting these expressions into Eq. (A.52) and Eq. (A.53) we obtain
x`ppsq “ 1`Opp4s q , (A.59)
y`ppsq “ ´
„
Γpν0qΓp2ν0´1q
Γpν0`1qΓp2ν0q `
Γpν0qΓp2ν0`1q
Γpν0`1qΓp2ν0`2q
´ ps
4
¯2`Opp4s q . (A.60)
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Appendix B
B.1 Wronskians of the wave functions
B.1.1 Single channel
Here we calculate Wronskians of the wave function, U ppq` prq, and Wronskians of combinations
of the sn,`prq and cn,`prq functions. The Wronskian of U ppq` prq for the non-interacting region
r ą R is
W rU ppaq` prq,U ppbq` prqs “pp2a´ p2bqW ru2,`,u0,`sprq
`pp4a´ p4bqW ru4,`,u0,`sprq
`pp4ap2b´ p4bp2aqW ru4,`,u2,`sprq
`pp6a´ p6bqW ru6,`,u0,`sprq`Opp8a` p8bq , (B.1)
where
W ru2,`,u0,`sprq “ 12r`W rs0,`,c0,`sprq`
1
2
b1,`prq, (B.2)
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W ru4,`,u0,`sprq “P` W rs0,`,c0,`sprq`b2,`prq , (B.3)
W ru6,`,u0,`sprq “Q`W rs0,`,c0,`sprq`b3,`prq , (B.4)
W ru4,`,u2,`sprq “ b4,`prq . (B.5)
It should be noted that W r f ,gs “ ´W rg, f s. The functions bn,`prq are defined in terms of
Wronskians of combinations of the sn,`prq and cn,`prq functions by
b1,`prq “ 2a2`
W rs2,`,s0,`sprq´ 2a`W rs2,`,c0,`sprq
´ 2
a`
W rc2,`,s0,`sprq`2W rc2,`,c0,`sprq, (B.6)
b2,`prq “ ´ r`2a`W rs2,`,s0,`sprq`
1
2
r`W rs2,`,c0,`sprq
` 1
a2`
W rs4,`,s0,`sprq´ 1a`W rs4,`,c0,`sprq
´ 1
a`
W rc4,`,s0,`sprq`W rc4,`,c0,`sprq , (B.7)
b3,`prq “W rc6,`,c0,`sprq` P` W rs2,`,c0,`sprq` 1a2`
W rs6,`,s0,`sprq
´ 1
a`
W rc6,`,s0,`sprq´ 1a`W rs6,`,c0,`sprq`
r`
2
W rs4,`,c0,`sprq
´ P`
a`
W rs2,`,s0,`sprq´ r`2a`W rs4,`,s0,`sprq , (B.8)
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b4,`prq “W rc4,`,c2,`sprq`
ˆ
r2`
4
` P`
a`
˙
W rs2,`,s0,`sprq´ r`2a`W rs4,`,s0,`sprq
` r`
2
W rc4,`,s0,`sprq` r`2W rs2,`,c2,`sprq`
1
a2`
W rs4,`,s2,`sprq
` P` W rs0,`,c2,`sprq´ 1a`W rc4,`,s2,`sprq´
1
a`
W rs4,`,c2,`sprq . (B.9)
We now calculate Wronskians of all possible combinations of s0prq, s2prq, c0prq and c2prq
functions. We find
W rs0,`,c0,`s “ ´1, (B.10)
W rs0,`,c2,`sprq “ ´ r
2
2`4`, (B.11)
W rs2,`,c0,`sprq “ r
2
2`4`, (B.12)
W rs2,`,c2,`sprq “ r
4
16`p``1q´12 , (B.13)
W rs0,`,s2,`sprq´ piΓ`32 ` `˘Γ`52 ` `˘
´ r
2
¯3`2`
, (B.14)
W rc0,`,c2,`sprq “ ´Γ
`´12 ` `˘Γ`12 ` `˘
pi
´ r
2
¯1´2`
. (B.15)
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B.1.2 Coupled channels
Here we calculate Wronskians of the Uprq and V prq wave functions. Wronskians of Uαprq and
Vαprq for the non-interacting region r ě R are
W rUaαprq,Ubαprqs “ pp2a´ p2bq
!1
2
r j´1W rs0prq,c0prqs j´1
` 1
a2j´1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1` 1a j´1W rc0prq,s2prqs j´1
` 1
a j´1
W rs0prq,c2prqs j´1`W rc2prq,c0prqs j´1
)
`Opp4aq`Opp4bq, (B.16)
W rVaαprq,Vbαprqs “ pp2a´ p2bqq20W rc2prq,c0prqs j`1`Opp4aq`Opp4bq. (B.17)
Wronskians of the β -state wave functions are
W rUaβ prq,Ubβ prqs “ pp2a´ p2bqq20
1
a2j`1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1`Opp4aq`Opp4bq, (B.18)
W rVaβ prq,Vbβ prqs “ pp2a´ p2bq
!1
2
r j`1W rs0prq,c0prqs j`1
` 1
a2j`1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j`1` 1a j`1W rc0prq,s2prqs j`1
` 1
a j`1
W rs0prq,c2prqs j`1`W rc2prq,c0prqs j`1
)
`Opp4aq`Opp4bq. (B.19)
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Wronskian of the combinations of the α and β -states are
W rUaαprq,Ubβ prqs “ q0 1a j`1W rc0prq,s0prqs j´1´ p
2
a
!
q0
1
a j´1a j`1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1
´q0 1a j`1W rc2prq,s0prqs j´1
)
` p2b
!
q0
1
a j´1a j`1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1
´q0 1a j`1W rs2prq,c0prqs j´1`q0
r j`1
2
W rs0prq,c0prqs j´1
´q1 1a j`1W rs0prq,c0prqs j´1
)
`Opp4q, (B.20)
W rUaβ prq,Ubαprqs “ ´q0 1a j`1W rc0prq,s0prqs j´1` p
2
b
!
q0
1
a j´1a j`1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1
´q0 1a j`1W rc2prq,s0prqs j´1
)
´ p2a
!
q0
1
a j´1a j`1
W rs2prq,s0prqs j´1
´q0 1a j`1W rs2prq,c0prqs j´1`q0
r j`1
2
W rs0prq,c0prqs j´1
´q1 1a j`1W rs0prq,c0prqs j´1
)
`Opp4q, (B.21)
W rVaαprq,Vbβ prqs “ ´q0 1a j`1W rc0prq,s0prqs j`1´ p
2
a
!
q1
1
a j`1
W rc0prq,s0prqs j`1
`q0 1a j`1W rc2prq,s0prqs j`1´q0W rc2prq,c0prqs j`1
)
` p2b
!
q0
r j`1
2
W rc0prq,s0prqs j`1´q0 1a j`1W rc0prq,s2prqs j`1
`q0W rc0prq,c2prqs j`1
)
`Opp4q, (B.22)
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W rVaβ prq,Vbαprqs “ q0 1a j`1W rc0prq,s0prqs j`1` p
2
b
!
q1
1
a j`1
W rc0prq,s0prqs j`1
`q0 1a j`1W rc2prq,s0prqs j`1´q0W rc2prq,c0prqs j`1
)
´ p2a
!
q0
r j`1
2
W rc0prq,s0prqs j`1´q0 1a j`1W rc0prq,s2prqs j`1
`q0W rc0prq,c2prqs j`1
)
`Opp4q. (B.23)
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Appendix C
C.1 Coupled-channel Parameterizations
The scattering matrix in terms of the eigenphase parameters was given in Eq. (4.21). The
scattering matrix in terms of the nuclear bar parameters is
S“
¨˚
˝ e2iδ¯α cos2ε¯ ieipδ¯α`δ¯βq sin2ε¯
ieipδ¯α`δ¯βq sin2ε¯ e2iδ¯β cos2ε¯
‹˛‚. (C.1)
Here δα , δβ and ε are the nuclear bar phase shifts and mixing angle [160]. The relations
between the eigenphase and the nuclear bar parameters are
sinpδα ´δβ q “ sin2εsin2ε , (C.2)
δα `δβ “ δα `δβ , (C.3)
tan2ε “ tan2ε
sinpδα ´δβ q
. (C.4)
The two-channel effective range expansion is defined slightly differently in the eigenphase
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and the nuclear bar parameterizations. In the eigenphase parameterization,
ÿ
m1m2n2n1
pmm1Um1m2 rK´1sm2n2 rU´1sn2n1 pn1n “´ 1amn `
1
2
rmnp2`Opp4q , (C.5)
and in the nuclear bar parameterization,
ÿ
m1n1
pmm1 rK´1sm2n2 pn1n “´ 1a¯mn `
1
2
r¯mnp2`Opp4q , (C.6)
where pmn is the diagonal momentum matrix diagpp j´1{2, p j`3{2q. Therefore, by straightforward
calculations we find the following relations among the threshold scattering parameters,
aα “a¯α , (C.7)
rα “r¯α ` 2q¯0q¯1a¯α `
q¯2r¯β
a¯2α
, (C.8)
aβ “a¯β ´ q¯
2
0
a¯α
, (C.9)
rβ “r¯β , (C.10)
q0 “ q¯0a¯α , (C.11)
q1 “
`
a¯β a¯α ´ q¯20
˘`
a¯α q¯1` r¯β q¯0
˘
2a¯2α
. (C.12)
For the uncoupled channels q0 and q1 are zero, and these relations become aα “ a¯α , rα “ r¯α ,
aβ “ a¯β , and rβ “ r¯β .
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C.2 Numerical Test using Delta-Function Shell Potentials in
a coupled-channel system
As an example to test the equalities in Eq. (4.50), Eq. (4.51) and Eq. (4.54), we consider the
scattering of two spin-12 particles with a delta-function shell potential and partial-wave mixing,
W pr,Rq “
¨˚
˝ C11 C12
C12 C22
‹˛‚δ pr´Rq. (C.13)
The coupled radial Schrödinger equations become
´ d
2Uprq
dr2
´ k2Uprq`2µC11δ pr´RqUprq`2µC12δ pr´RqV prq “ 0, (C.14)
´ d
2V prq
dr2
´ k2V prq` 6
r2
V prq`2µC21δ pr´RqUprq`2µC22δ pr´RqV prq “ 0. (C.15)
The interaction potentials are non-vansihing only at r “ R, and everywhere else the wave
functions of particles are free wave solutions. We split the space in two regions, r ą R and r ă R.
Solutions for the region r ą R are the same as functions in Eq. (4.29)-(4.32). For r ă R these
functions must satisfy the boundary conditions at the origin. After normalization, the solutions
for the region r ą R are
U IIα prq “cosεpkqkJ´1
”
cotδJ´1pkqSJ´1pkrq`CJ´1pkrq
ı
, (C.16)
V IIα prq “sinεpkqkJ´1
”
cotδJ´1pkqSJ`1pkrq`CJ`1pkrq
ı
, (C.17)
U IIβ prq “´ sinεpkqkJ`1
”
cotδJ`1pkqSJ´1pkrq`CJ´1pkrq
ı
, (C.18)
V IIβ prq “cosεpkqkJ`1
”
cotδJ`1pkqSJ`1pkrq`CJ`1pkrq
ı
, (C.19)
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and for the region r ă R,
U Iαprq “ApkqcosεpkqkJ´1SJ´1pkrq, (C.20)
V Iαprq “BpkqsinεpkqkJ´1SJ`1pkrq, (C.21)
U Iβ prq “´DpkqsinεpkqkJ`1SJ´1pkrq, (C.22)
V Iβ prq “EpkqcosεpkqkJ`1SJ`1pkrq. (C.23)
Here Apkq, Bpkq, Dpkq and Epkq are amplitudes to be determined by boundary conditions.
At the boundary between two regions we have
U IIpRq “U IpRq, (C.24)
V IIpRq “V IpRq. (C.25)
In addition, by integrating Eq. (C.14) and Eq. (C.15) around r “ R, we have
´
ˆ
dUprq
dr
˙R`η
R´η
`2µC11UpRq`2µC12V pRq “ 0, (C.26)
´
ˆ
dV prq
dr
˙R`η
R´η
`2µC22V pRq`2µC21UpRq “ 0. (C.27)
Taking η Ñ 0, we obtain two more boundary conditions,
lim
ηÑ0
´dU IIprq
dr
ˇˇˇ
pR`ηq´
dU Iprq
dr
ˇˇˇ
pR´ηq
¯
“2µC11UpRq`2µC12V pRq, (C.28)
lim
ηÑ0
´dV IIprq
dr
ˇˇˇ
pR`ηq´
dV Iprq
dr
ˇˇˇ
pR´ηq
¯
“2µC22V pRq`2µC21UpRq. (C.29)
Next we use these four boundary conditions to find phase shifts and mixing parameters as well
as all unknown amplitudes. After substituting wave functions in Eq. (C.16)-(C.23) into these
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boundary conditions, we get the following equations for the J´1 channel,
Apkq “cotδJ´1pkq`CJ´1pkRqSJ´1pkRq , (C.30)
Bpkq “cotδJ´1pkq`CJ`1pkRqSJ`1pkRq , (C.31)
cotδJ´1pkqS1J´1pkRq`C1J´1pkRq´ApkqS1J´1pkRq
“ 2µC11ApkqSJ´1pkRq`2µC12 tanεpkqBpkqSJ`1pkRq, (C.32)
tanεpkq
”
cotδJ´1pkqS1J`1pkRq`C1J`1pkRq´BpkqS1J`1pkRq
ı
“ 2µC22 tanεpkqBpkqSJ`1pkRq`2µC21ApkqSJ´1pkRq, (C.33)
and following equations for the J`1 channel,
Dpkq “cotδJ`1pkq`CJ´1pkRqSJ´1pkRq , (C.34)
Epkq “cotδJ`1pkq`CJ`1pkRqSJ`1pkRq , (C.35)
tanεpkq
”
cotδJ`1pkqS1J´1pkRq`C1J´1pkRq`DpkqS1J´1pkRq
ı
“ 2µC11 tanεpkqDpkqSJ´1pkRq´2µC12EpkqSJ`1pkRq, (C.36)
cotδJ`1pkqS1J`1pkRq`C1J`1pkRq´EpkqS1J`1pkRq
“ 2µC22EpkqSJ`1pkRq´2µC21 tanεpkqDpkqSJ´1pkRq. (C.37)
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In the following, we present the results from numerical calculations for j ď 3. For numerical
solutions we use free parameters µ , C11, C12, C22, R and r to calculate some numerical data for
the scattering phase shifts and mixing angle. Then we use some fitting procedure to determine the
scattering lengths, effective ranges and mixing parameters. We simply fit the data to Eq. (4.40)
and (4.41). It is clear that there is an abundance of free parameters which we can use to determine
the scattering parameters. However, we set these free parameters such values that we can obtain
very nice fits to the data.
C.2.0.1 Example 1. 3S1 - 3D1 Coupling.
Our first example is the 3S1-3D1 coupled channel corresponding with j “ 1. We perform
numerical calculations using 2µC11 “´6.4 MeV, 2µC12 “´0.28 MeV, 2µC22 “´1.4 MeV
and R“ 2.6 fm. Results are shown in Table C.1 and Table C.2.
Table C.1 Numerical results for scattering length and effective range in two-body interaction by the
delta function potentials.
Channel aL [fm2L`1] rL [fm´2L`1]
3S1 2.766 1.804
3D1 -0.326 -36.876
3P2 16.108 -1.110
3F2 -0.039 -287.01
3D3 8.832 -0.665
3G3 0.008 -1550.6
For r “ 6.5 fm and k “ 0.335 MeV, we obtain
b0prq´q20 6r3 ´ r0 “ 4.577 fm, (C.38)
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Table C.2 Numerical results for the mixing parameters in two-body interaction by the delta function
potentials.
Mixing angle q0 [fm2] q1 [fm4]
ε1 0.075 0.068
ε2 0.060 0.034
ε3 0.232 0.057
and this agrees with the predicted equivalent expression within numerical precision,
2
ż R
0
´“
U Iαpr1q
‰2` “V Iαpr1q‰2¯dr1`2ż r
R
´“
U IIα pr1q
‰2` “V IIα pr1q‰2¯dr1 “ 4.575 fm. (C.39)
We also find
b2prq`q20 2r
3
3a22
´ r2 “ 5978.51 fm´3, (C.40)
agrees with
2
ż R
0
ˆ”
U Iβ pr1q
ı2`”V Iβ pr1qı2˙dr1`2ż r
R
ˆ”
U IIβ pr1q
ı2`”V IIβ pr1qı2˙dr1 “ 5934.13fm´3.
(C.41)
C.2.0.2 Example 2. 3P2 - 3F2 Coupling.
The second example is the coupled channel 3P2-3F2 with J “ 2. We use 2µC11 “´1.759 MeV,
2µC12 “ ´0.28 MeV, 2µC22 “ ´1.36 MeV and R “ 2.6 fm, and the results for a1, a3, r3, q0
and q1 shown in Table C.1 and Table C.2. For r “ 8.42 fm and k “ 0.33 MeV we get
b1prq´q20 90r5 ´ r1 “ 5.188 fm
´1, (C.42)
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which agrees within numerical precision with
2
ż R
0
´“
U Iαpr1q
‰2` “V Iαpr1q‰2¯dr1`2ż r
R
´“
U IIα pr1q
‰2` “V IIα pr1q‰2¯dr1 “ 5.187 fm´1. (C.43)
We also find
b3prq`q20 2r
5
45a23
´ r3 “ 2.8052ˆ106 fm´5, (C.44)
which agrees with
2
ż R
0
ˆ”
U Iβ pr1q
ı2`”V Iβ pr1qı2˙dr1`2ż r
R
ˆ”
U IIβ pr1q
ı2`”V IIβ pr1qı2˙dr1 “ 2.8035ˆ106 fm´5.
(C.45)
C.2.0.3 Example 3. 3D3 - 3G3 Coupling.
The last example is the 3D3-3G3 coupled channel with J “ 3. We use 2µC11 “ ´2.255 MeV,
2µC12 “´0.28 MeV, 2µC22 “´3.27 MeV and R“ 2.6 fm, and the parameters a2, a4, r2, a4,
q0 and q1 are calculated numerically and indicated in Table C.1 and Table C.2. For r “ 9.7 fm
and k “ 0.33 MeV the results for the 3D3 channel are
b2prq´q20 3150r7 ´ r2 “ 120.256 fm
´3, (C.46)
which agrees within numerical precision with
2
ż R
0
´“
U Iαpr1q
‰2` “V Iαpr1q‰2¯dr1`2ż r
R
´“
U IIα pr1q
‰2` “V IIα pr1q‰2¯dr1“ 120.88 fm´3. (C.47)
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For r “ 2.93 fm and k “ 1.0 MeV, the results of the 3G3 channel are
b4prq` q
2
0
a24
2r7
1575
´ r4 “ 2.218ˆ108 fm´7, (C.48)
which agrees with
2
ż R
0
ˆ”
U Iβ pr1q
ı2`”V Iβ pr1qı2˙dr1`2ż r
R
ˆ”
U IIβ pr1q
ı2`”V IIβ pr1qı2˙dr1 “ 2.214ˆ108 fm´7.
(C.49)
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Appendix D
D.1 Finite-volume binding energy corrections and topologi-
cal volume corrections for scattering with arbitrary `
In order to apply Lüscher’s finite-volume method with maximal accuracy, we consider also
finite-volume corrections to the binding energy of the dimer. The finite-volume correction to
two-body s-wave binding energies was derived in Ref. [123] and extended to arbitrary angular
momentum in Ref. [106, 109]. There has also been significant work towards understanding
three-body binding energy corrections at finite volume [112, 111].
It was noticed in Ref. [28] that the finite-volume corrections to the dimer binding energy
is dependent on the motion of the dimer. This fact has been used to cancel out finite-volume
corrections to the binding energy [45]. The dimer motion induces phase-twisted boundary
conditions on the dimer’s relative-coordinate wavefunction. These effects are called topological
volume corrections and were found to have an effect on the finite-volume analysis for scattering
of the dimer. The study of topological volume corrections were carried out for s-wave scattering
in Ref. [28, 26] and further applied in Ref. [148, 143]. In the following we show the extension
to general partial wave `.
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The general solution of the Helmholtz equation has the form of
ψpp~rq “
ÿ
`,m
c`,mppqG`,mp~r, p2q . (D.1)
The functions G`,mp~r, p2q form a linearly independent complete basis set and are defined as
G`,mp~r, p2q “ Y`,mp∇qGp~r, p2q . (D.2)
Here Y`,m are the solid spherical harmonic polynomials and defined in terms of the spherical
harmonics as
Y m` p~rq “ r`Ym` pθ ,φq , (D.3)
and Gp~r, p2q is the periodic Green’s function solution to the Helmholtz equation for `,m“ 0,
G0,0p~r, p2q “ Gp~r, p2q “ 1L3
ÿ
~k
e
2ipi
L
~k ~¨r´
2pi
L
~k
¯2´ p2 . (D.4)
Using Eq. (B1) of Ref. [124], we have
G`,mp~r, p2q “ r`Ym` pθ ,φq
ˆ
1
r
B
Br
˙`
Gp~r, p2q . (D.5)
Inserting Eq. (D.4) into Eq. (D.5), we write the asymptotic form of the scattering wave function
as
u`prq “C
ÿ
~k
|~k|` e
2ipi
L
~k ~¨r´
2pi
L
~k
¯2´ p2 , (D.6)
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where C is the normalization coefficient. The derivation of the topological volume corrections
for the s-wave scattering of two composite particles A and B is given in Ref. [28, 26, 148]. Here
we focus on the fermion-dimer scattering and derive the topological volume corrections for
higher partial waves.
In this analysis we take the continuum limit. We let the total momentum of the fermion
plus dimer system to be zero and let p be the magnitude of the relative momentum between the
fermion and dimer. Let Ed,~0p8q be the dimer energy at infinite volume and md be the dimer
mass. Then the fermion-dimer energy at infinite volume, Edfpp,8q, is
Edfpp,8q “ p
2
2md
` p
2
2m
`Ed,~0p8q . (D.7)
As in previous studies of fermion-dimer scattering on the lattice [28, 26, 148, 143], we calculate
the effective dimer mass of the dimer on the lattice by computing the dimer dispersion relation.
Now we let Edfpp,Lq be the finite-volume energy of the fermion-dimer system. Following
Ref. [28, 26, 148], we can compute the expectation value
Edfpp,Lq “
ş
d3r u˚`prqHˆu`prqş
d3r |u`prq|2 “
1
N`
kmaxÿ
~k
|~k|2`
p2
2md
`Ed,~kpLq
~´k2´η
¯2 , (D.8)
where Ed,~kpLq is the finite-volume energy of the dimer with momentum~k,N` is defined as
N` “
kmaxÿ
~k
|~k|2` ~´k2´η
¯´2
, (D.9)
and η “
´
Lp
2pi
¯2
. For `ą 0 the summations are divergent and we must cutoff the short distance
behavior at some momentum scale Λ characterizing the range of the fermion-dimer interactions.
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The corresponding maximum index value kmax scales as ΛL{p2piq.
Let ∆Ed,~0pLq “ Ed,~0pLq´Ed,~0p8q be the finite-volume energy shift of the dimer energy in
its rest frame, and ∆Ed,~kpLq “ Ed,~kp8q´Ed,~kpLq be the finite-volume energy shift of the dimer
energy with momentum~k. One can show that [28],
∆Ed,~kpLq
∆Ed,~0pLq
“ 1
3
3ÿ
i“1
cosp2pikiαq . (D.10)
Using Eq. (D.7), (D.8), and (D.10), we can now write the fermion-dimer energy correction at
finite volume as
Edfpp,Lq´Edfpp,8q “ τ`pηq∆Ed,~0pLq , (D.11)
where τ`pηq is the topological factor,
τ`pηq “ 1N`
kmaxÿ
~k
|~k|2` ř3i“1 cosp2pikiαq
3 ~´k2´η
¯2 , (D.12)
with α “ m{pm`mdq “ 1{3. Due to the short distance behavior of the momentum mode
summations for `ą 0, we find that the topological phase factor τ`pηq is suppressed by the lattice
length L,
τ`ą0pηq “ O
`
L´1
˘
. (D.13)
In other words, the topological volume correction for `ą 0 is smaller by a factor of L relative
to the `“ 0 correction. In our analysis of fermion-dimer scattering we have therefore included
topological volume corrections as written in Eq. (D.12) for `“ 0, but neglected the corrections
for `ą 0. We find that this prescription gives good agreement with the continuum infinite-volume
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STM results for partial waves `“ 0,1,2.
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